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Applications of CFD and Visualization Techniques
James H. Saunders, Susan T. Brown, and Jeffrey J. Crisafulli
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Columbus, Ohio
Leslie A. Southern
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Columbus, Ohio
Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and data animation are powerful tools
for understanding and solving complex engineering problems. The large data sets
generated by time-dependent simulations can be dramatically illustrated with computer
animation, often readily revealing the physics of the flow field.
In this paper, three applications are presented to illustrate current
techniques for flow calculation and visualization. The first two applications use a
commercial CFD code, FLUENT, performed on a Cray Y-MP. The results are animated
with the aid of data visualization software, apE. The third application simulates a
particulate deposition pattern using techniques inspired by developments in nonlinear
dynamical systems. These computations were performed on personal computers.
Details of the simulations _re presented elsewhere [refs. 1, 2, 3]. In this
paper, we focus on visualization of the data.
Air Flow Within Air Conditioned Rooms
In the first application, we simulated the three-dimensional air flow in two
air conditioned rooms connected by a doorway, with the goal of understanding the
effects of blower fan on-time and return air vent placement on comfort level and air
exchange within the room. Although real house flows are usually more complex, this
simplified case represents the essential physics, and thus can be used to investigate
basic flow patterns.
Figure 1 shows the rooms, which were 3.0 by 2.4 by 4.3 m and 3.9 by 2.4
by 4.3 m with a single 0.9 by 2.3 m door and insulated outside walls. The outdoor
temperature was 90 F to simulate a hot summer day. The ceiling and floor were held
at temperatures of 90 F and 73 F, respectively. 260 cfm of cool air at 55 F entered
the room through three inlet vents on the floor and exits through an outlet vent. The
outlet vent could be located either on the floor or high on a wall. We considered two
modes of fan operation: (1) running the fan only when the air conditioning was on, and
(2) running the fan continuously. The air conditioner cycle of 15 minutes had an on-
time of 6 minutes and an off-time of 9 minutes.
Figure 1. Animation of two air conditioned rooms
The room was modeled with 6061 nodes, using FLUENT, which solves the
time dependent mass, momentum, and energy equations using a finite volume method.
The temperature and velocity fields were then processed by apE to visualize the results.
Three-dimensional objects and scenes were rendered by apE, using a scanline Z buffer
approach to obtain photorealistic images that appropriately handled lighting, trans-
parency and shading [ref. 4]. Polygonal iso-valued surfaces were constructed from the
FLUENT data using a marching cubes algorithm [ref. 5]. For each timestep, three tem-
peratures (77 F, 75 F, and 73 F) were illustrated with red, yellow, and blue isosurfaces,
respectively.
The primary purpose of the visualization effort was t_) help characterize the
air exchange within the two rooms as a function of fan on-time and outlet vent loca-
tion. To visualize the air exchange process, a set of "glyphs" was used to mark the
fluid. These massless particles, which track but do not interact with the flow, had two
different shapes: pyramid shapes for existing room air and spherical shapes for the air
entering through the vents as shown in Figure 2. For the glyphs to track the flow
accurately, they had to interact with the velocity data generated by FLUENT. A special
facility was written to perform this function in apE. The glyphs were color coded to
indicate the local air temperature.
Figure 2. Visualization of the air exchange process: pyramid glyphs
represent existing room air, spheres represent entering air
With the outlet vent on the floor and the fan running either intermittently or
continuously, the isotherms are very flat, indicating poor mixing within the rooms. The
glyphs clearly showed that the air short-circuited from the inlet vents to the outlet; the
primary air flow, which was cool and dense, remained close to the floor and exited
through the outlet vent without appreciable mixing with the older air in the room.
Placing the outlet high on the wall solved the poor a#-exchange problem.
The glyphs showed that the air flowed through a larger portion of the room volume as
it passed to the outlet vent.
Indoor Flammable Plvmes from CNG Leaks
Buses are often stored and maintained in large transit facilities, which may
hold a large number of buses. A concern with natural gas-fueled buses is that a leak
could create a flammable atmosphere in the transit building. Knowledge of the size of
the plume for representative leaks is very important for developing future ventilation
standards.
We analyzed the dispersion of leakage plumes inside a typical transit
building that was 119 m by 108 m by 5.5 m high. During our simulation, the building
was fully occupied with parked buses and all doors were shut. The ventilation system
was on and operated at a rate of 5 air changes per hour.
Two leak scenarios were investigated:
1. A rapid leak corresponding to a ruptured fuel
manifold line connecting the CNG cylinders or the
failure of a pressure relief device.
2. Slow leaks from a poorly fitting fuel line connection.
The leakage rate was up to 2.0 g/s.
Because of symmetry, one-fourth of the room was modeled with FLUENT
using a grid of 12,000 cells. The effect of using a coarse grid on a flow with a wide
range of geometrical length scales was assessed with some preliminary calculations.
We found that leaking gas that entered the region between buses was strongly driven
toward the ceiling by buoyancy forces. The details of the flow under or within buses
were not important in determining ,the overall evolution of the plume.
The flammable concentration was tracked in time using apE. Two iso-valued
surfaces were constructed; one represented the minimum flammable concentration,
and the other represented the maximum. Transparency property effects were used for
the maximum isosurfces, so the flammable region was clearly depicted. The extent of
the plume as a function of time was dramatically displayed with animation. Figure 3
shows a gray scale rendition of the fast-leakage-rate plume. The region between the
dark and light surfaces of the plume represents the volume of the building with a
flammable concentration of gas.
Particulate Deposition in Flow Systems
Particulate deposition and plugging in flow systems are important in a
variety of industrial applications. We have simulated deposition in high-velocity gas
Figure 3. Rendition of fast-leakage rate indoor plume
flows where the flow is normal to a porous plate or collecting surfaces. Under these
conditions, the particles travel in essentially straight lines without lateral diffusion or
response to changes in the direction of the flow streamlines. Particles may collide with
any surface they encounter. Because of the high velocity and high particle Ioadings,
the deposit layer grows rapidly.
We modeled this process by tracking individual particles moving on a two-
dimensional lattice as they form the deposit layer. Rules based upon the microphysics
of the gas-particle-surface interactions determine whether a particle sticks to a deposit
site, misses it, or bounces off. The computer algorithm displays the result on a high-
resolution monitor, so that the development of the deposit can be observed
continuously.
Our initial motivation for developing this technique came from studies on
diffusion limited aggregation [ref. 6] and later from studies on ballistic deposition
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[ref. 7]. Near the end of our work we became aware of other work on similar
deposition models [ref. 8] with extensions shown in [ref. 9].
Figure 4 shows the results of simulating particles depositing on a porous
plate. Particles, which are assigned one or more pixels on the graphics screen, are
released at a random location above the deposit layer and are tracked as they move in
a straight line toward the deposit. Deposited particles are shown as colored pixels on
the screen. At each timestep, the algorithm examines pixels that are in and near the
immediate path of the particle. If a collision with a deposited particle is imminent, the
sticking probability is computed for that set of circumstances. If the collision will be a
frontal collision, the particle may either stick or bounce. If the collision involves the
sides or corners of the deposit, then the particle may stick or pass by.
Figure 4. Simulation of particles depositing on a porous plate
Because of the continuously updated graphic display, the effects of rule
changes can quickly be seen, allowing the researcher to evaluate the ramifications of
6
the assumptions and develop an understanding of the role of the microphysics on the
formation of the resulting structure.
Our work has shown that the resulting deposit structure is sensitive to the
form of the rules [ref. 5]. However, rules can be estimated from the detailed micro-
physics and future research should focus on extending this ability. For instance, in high
speed flows, lateral dendritic growth may be strongly limited by shear-induced breakage
of the dendrites. Rule selection should therefore be guided by careful comparisons of
the predicted morphology of the deposit structure with detailed experimental
measurements.
Conclusions
Visualization has been shown to be an important part of three engineering
research problems using hardware ranging from supercomputers to personal computers.
In the room ventilation example, the visualization revealed the impact of vent place-
ment on air mixing in the two rooms. The visualization of the flammable gas plume in
the transit building analysis gives the ventilation engineer a much clearer indication of
potential weaknesses in the ventilation scheme than would be possible with traditional
techniques. The graphical display of particle deposition gives the researcher a unique
perspective on the growth of particle beds and allows detailed investigations of the
particle microphysics in these processes. These visualization techniques have many
applications that dramatically increase the usefulness of scientific data.
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1.0 ABSTRACT
A variety of heat transfer problems arise in the design of the Su-
perconducting Super Collider (SSC}. One class of problems is to
minimize heat leak from the ambient to the SSC rings, since the
rings contain superconducting ma_,mets maintained at a temper-
ature of 4 K. Another arises from the need to dump the beam of
protrons (traveling around the SSC rings) on to absorbers during
an abort of the collider. Yet another category of problems is the
cooling of equipment to dissipate the heat generated during op-
elation. An overview of these problems and sample heat transfer
results are given in this paper.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 gives a birds-eye-view of the Dallas/Fort Worth area
and the SSC main underground tunnel. The 87 km circumfer-
ence tunnel will contain two main rings of magnets and other
components [ 1].
3.0
Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the main tunnel. Two counter-
rotating beams of protons will travel inside the two main rings at
nearly the speed of light. Collision of these beams under con-
trolled conditions is expected to yield new sub-atomic particles
that will unravel mysteries of the origins of the universe.
The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of some of the
heat transfer problems that arise in the design of the SSC and
present sample heat transfer results.
CLASSIFICATION OF HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS
The heat transfer problems encountered at SSC can be classified
(based upon their applications} into the following categories:
3. I Heat Leak
Minimization of heat leak from the ambient to the components of
the SSC main and High Energy Booster rings (that span a total
route length of 185 kin). The interior of these components is
maintained at 4 IC since they contain superconducting magnets.
Therefore, minimizing heat leak can lower refrigeration costs.
References [2] through [6] are a small sample of the vast amount
research reported on this subject.
3.2 Beam Absorption
Absorption of the beam of protons by depositing the beam on to
absorbers may be necessary during commlsioning of the SSC
rings or during an abort of the rings [7]. Under accident condi-
tions the beam could be deposited on to the superconducting
magnets itself [8]. In addition, during beam deposition on to tar-
get materials (for physics experiments), a similar heat transfer
problem arises.
3.3 Cooling of Equipment
Different equipment generate heat during their operation. The
heat must be carried away by an optimum cooling system that
does not jeopardise the various operational specifications of the
equipment.
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4.0 HEAT LEAK INTO THE SPOOL PIECE
4. I Description
Figure 3 shows one of the components of the SSC rings, the
spool piece [1]. At the spool piece, cryogen (helium and nitrogen)
lines enter and leave the rings. The spool piece also contains
safety valves for the cryogen tubing and in addition performs
numerous other functions.
The spool piece is also characterized by a complex geometry with
numerous heat flow paths between the ambient and the 4 K in-
terior. Therefore, accurately predicting heat leak into the spool
piece is a challenging task.
At steady state, the flow of heat into the spool piece from the am-
blent will be carried away by cryogen flowing at three tempera-
ture levels, namely 80 K, 20 K and 4 K. The cryogen at 80 K is
liquid nitrogen, at 20 K it is gaseous helium and at 4 K it is liq-
uid helium. The maximum temperature rise in the 4 K cryogen
line is fractions of a degree kelvin, while in the 20 and 80 K cryo-
gen lines, it is about 8 K.
4.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details
In order to estimate the heat leak from the spool piece, the fol-
lowing simplifying assumptions were made:
1} heat flow through conduction paths is steady and one-dimen-
sional,
2) residual gas conduction across the vacuum spaces is ac-
counted for,
3) thermal radiation across the vacuum spaces is taken into ac-
count,
4) thermo-physlcal properties axe a function of temperature,
5) natural convection of the cryogen in valves is neglected.
Numerous other secondary assumptions were made for the con-
venience of the analysis but are omitted here in the interests of
brevity.
The conduction calculations were made using integral tables,
while the effects of thermal radiation was accounted for by
11
5.0
means of simple calculations based on more detailed and accu-
rate calculations [9]. The effect of residual gas conduction was
based on empirical expressions [I0].
4.3 Results
Table 1 summarizes the heat leak results for one of the many
spool piece variants at SSC. Of greatest concern is the heat leak
at the 4 K level since refrigeration costs are higher at lower tem-
peratures. Table I shows that the total heat leak into the 4 K
cryogen is nearly 9 W with the copper instrumentation leads ac-
counting for more than 5 W.
A detailed thermal resistance analysis [6,9], possibly using avail-
able software in the market, may improve the accuracy of the
heat leak estimates. Research has shown that natural convec-
tion flows of the stagnant cryogen in the valves may contribute
to heat leak [ I I, 12]. This assumption may have to be relaxed.
Efforts are also underway to obtain measurements of the heat
leak. More details of the calculations reported here can be ob-
tained by contacting the principal author of this paper.
BEAM ABSORBER
5.1 Description
Figure 4 shows a schematic of an iron absorber for the SSC lin-
ear accelerator (LINAC). The beam of protons has an elliptic
cross-section, with 2 mm and 20 mm axes, and is incident on
the front surface of the absorber. Within the absorber, the ener-
gy of the protons is converted into internal energy of the absorb-
er through a sequence of physics processes, the theory about
which is available elsewhere [13].
The calculation of the energy deposition rates is accomplished
by the most recent version of the MARS software [I 4]. As the
beam penetrates the absorber, it assumes a cone shape and the
energy deposition is correspondingly over a three-dimensional
conical region within the absorber. The apex of the cone is at the
point of incidence on the front surface of the absorber and the
axis of the cone coincides with the axis of the beam. At the axis
of the beam, the energy deposition rate is 4 orders of magnitude
greater than at a radial distance of I cm. Thus high thermal
stresses can be expected at the axis.
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Thus, the problem here is to determine the duration of beam
deposition that is permissible without exceeding the peak tem-
perature and stress limit for a given absorber material.
5.2 Model AssumpUons and Solution Details
The assumptions made to determine the peak temperature and
stresses in the absorber were:
1) heat conduction is transient and three-dlmenslonal,
2) heat generation rates are a function of t, x, y and z,
3} thermo-physical properties are temperature dependent.
The problem was so]red using ANSYS and computer times of the
order of I day were required on the HP-730 workstation for each
calculation.
5.3 Results
Figure 5 shows the peak temperature and stresses versus time
for an iron absorber core for two different beam deposition sce-
narios. The scenarios were determined based on physics consid-
erations [I 5]. Peak temperature and von-mlses stress limits of
500 C and 200 MPa were specified, keeping in view the melting
point of iron which is approximately 1500 C [16] and the yield
point of iron under tension which is approximately 200 to 500
MPa [17].
The operational scenario {solid lines on Figure 5), involves a I
GeV (giga electron volts) beam of protons impinging on the ab-
sorber in a series of pulses. Each pulse has a 7 micro-second
duration and the corresponding current over that duration is 25
mA. The frequency of the pulses is I0 Hz. Further, the pulses ar-
rive at the absorber in batches of 7, spanning 0.7 seconds. Each
batch of 7 pulses is separated by a 6.3 second time interval from
neighbouring batches. Thus, there are 7 pulses every 7 seconds.
For the operational scenario, the beam can be deposited on the
absorber for 16 hrs without exceeding the above limits. There-
fore, for the given scenarios, an iron sbsorber should be suffi-
dent. Details of this work will be published shortly.
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6.0 LIQUID COOLED RF-CAVITY TUNER
6. I Description
Figures 6a and 6b show typical low energy booster radio fre-
quency {r0 cavity. The function of the cavity is to accelerate the
proton beam to higher energy levels [1].
Figure 7 shows a sectional view of an rf-cavity tuner. There are 4
ferrtte disks of 25 mm thickness each, separated by 5 mm spac-
es. {Note, Figures 6a and 6b show 5 ferrites, while Figure 7 con-
siders a configuration with 4 ferrites.} Coolant flows through the
spaces between the ferrites to dissipate the heat generated in the
ferrites, and in the walls of the tuner housing during the opera-
tion of the H-cavity. Note the location of the coolant inlets and
exits on Figures 6a through 7. The coolant inlets are diametri-
cally opposite the exits.
The problem is to design an optimum cooling system that pre-
vents high temperatures in the ferrltes and the coolant. If the
peak temperature in the ferrites approaches its curie tempera-
ture {125 C) then its magnetic properties are affected. Similarly,
the peak temperature in the coolant should not approach its
boiling point. In the case of one of the coolants considered here,
the Galden Heat Transfer Liquid, the boiling point was 110 C.
Details of this work are available elsewhere [18].
6.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details
The following assumptions were made in the analysis [18]:
l) the heat transfer in the coolant and the flow field are steady,
incompressible, three-dimensional and turbulent,
2} natural convection is included,
3} heat conduction in the ferrites is three-dimenslonal,
4} heat generation in the ferrites, coolant and copper is included,
5) the thermo-physlcal properties of the coolant and ferrite are
constant,
6) geometric complexities neglected.
Due to reflective symmetry, two symmetry planes were identified
normal to the axial and azimuthal directions, each of which bi-
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sected the tuner to two mirror-lmage halves [18]. Thus the com-
putational domain encompased only one-fourth of the tuner
shown on Figures 6a and 6b.
The problem was solved using the PHOENICS computational flu-
id dynamics (CFD) package. About 25,000 cells were used and
computer times of several days was needed on the HP-730 work-
station [ 18]. No comparisons of calculations with measurements
have been made. When such data become available in the fu-
ture, comparisons will be made. No grid dependence studies
were made due to the enormous computer resources involved.
6.3 Results
Figure 8 illustrates a typical flow field on the axial-direction
symmetry plane. Clearly the coolant prefers the path of least re-
sistance along the annular passage between the ferrites and the
tuner housing. Reducing the annular gap can induce the coolant
to flow into the interior where cooling is needed.
The isotherms (also on the axial-direction plane of symmetry) of
Figure 9 show a recirculation region. The peak ferrite tempera-
tures were located there.
The isobars (near the side wall of the housing) of Figure 10 show
that the bulk of the pressure drop in the fluid occurs near the
exits.
In summary, the peak ferrite and coolant temperatures were
sensitive to: coolant flow rate, coolant inlet temperature, inlet
and exit areas, number of inlets and exits and the annular gap
[18]. The calculations also indicated that natural convection ef-
fects played an important role in lowering the local temperatures
in the coolant and ferrite[18,19].
The sensitivity studies helped influence the design of the cooling
system.
7.0 SOLID COOLED RF-CAVITY TUNER
7.1 Description
A solid-cooled version of the rf-cavity described above was evalu-
ated. Disks of Beryllium Oxide (BeO} or Aluminum Nit_ride
(alnlde) were placed in the coolant spaces between the ferrites
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(Figure 7) as shown on Figure I I [20]. Five ferrite disks are used
in this case (Figure 11) versus four in the earlier liquid cooled
case. Good thermal contact between the BeO (or alnide] disks
and the ferrlte disks was facilitated by having a film of goop (a
glue) between them. The glue also helped reduce thermal stress-
es in the ferrltes and BeO (or alnide). Details of this work can be
found in Reference [20].
Due to the high thermal conductivity of the BeO (286 W/mC) or
the alnide (I 70 W/mC) compared to that of the ferrite (5.5 W/
mC), the heat generated in the ferrites was transported to the
housing walls by the BeO and alnide. At the housing walls the
heat is removed by flowing a coolant such as water within tubes
brazed on the outside of the housing. Thus, the BeO and alnide
disks serve as paths of low thermal resistance that carry the
heat away from the ferrites [20].
The problem involves heat conduction through complex geome-
tries, with dissimilar solids bonded together. Therefore, the peak
temperatures and stresses in the solids have to be determined.
It is important that the peak temperatures in the ferrites not ap-
proach its curie temperature (125 C) and the peak stresses in
the ferrites, BeO and alnide yield a safety factor of at least 3
compared with the strengths of the respective materials. Table 2
shows the relevant strengths of the different materials.
7.2 Model Assumptions and Solution Details
The following assumptions were made:
1) transient, three-dimensional heat conduction,
2) heat generation rates vary with time and radius,
3) properties are constant.
The problem was solved using ANSYS and cpu times of several
hrs were required on the HP-730 workstation for each case.
7.3 Results
Figures 12a and 12b show the computational domain from two
different views. Notice the ferrites, BeO, copper housing walls
and copper ribs outside the housing. The complexity of the ge-
ometry is evident.
16
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Table 2 shows steady state temperature and stress results ob-
tained for a typical case. Use of BeO gave the lowest peak tem-
perature and stresses for all the cases considered. Use of alnides
came second while the non-use of either BeO or alnide had the
highest peak temperatures and stresses. In summary, solid cool-
ing the tuner using BeO was found to be feasible from a thermal
and stress perspective. Details are available elsewhere [20].
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Table 2: Themal/stress results of solid cooled low energy
booster rf-cavity tuner
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Figure 1: Topographic and geologic profile along ring circumference [1].
Figure 2: Cross section of the ma/n SSC tunnel
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Figure 6.1: Representative low enex'Sy booster rf-cavity
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Figure 7: Sectional view of liquid-cooled low energy booster rf cavity tuner
Figure 8: Velocity field on the axial direction symmetry plane
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Figure 9: Coolant isotherms on the axial direction symmetry plane
Figure 10: Isobars near the side wall of the housing
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NUMERICAL STUDY ON MIXING OF SPRAYED LIQUID IN AN LNG STORAGE TANK
Hiroyuki Uchida, Tatsuya Arai
Makoto Sugihara and Mariko Nakayama
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.
Yokohama, Japan
SUMMARY
This paper presents a numerical method to simulate the mixing of heavier
LNG sprayed on lighter layer. Numerical results for evolutions of flow field and
density field are obtained in a rectangular computational domain which includes
the vicinity of the liquid surface. At the surface boundary, uniform
distributions of the fluid velocity and the density are assumed. Detail
structure of flow caused by impingements of liquid drops are neglected. But, to
trigger a realistic motion, a series of random numbers is employed. It is used
as an initial distribution of the density near the surface. This method
successfully gives a realistic simulation of the mixing process. Numerical
result for mixing velocity shows good agreement with experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Density of LNG varies according to its composition. When we receive LNG
with different composition into a partially filled tank, they sometimes separate
into two layers. This stratification should be avoided because it may cause the
roll-over accident. A widely accepted way to receive heavier liquid into lighter
layer is called bottom feed method, where these liquids are mixed by jet flow
from a nozzle placed at bottom of the tank. In these years, top feed method is
adopted at several power stations, where heavier liquid is sprayed on the
lighter layer through a ring-header placed in the top space of the tank. This
method is believed to be more reliable to receive heavier LNG.
Many researches have been done related to the mixing in the bottom feed
method both theoretically and experimentally (refs. 1 and 2), but no reports are
found for the top feed method. Some researches have been done on impingement of
single drop against liquid surface (refs. 3 and 4), but there seems no research
dealing with many drops and/or mass transport. In the present study, mixing
process of the top feed method is investigated numerically. A color animation
video will be presented at the meeEing to show an evolution of the density
distribution.
MODEL AND METHOD OF COMPUTATION
In the present analysis, temporal change of the distributions of velocity
and density are solved in a rectangular computational domain. This domain
includes the vicinity of the liquid surface. Therefore, only beginnings of the
mixing can be analyzed in the present study. Governing equations employed here
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are vorticity transport equation, stream function equation (Navier-Stokes
t
equations) and mass transport equation. Buoyant force due to the density
difference is modeled by using Boussinesq approximation. This system is governed
by three nondimensional parameters: Grashof number Gr, Reynolds number Re and
Schmidt number Sc. That is,
Gr : g(_9/Po)L31v2
Re UL/_ , Sc = _/D
where g denotes the acceleration of gravity, mp the density difference between
heavier and lighter liquid, 9o the density of the sprayed (heavier) liquid, L
the reference length, U the receiving velocity, _ the kinematic viscosity and
D the diffusion coefficient.
Uniform distributions of the inflow velocity and the density are assumed at
liquid surface, i.e. top boundary. That is, flow due to the impingement of the
drops are ignored because of small scale of the flow. A thin layer with uniform
density is assumed to form near the surface as a result of quick mixing.
However, a nonuniform initial distribution of density is given on a grid line
just below the top boundary. A series of random numbers is used to make this
nonuniformity. This trick enables to obtain realistically complex solution.
Uniform distribution of the velocity is given at bottom boundary. Both side
boundaries are modeled as no-slip wall.
The governing equations are discretised by using a finite difference
method. The transport equations for the vorticity and the density are solved by
an explicit time integration method. In the present problem, mass transport will
be dominated by convection because of very small diffusion coefficient. To keep
high accuracy for such complex flow, Kawamura-Kuwahara scheme (ref. 5) is used
to approximate convection terms. The stream function equation is solved by using
the ADI method in each time step.
SomelRssential input data used in the present computation are as follows:
Gr=l.lxlO v, Re=47.4_ Sc=794, 40x120 grids, 20000 time steps. Peclet number Pe
(=ReSc) is 3.76xI0 _. The reference length L (=20Omm) is a width of an
experimental apparatus by which a visualization experiment was carried out.
Physical properties are for brine. Computation time was about 3.5 hours on a
computer FUJITSU FACOM VP-2100.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the early stage of computations, we did not use any artificial initial
distribution of density. But there happened no convective mixing. It is a
trivial solution with only diffusion. For the next trial, we gave a seed for an
initial distribution of the density. Some small value was given at only grid
point on the center line just below the surface. Figure I shows an evolution of
the density distribution for initial 4 seconds. Because this is just a trial,
the lower part of the computational domain was cut off. To avoid the
complication of the figure, the contour line is plotted for 0. I (nondimensional
density) only.
In the beginning of the mixing, wavy motions appear in the vicinity of the
liquid surface. These motions are similar to those seen in Rayleigh-Taylor
instability (ref. 6). The characteristics of this wavy motion, such as wave
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length, are determined spontaneously. The amplitudes of the waves increases
gradually. One of the plume stands out from the others, and a mushroom-shaped
plume forms. This plume reaches bottom and spreads. The density distribution is
perfectly symmetrical and not very complex in contrast with the following
result. Wehave not seen such simple and beautiful patterns in the experiment.
This simplicity maycomefrom the unrealistic boundary or initial condition.
vT
l
l
Figure l.- An evolution of the density distribution for initial
4 seconds (a seed is given at a grid point only).
Figure 2 shows the density distributions for initial 8 seconds. The random
numbers are used here for the initial distribution of the density. This
evolution of the density will be also presented by the aid of a color animation
video at the meeting. The color display makes it easy to understand the density
distributions. In the beginning of the mixing, wavy motions appear as seen in
figure l also. The amplitudes of the waves increases gradually, and some plumes
of the heavier liquid grow. Two dominant plumes can be seen in the early stage
of mixing. Finally, these mushroom-shaped plumes join into a vortical flow.
After the dominant flow forms, following plumes are caught into the vortex one
after another. The vortical flow develops further and the heavier part sinks
downward. This feature of mixing is very similar to the observation in the
experiment (ref. 7). It should be noted here that the position of the dominant
plumes and the general behavior of mixing are not strongly affected by the
artificial initial distribution of density.
Figure 3 shows an evolution of the density profiles in the vertical
direction. The density is averaged in the horizontal direction. It is obvious
that the front of the plumes moves downward. The density changes steeply at the
front. This tells that the convetive mass transport is dominant compared with
the diffusive transport there. The distribution is basically plateau shaped,
though some unevenness is there. The heavier liquid seems to be mixed well
within the vortex.
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Figure 4 shows the position of the front of plumes as a function of time.
The position of the front is defined here as the point where scaled density is
O.l. The velocity increases with time, and reach somevalue. An interest thing
is that the front pause for a momentafter 6 seconds mixing. This behavior was
observed in the experiment also. The plume will go down with intermittent
pauses. The numerical result for the average plume velocity shows good agreement
with the experimental result.
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Figure 2.- An evolution of the density distribution for initial
8 seconds (a series of random numbers is used to
specify initial distribution of density near
free surface).
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Figure 3.- A temporal change of the density profile.
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CONCLUSIONS
The mixing process of heavier liquid sprayed on the lighter layer has been
analyzed numerically. The temporal change of the flow field and the density
field are obtained. Realistically complex process is successfully predicted by
using a series of random numbers for the initial condition. The present
I
simulation catches the features, the momentary pause of the plumes front, which
is observed in the experiment. The numerical result for the plume velocity shows
good agreement with the experimental result.
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ABSTRACT
Venting of cryogenic and non-cryogenic fluids to a vacuum or a very low pressure will take place in many
space-based systems that are currently being designed. This may cause liquid freezing either internally
within the flow circuit or on external spacecraft surfaces. Typical ammonia flow circuits were investigated
to determine the effect of the geometric configuration and initial temperature, pressure, and void fraction
on the freezing characteristics of the system. The analysis was conducted also to investigate the ranges of
applicability of the FLOW-NET program. It was shown that a typical system can be vented to very low
liquid fractions before freezing occurs. However, very small restrictions in the flow circuit can hasten the
inception of freezing. The FLOW-NET program provided solutions over broad ranges of system conditions,
such as venting of an ammonia tank, initially completely filled with liquid, through a series of contracting
and expanding line cross sections to near-vacuum conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Freezing of either a cryogenic or a non-cryogenic fluid during venting to a low pressure environment is
a concern in the design of the space liquid storage systems. There are many situations where such venting
may be necessary. For instance, the Space Station ammonia loop may have to be vented during an
emergency, liquid delivered to orbit may have to be dumped during a shuttle emergency, or liquid may have
to be transferred from a high-pressure supply tank to a tank at a low pressure. During the design phases of
such orbital liquid systems the question is often asked whether most of the liquid can be vented prior to
freezing, and in which specific locations in the flow circuit can such freezing occur.
The design complexity of the space fluid systems requires that adequate computational tools be available
for the analysis of such systems. During the venting process a typical storage system will start out with a
storage tank initially at a high pressure and a low void fraction. As liquid flows through the system, it
increases in void fraction, decreases in temperature, and can result in a completely evaporated liquid or a
single-phase vapor flow at the outlet to space. The analysis of such a system is rather demanding
computationally and the methods of analysis are currently under development and have not reached a state
of maturity where such problems can be solved routinely. Typical designs considered in the present analysis
PRIEC£DING "-_'"- _ r _.,_,-,,....
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were analyzed both to provide some insights into the freezing problem and to check out the applicability
of the FLOW-NET program.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The FLOW-NET program was used to conduct the computations. The initial version of the program.
called SOLA-LOOP, was developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (ref. 1). The program
development continued at Flow Science, Inc. and at the present time the development continues at the
University of Maine.
Conservation of mass, energy, and momentum equations solved by the program are given in reference
2. They are repeated here for the sake of completeness.
Conservation of mass
Op OpuA Se + Se
a--7+ _ - " V
,gp_ OA ( . P_P'_ u,.) S_0----_+ -A_ Pfl_ + • = J_ + J; + "VP
( o;p:,,,)s,
Conservation of momentum
1 3 flAp p_u
+_ _ p = ___
OP 1
pa,-+ 8.,-- _ V,,.,A). I.I + ;,.
.=(' Ox Ps P_ \P_
Conservation of energy
}o-_(oi_E, + ol E,_ + a-_ "_[Pi_E_ + P 0] + u, [_,iE, + t, (1-0)] =
In these equations.
A = cross sectional area
Eg = specific total gas energy
E( = specific total liquid energy
fL = area change loss coefficient
f,. = friction loss coefficient
g, = body acceleration
H i = noncondensible gas enthalpy
H_ = liquid enthalpy
H, = vapor enthalpy
J,. = rate of condensation
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V
J,. = rate of evaporation
K d = liquid-gas momentum exchange coefficient
P = pressure
t = time
Sg = external gas source
Si = external noncondensible gas source
Se = external liquid source
S,. = S_-S i
u = mixture velocity
u,. = relative velocity between liquid and vapor
_p = acceleration due to externally applied force
V = mixture volume
x = distance
0 = void fraction
p = mixture density
p_ _- vapor density
Pi = noncondensible gas density
: 0¢_26_2
The equations of motion as presented here are equivalent to those in other two-phase flow programs such
as ATHENA (ref. 3), RELAP5 (ref. 4), and TRAC (ref. 5). In these equations Ka is a function that describes
the momentum exchange between the liquid and the gas phases. Large differences in liquid-gas velocities
are associated with a small value of K a. Conversely, small differences in liquid-gas velocities are associated
with a large value of K a. Initially the FLOW-NET program was formulated assuming relatively small
velocity differences. This permitted the elimination of terms underlined in the momentum equation. These
terms have been included in a recent program modification (ref. 6). Although the capability to solve
problems with large velocity differences exists, such problems can be solved only when Kd is known, which,
in most cases, has to be determined experimentally. Fortunately, there are classes of problems where Kd
could be safely assumed to be large. System venting problems considered here can be assumed to have small
relative velocities between phases. In such a case, the continuously decreasing system pressure will cause
nucleation and continuous vapor generation. Such nucleation usually occurs at solid surfaces, thus breaking
up any tendency to separate the phases into a low-velocity liquid phase attached to the solid surfaces and
a high-velocity vapor core. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
\' v
mvapor
503675.1 MSDV
Constant Pressure Flow
v
rhvapor
Decreasing Prossure Flow
Figure 1. Effect of pressure decrease on flow configuration
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NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS '"
The venting analyses presented in this paper were conducted as part of the Two-Phase Integrated Thermal
System (TPITS) shuttle experiment designed to evaluate the Space Station two-phase ammonia thermal
control system. Although the analyses were performed to evaluate a specific system, results are applicable
to other similar systems and show significant trends and design conditions to be avoided.
Two specific analyses were conducted. In the first one a typical ammonia tank was vented to space. A
long-duration run was made to determine the point where freezing is likely to occur. In the second case short
runs were conducted to determine the effects of flow restrictions in the ven_ line and initial tank
thermodynamic conditions.
1. Venting of an Ammonia Tank
The computational model considered is shown in Figure 2. The supply tank initial conditions were P =
67.0 psia, T = 35°F. The outside boundary pressure was kept at 31.16 psia for 10 seconds, then allowed
to decrease to 1.24 psia in 300 seconds. The pressure was not decreased any further to avoid temperature
decrease below freezing, a condition that has no physical meaning, because the program can consider only
liquid-vapor mixtures with no solid phase. The saturation temperature corresponding to the 1.24 psia
pressure is -100°F, slightly above the -107.86°F freezing temperature.
503676 MSDV
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Figure 2. Ammonia dump computational model
The computational model consists of pipe P1, representing the supply tank, a reducer RI between the
supply tank and the vent line P2. Expander R2 and pipe P3 are approximations of space conditions. There
are no reliable methods available that could be used to solve liquid-vapor plume problems. Only crude
approximations of external conditions can be made, as were done in the present analysis. To approximate
the external conditions, the flow was allowed to expand from a 0.25 in. diameter line to a 3.0 in. diameter
line. Results of such analysis can give a qualitative indication of possible ice formation outside of the exit
plane.
The supply tank void fraction, mixture pressure, and temperature histories are shown in Figures 3, 4, and
5, respectively. The aim of a liquid dump system is to vent as much of the liquid as possible without freezing
the liquid. As shown in Figure 3, the tank approaches a void fraction of 1.0 at approximately 350 seconds.
At this point the temperature, as shown in Figure 5, is well above the freezing temperature. It can be
concluded that the tank can be vented without freezing. At 350 seconds the tank vent line exit temperature
is well above the freezing point, as shown in Figure 6. It can also be concluded that the liquid in the line
will not freeze.
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Figure 3. Storage tank void fraction history
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Figure 4. Storage tank pressure history
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Figure 5. Storage tank temperature history
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Figure 6. Mixture temperature at vent pipe exit
Temperature distribution along the length of the circuit is shown in Figure 7. Results show that the
temperature at the exit drops substantially between 200 and 300 seconds, getting close to freezing between
300 and 400 seconds. It can, therefore, be concluded that conditions outside of the vent exit could cause
some freezing. The total mass that could freeze is small because the void fraction during this time period
is large as shown in Figure 8.
2. Effect of Geometry and Initial Conditions on the Vent System Performance
A flow circuit with contracting-expanding cross section was constructed to get some understanding of the
effect of the flow circuit geometry and initial conditions on the freezing potential. The flow circuit geometry
is shown in Figure 9; the conditions analyzed are given in Table I. Circuit exit boundary conditions are
shown in Figure 10. In this particular case the exit pressure was reduced to 0.2 psia, thus creating a potential
to reach temperatures below freezing. However, it should be realized that temperatures below freezing have
no physical meaning. The solution gives an indication that a freezing condition is approaching but gives no
quantitative answers.
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Figure 7. Temperature distribution along the length of the flow circuit
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Figure 8. Void fraction distribution along the length of the flow circuit
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Legend
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r
P1
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PI1
VF 1 _
T1
P5
PI2
VF
/
Po.%.To
Component Ler_Ith (in.) Diameter (in.)
P1 25.6 12.0
P2 29.1 0.25
P3 2.0 Variable (See Table 1)
P4 2.9 0.25
P5 3.4 0.50
P6 5.7 3.00
PI, VF, T - initial pressure, void fraction, and temperature (Table 1)
Po - boundary pressure (Figure 10)
Figure 9. Flow circuit geometry
TABLE I. INITIAL CONDITIONS AND THE THROAT DIAMETER
PI_ (psi)
VF_
Case 1 Cs=e 2 CaN 3 Cue 4
67.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
0.001 0.99 1.00.99
T1 (°F) 35.0 -50,0 -50.0 -50.0
PI_ (psi) 32.0 8.0 8.0 80
VF 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
T2 (°F) 2.0 -50.0 -50.0 -50.0
d (in) 0.056 0.056 0.20 0.056
prof-I_Per: g2h0533 tl 06/25_2
\
To conserve computer time, the four cases were run for 2.0 seconds. Temperature histories for the four
cases are shown in Figure l 1. Plots start at 0.5 seconds to give a better resolution of the results. Case l,
which is similar to the first long-duration case described in this paper, shows a very gradually decreasing
temperature, well above the freezing point. Case 2, which has a low supply tank pressure and a high void
fraction (a condition that could be encountered partially into the vent cycle) shows a rapidly decreasing
temperature, reaching a point well below freezing. Case 3, similar to Case 2, but with a larger restriction
diameter, shows much higher temperature. This gives some quantitative evidence to an intuitively obvious
fact that severe restrictions can hasten the formation of ice within the flow circuit. It is, therefore, prudent
to avoid such restrictions whenever possible. Case 4 shows the temperature response of a pure vapor, to
show the difference in response to a two-phase medium.
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CONCLUSIONS "
The ammonia dump analysis results indicate that ammonia can be readily vented overboard either in an
emergency situation or under normal operating conditions with little danger of freezing. For a typical flow
circuit considered in the analysis, practically all of the ammonia could be vented with temperatures
remaining well above freezing. Freezing potential developed outside of the vent nozzle toward the end of
the dump operation, when the liquid quantity in the system is low. Restriction in the flow circuit can greatly
enhance the possibility of freezing and should be avoided. When such restrictions cannot be avoided, they
should be included in the computational model.
No difficulties were encountered using the FLOW-NET program. The cases analyzed are rather difficult
cases computationally, since the flow starts out as essentially a pure liquid in the supply tank, undergoes
a phase change in the flow circuit, then expands into essentially space environment. All results were stable
and the solutions well-behaved.
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RUNNING SINDA '85/FLUNT INTERACTIVE ON THE VAX
Boris Simmonds
Sverdrup Technology MSFC Group
Huntsville, Alabama
0
ABSTRACT
Computer software as engineering tools are typically run in three modes: Batch, Demand and
Interactive. The first two are the most popular in the SINDA world. The third one is not so popular,
due probably to the users inaccessibility to the command procedure files for running SINDA _85, or lack
of familiarty with the SINDA '85 execution processes (preprocessor, processor, compilation, linking,
execution and all of the file assignment, creation, deletions and de-assignments). Interactive is the mode
that makes thermal analysis with SINDA '85 a real-time design tool. This paper explains a command
procedure sufficient (the minimum modifications required in an existing demand command procedure) to
run SINDA '85 on the VAX in an interactive mode. To exercise the procedure a sample problem is
presented exemplifying the mode, plus additional programming capabilities available in SINDA _85.
Following the same guidelines the process can be extended to other SINDA _85 residence computer
platforms.
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PRECEDING ?PI_E =':.,.=_,TM,_,'.,'Jr.;_,[' 'O'i"YiL._ED
lAG ENDA [ "
_ Standard Demand/Batch Run Process i
SINDA [ I" Interactive Process I
PROCESSES . [. Advantages II
] • CommandProcedureMedificatiom ieq_-------_
EXAMPLE /
. Problemssl_ption j
• SINDA' uint Model Features
• Interactive Run
IJ
• List of Command Procedure Files
SINDA PROCESS
• Standard Demand/Batch Run Process
..ma
Get the Current Location and Place to Keep Results
Create Working Directory on Scratch or Locally
Delete the Working Hies and Directories
De-assign all Working Files
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SINDA PROCESS
• Interactive Process
.die
[ Get the Current Location and Place to Keep Results /
t
I Create Working Directory on Scratch or Locally
Run Pre-processor
Compile and Link
Run Processor I _ USERv
Delete the Working Files and Directories
INPUT FILES
OUTPUT FILES
De-assign all Working Files
INTERACTIVE PROCESS
• Minimum Command Procedure Modifications Required
• In the Standard ASTA.COM File Hold the Run-Process and the
File-Deletion-Process by Commenting the Following Two Lines:
$ RUN 'FNAME
$ @AST:DELWORK
• Recommend You Create a New File such as ASTA_SAVE.COM.
• Define a Symbol such as SINDAS$_SAVE:= = @ASTA_SAVE in
Your THERMAL Set-Up or LOGIN.COM Fries.
II
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INTERACTIVE PROCESS.
• Compilation and Linking Process
• Run the Preprocessor With Input File XXX.INP:
$>SINDA85_SAVE XXX.INP
• If Errors are found, files XXX.OPP or XXX.LIS located in the
Same Directory of XXX.INP Will contain any Pre.Processor
(SINDA85/Fluint) or Compilation _ortran) error messages.
• ffNo Errors, You will find Yourseff within the ----,- DIR
Scratch Directory. Among All of the XXX.DAT _es is the XXX.EXE
Executable ready to Run.
• Transparent to the User, the VAX System Has also Assign a Number
of Working Files (Just Hke your ASTA SAVE.COM File Requested
That Will Remain Assign Until they Are De-assigned, or Until You
LogouL Should You Logout, These Assignments Need to be Made
Before the XXX.EXE can be Run.
INTERACTIVE PROCESS
• Running Interactive:
• To Run Just Enter:
$>RUN XXX
• All of the Lines Programmed in the HEADER OPERATIONS DATA Block
of the SINDA"85/Fluint Model Will Begin Execution.
• Result Files:
- Result Fil .es (XXX.OUT, XXX.US1, XXX.RSO, Etc) Will be Created in the
5O
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Problem Description
[ _ Ftmm/MLl with GN2 purge ]1 I • SINDA'8._uint Networki
1..t,l.,:<.li_,, i I
,,; IIL]__tI# It r /,7 . ,,
/'i IL ;J]7I
i<__.-.:.--__._, <-,,, _ i i L-,_
/i:'tJl_G C I • / co_ll
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP
C THiN SUBMOOEL: DESIGNED TO MODEL THE THIN INSULATED
C SECTION OF THE FOAM4AU TEST ARTICLE IN GROUND PHASE CONDITIONS.
C
C PURGE FLUID SUBMOOEL: OF.SIGNED TO MODEL THE GN2 PURGE BETWEEN THE
C MU AND THE SHIELD. THIS SUBMODEL GENERATES THE CONVECTION
C BETWEEN THE SHIELD AND THE THIN MU INTERFACF-
HEADER OPTIONS DATA
TITLE FOAM/MU GROUND PHASE
MODEL : TEST
OUTPUT : FMLLOUT
USER1 = FMU.USI
C FLUID DESCRIPTION FOR LN2 PURGE GAS
HEADER FPROP DATAJ728,SI,0.0
C MOST COMPLETE N2 GAS (NEAR 1 ATM.)
C VALUES BELOW 77_K ARE FOR VAPOR
C RGAS = 8314.34/28.01
AT,V, 65.0,4.40E-6
77.36,5.44E4, 110.0,5.SgE4, 86.0_)E-6,
eS.0,e_lE4,
115.0,7.83E-6,
130.0,&7BE4,
220.0,13.9E4,
300.0,17.9E4,
480.0,2S.2E_,
AT,K, 6S.0,6.1E_,
90.0,622E4
100.0,IJ7E-6, 106.0,7.19E4, 110.0,7_2E4
120.0,8.16E4, 125_.0E_3, 126_,11.66E4
140.0,g.4E4, 180.0,11_E_, 200.0,12.9E_,
240.0,16.0E45, 2(!0.0,16.0E-6, 280_,16.9E-6,
340.0,19.7E-6, 440.0_3.7E-6, 460.0_4.4E4,
S00.0_S.gE4
7S.0,7.1E_, 77_;6,7.4E4, 80.O,7.4E-3,
85.0,8.0E-3, 90.0,11_E-3, gS.0,8.gE-3, 100_,g.4E_3,
10S.0,g_E-3, 110.0,10.1E-3, 11S.0,10.7E-3, 12J.0,11.TE-3,
130.0,12.1E-3, 160.0o1&gE-3, 160.0,14.7E-3, 110.0,16_E-3,
200.0,15.3E-3, 220.0,1g.gE-3, 240.0_1.6E-3, 300.0_¢S_E-3
320.0_7.4E-3, 340.0,28.TE-3, 380.0_11.3E-3, 400.0_32.6E-3,
480.0,37JE_3, 500.0,38.6E-3
AT,CP, SS.0,1.03gE3, 320.0,1.03gE3, 380.0,1.042E3, 460J),1.060E3
S00.0,1.066E3
,
HEADER CONTROL DATA,GLOBAL
UID = ENG
ABSZRO , 0.0
SIGMA = 1.0
NLOOPS = 500
PATMOS :-14.7
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
HEADER USER 0ATA, GLOBAL
PI • 3.1416
VALUE : 0.0
ICASE : 1
C TO CHANGE MODEL CONFIGURATION, MOOIFY THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES:
C CRYO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
GEVAP = 101.0 SHEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF CRYO (BTU/LBM)
TCRYO = 37.0 $ CRYO TANK TEMP (DEG R)
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
TWALL : 530.0
TSHIELD : 520.0
GN2PT = 530.0
C MU PROPERTIES:
AMUTN : 45.009
DMUTN = S0.0
XLAYTN : 17.0
EMUH = 0.05
$ CHAMBER WALL (DEG R)
$ ALUMINUM SHIELD TEMP (DEG R)
$ CHAMBER GN2 PURGE GAS TEMP (DEG R)
$ THIN MU SURFACE AREA
$ MU DENSITY (LAYERS4N)
$ NUMBER OF MU LAYERS ON THIN (INC OUTER/INNER)
$ MIJ HEMISPHERICAL EMISIVlTY
$ MU OUTER LAYER EMISlVIi_ PDIA , 1J32J1_0
DPIN = 1.0 $ PIN DENSITY (#/SQFT)
FMSTN : 1.0 $ THIN MLkSHIELD VIEW FACTOR
SEAMLTN : 36.061 $ THIN MU SEAM LENGTH (FT)
SEAMWTN = 0.125/12. $ THIN MU SEAM WIDTH (FT)
C SOFI PROPERTIES:
ASOFITN : 4:Le86 $ THIN SOFI AREA (F_)
SOFITN : 0.45/1;L $ THIN SOFI THICKNESS (FT)
C WALL PROPERTIES:
EWALL = 0.8 $ EMISSIVITY OF VAC WALL CHAMBER
C SHIELD PROPERTIES:
ASHTN : 61.03 $ THIN SHELD AREA (FT2)
ESHIELD = 0J) $ EMISSIVITY OF AL SHIELD
FSW = 1.0 $ $HIELI_WALL VIEW FACTOR
CONVSW : 1.0 $ GN2 CONV BET SHIELD AND WALL (BTU_R_FT2_F)
C GN2 PURGE FLUINT NETWORK
GN2MUT: 530.0 $ MU GN2 PURGE GAS TEMP (DEG R)
GN2PFR : 10.0 $ MU GN2 PURGE FLOWRATE (LBSRUN)
HTCTN : 0.0 $ THIN ON2 PURGE _-Fi_F) (otJrrPU_
RENTN : 0.0 $ THIN GN2 REYNOUYS NO. (OUTPUT)
C USED FOR OUTPUT ONLY XMIJTN = 0.0 $ THIN MU THICKNESS
VPURTN - 0.0 $ GN2 VEL BET SHIELD AND THIN MU (FT/SEC)
C OTHER MODIFIABLE INPUT$
8TEF : 0.1714E4 $ STEFAI_BOLTZMANN (BTU/HR-FT_R4)
C END OF MODIFICATIONS
$ LEXAN PIN
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
THIN SUBMODEL_C
C
C IdAJOR ASSUMPTIONS
C 1. TANK OUTER SURFACE IS CONSTANT (DEG RANI(]NE)
C 2. CHAMBER WALL TEMPERATURE IS CONSTANT (DEG RANKINE)
C 3. AVERAGE SOFI THICKNESS IS 0.45 IN. (BASED ON THICKNESS MAP)
C 4. MU DENSITY - 60 LAYERS4N_ 11;LAYERS MU PLUS TWO MYLAR COVERS
C MU THICKNESS = 17/50 = 0,34 IN.
C S. MU HEMISPHERICAL EMISSIVITY = _5
C 6. EMISSIVITY OF MU OUTER SURFACE = .t, EMISSIVITY OF SHIELD = .9
C EMISSIVITY OF VACUUM CHAMBER = 0J.
C 7. LEXAN PINS, DIAMETER = 1/8 IN., DENSITY = 1 PER FT^2 MLI
HEADER USER DATA, THIN
101--O.
102=0.
103--0.
201--0.
301--0.
401--0.
551--0.
502=0.
503=0.
504--0.
C
888=0.
999=-0.
HEADER NODE DATA, THIN
10, 520.0, -1.0 $ ALUMINUM SHIELD
20, 450.0, -1.0 $ MU SURFACE
30, M0.0, -1.0 $ SOR SURFACE
40, 200.0, -1.0 $ 8OR MIDPOINT
-8, 530.0, 0.0 $ CHAMBER WALL
-9, 530.0, 0.0 $ GN2 PURGE GAS
-SO, 37.0, -1.0 $ CRYO
HEADER CONDUCTOR DATA, THIN
C CALCULATION FOR HEAT LEAK COMPONENTSC
C G(mli-shleld) (100): A*Fv*Fe*STEF
C G(mli cond) (101) = (CALCULATEO IN VARIABLES 1 USING EMPIRICAL FORMULA)
C G(mU rod) (102) = (CALCULATED IN VARIABLES 1 USING EMPIRICAL FORMULA)
C G(mli gas) (103) = KN2 * A/Troll
C G(mli seam) (-104) = LJeam*Wmmm'Feeam*STEF
C G(mli pin) (105) = Kpln*Npin(ratio)*A*Apin/TmliC G(mli pin) (105) = Kpin*Npln(mtio)'A*Apln/Tmli
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
c G(sofl) (10S)= Ksofl'Nff_in)
C G(_o_) (10T)= Ksofl'N(Tsof_)
C G(wall-shleld) (108): A'Fv'Feq;TEF
C G(GN2-SHIELD) (100): h'A
C
-100, 10, 20, 1.0 $ SHIELD TO MU
101, 20, 30, 1.0 $ MU CONDUCTION
102, 20, 30, 1.0 $ MU RADIATION
8IV 103, 20, 30, A3, K501 $ MU GAS
-10_ 20, 30, 1.0 $ MU SEAM
SPV 105, 20, 30, A1, K5O2 $ MU PIN
SPV 106, 30, 40, A2, K503 $ 8OF! CONDUCTION
SPV 107, 40, 50, A2, K504 $ 8OFI CONDUCTION
-108, 10, 8, 1.0 $ WALL TO SHIELD
109, 10, 9, 1.0 $ GN2 CONV 8HIELI_WALL
HEADER ARRAY DATA, THIN
1--3_33UE-2,3.35103E_,4.6414E-7,3_379?E-10 $ KPIN
2--0.03259,0.0000231 l K $OR BX2$0
3= 115.0, 0.094 $ K (GN2) 130.1, 0.0717
139.2, 0.00439
460.0, 0.0131
800.0, 0.0204
1000.0, 0.O243
HEADER CARRAY DATA, THIN
999=PARAMETER
HEADER FLOW DATA, PURGE,RO:_728
LU PLEN,10,PL: 14.7, TL:530.
LU JUNC,1, PL: 14.7, TL: S30.
LU PLEN_0,PL: 14,7, TL : $3_
PA CONN,I,10,1 $ SEE OPERATIONS BLOCK
OEV = MFRSET
BMFR :lJ)
PA CONN_,I_0 $ SEE OPERATIONS BLOCK
DEV = STUBE
TLEN : 1.0 DH : 1.0
AF : 1.0
T HTN,I,I,THIN.10_,0.5
T HTN_,t,THIN_O_,0.S
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fhint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
HEADER OPERATION DATA
BLRLDTEST,TI#N
BUtLDF TEST, PURGE
777 CONTINUE --,
XMLITN = XLAYTN/DtlLITN_Z0
C
C WRITE INPUT PARAMETERS TO SCREEN
WRITE(2,1100)IGASE
C CRYO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
WRITE(2,1101)TCRYO,QEVAP
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
WRITE(2,1102)TWALLTSHIELD,G N2PT
C IIU PROPERTIES:
WRITE(2,1103)AMLITN ,DMUTNJJ.AYTN,
1 XMLITN,EMLIH,EMUO,POtA,
1 DPIN,FMSTN,SEAMLTN,SEAMWTN
C 8OFI PROPERTIES:
WRITE(2,1104)ASOFITN,SOFITN
C WALL PROPERTIES:
WRITE(2,1105)EWALLC SHIELD PROPERTIES:
WRITE(2,1106)ASHTN,ESHIELD,FSW,CONVSW
C GN2 PURGE FLUINT NETWORK
WRITE(2,110e)GN2MUT, GN2PFR
C
9995 WRITE(2,9994)
9994 FORMAT(/
1 ' ENTER PARAMETER NAME TO BE CHANGF.I_. (EX: TCRYO)'/
1 ' TO RUN WITH CHANGES ENTER: RUN'/
1 ' TO QUIT ENTER: QUIT OR EXIT')
REJU)O ,'(A)', END-mm)THN,UCA_9
IF(THIN.UCA999(l:l).EQ.' _ TO 9995
tF(T_N.UCJm4m0:3).EO.'RUHgGOTO TR
tF(TDIN.UCAm_t:4).EQ.'QUIT')OOTO 7"rS
IF(THIN.UCA999(l:4).EQ.'FJ01")GO TO 779
_t6 WRmE(Z_Wr)TmN.UCNm
9O97 FORMAT(/
1 ' ENTER VALUE FOR ',Aim)
READ(1,',EN_)VALUE
C
I F(THIN.UCA999(1:S_E(Z_EVAP' )QEVAP=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:6_E_WCRYO' )TCRYO=VALUE
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
IF(THIN.UCAg99(1:5).E(Z'rWALL' )TWALL:VALUE
IF(TTilN.UCAg99(1 :T_EQ._rSFilELD_TSHIELD=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:S).EQ.°GN2PT)GN2PT=VALUE
I
rr
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
C MU PROPERTIES:
IF(TI#N.UCA999(l:6_E_'AMUTN' )AMLmt=VALUE
IF(TTIIN.UCA999(1._ECL'DMUTN' )OMLJTN:VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999{1:6_EQ.'X]LAYTN' )XLAYTN:VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:S_EQ.'EMUW )EMiJI_VALUE
IF(THIN.UCAgI_(1:5).EQ.'EMUO' )EMUG=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(l:4_EQ.'PDIA' )Pl)IA=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:4).EQ.'DPIN' )OPIN=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:6).EQ.'FMSTN' )FMSTN=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:7).EQ.'SEAMLTN')SEAMLTN,,VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:7). EQ.'SEAMWTN')SEAMWTN,,VALUE
C SOIl PROPERTIES:
IF('rHIN.IJCAIIt)9(I :?).EQ.'_N')ASOF/TN=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:6).EQ.'SORTN' )$ORTN=VALUE
C WALL PROPERTIES:
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:S).EQ.'EWALL' )EWALL:VALUE
C SHIELD PROPERTIES:
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:S).EGL'ASHTN' )ASIflTt=VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:7).EQ.'ESHI ELiY)F.SHIELD:VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(1:3).EQ.'FSW' )FSW:VALUE
IF(THIN.UCAgOO(1:6_EQ.'CONVSW' )CONVSW=-VALUE
<C GN2 PURGE FLUINT NETWORK
IF(THIN.UCA999(l:7_EQ.'GN2MLIT')GN2MLIT,VALUE
IF(THIN.UCA999(l:6).EQ.'GN2PFW )GN2PFR=VALUE
C
GO TO 777
C
778 CONTINUE ---
C
C WRITE INPUT PARAMETERS TO USER1 RLE
WRITE(NUSERI,100)ICASE
C CRYO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
WRITE(NUSER1,101 )TCRYO,QEVAP
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
WRITE(NUSERI,102)TWALL,TSHIELD,GN2PT
C MU PROPERTIES:
WRffE(NUSERI,103)AMLITN,DMLITN_(LAYTN,
I XMUTN,EMLIH,EMUO,POIA,
1 DIqN, FMSTI_BEAMLTN,SEAMWTN
C SOFI PROPERTIES:
WRITE(NUSERI,104)ASORTN,SOFTTN
C WALL PROPERTIES: WRITE(NUSERI,10$)EWALL
C SHIELD PROPERTIES:
WRffE(NUSER1,106)ASHTN,ESHIELD, FSW,CONVSW
C GN2 PURGE FLUINT NETWORK
WRITE(NUSERI,108)GN2MLIT,GN2PFR
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
CALL CHGLMP('PURGE',10,'rL',GN2MUT,'PL_
PURGF-SMFR1 : GN2PFFI_0.0
C THIN MU WETTED HEAT TRANSFER AREA = 4.0_rLEN'AF/OH
PURGE.DH2 = &S-3.0
PURGE_F2 = PI/4.*(3.S*_2-3.0_2)
PURGE.TLEN2 z (Z'AMUTN)'PURGF_DH2/4.ql)URGF-AF2
THIN.T8 : TWALL
THIN.T9 : GN2PI"
THIN.TS0 : TCRYO
CALL HNQCAL ('THICK')
CALL STDSTL
THINJ(KBSe =-THIN.Q50
THIN.XK999 : THIN.XK888/QEVAP
C WRITE TEMPERATURE OUTPUT TO USER1 FILE
WRITE(NUSERI_01)
1 THIN.TS0,THIN.T30,THIN.T20,THIN.T10,THIN.T8
WRITE(NUSERI_O3) 1PURGE.FR2RO.,PURGF_TL1,PURGE.TL1,PURGE.PL1,
1 HTCTN,VPURTN,RENTN
WRITE(NUSERI_01)
1 THIN.XK888,THIN.XK999
ICASE = ICASE+I
GO TO 77?
779 CONTINUE 4
100
1
1
1
101
1
1
1
102
1
1
1
1
103
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
FORMAT(
'----GROUND HOLD TEST PREDICTIONS--'J
'--INPUT PARAMETERS FOR CASE NO.'J4,' -'1
, ,)
FORMAT(
' CRYO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES :'J
' TCRYO - ',E10.4,' CRYO TANK TEMP (DEG R)'J
' QEVAP : ',E10.4,' HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF CRYO (BTU/LBM)_
FORMAT(/
' BOUNDARY CONDITIONS :'J
' TWALL : ',E10.4,' CHAMBER WALL AND PLATFORM TEMP (I)EG R)'J
' TSHIELD : ',E10.4,' ALUMINUM SHIELD TEMP (DEG R)'J
' GN2PT : ',E10.4,' CHAMBER GNE PURGE TEMP (DEG R)')
FORMAT(/ 1 ' MU PROPERTIES :'J
AMLrrN = ',E10.4,' THIN MU SURFACE AREA'J
DMUTN : ',E10.4,' THIN MU DENSITY (LAYERSAN)'J
XLAYTN : ',E10.4,' NO. OF MILlLAYERS ON THIN + :rJ
XMUTN =',E10.4,'THIN MUTHICKNESS (Fr)(OUTPUTONLY)V
EMUH : ',E10.4,' MU HEMISPHERICAL EMISIVITY'J
EMUO : ',E10.4,' MU OUTER LAYER EMISlVITY'J
P[)lA = ',E10.4,' LEXAN PiN DIA (FT_J
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
,, i
1 ' DPIN = ',_:10.4,'PIN [)EN_rY (NOJSQFT)',/
1 ' FMSTN : ',EIOA,' THIN MLI-SHIELD VIEWFACTOR',/
1 ' SEAMLTN : ',E10.4,' SEAM LENGTH (IT)',/
1 ' 6EAMWTN : ',E10.4,' SEAM WIDTH (FT)')
104 FORMATU
1 ' SOFI PROPERTIES :'J
1 ' ASOFITN: ',EIOA,' THIN SOFI AREA (Fr2)',/
1 ' $OFITN - °,E10.4,' THIN SOR THICKNESS (FT)_
105 FORMATQ
1 ' VACUUM CHAMBER WALL PROPERTIES :'J
1 ' EWALL = ',E10.4,' EImSSIVITY OF VAC WALL CHAMBER')
106 FORMAT(/
1 ' SHIELD PROPERTIES :'J
1 ' ASHTN - ',E10.4,' SHIELD AREA (FT2)'J
1 ' Eb_IIELD: ',E10.4; EMISSIVITY OF AL SHIEL[YJ
1 ' FSW =',Et0.4,' SHIELD*WALL VIEW FACTOR'J
1 ' CONYSW = ',E10.4,' GN2 CONV $HIEU)-WALL (BTU_R-FT2-1_/)
C
C GN2 PURGE FLUINT NETWORK
108 FORMAT(
1 ' _IN2nP_RGE FLUINT NETWORK :'J 1 ' GN2MLIT: ',E10.4,° MU GN2 PURGE GAS TEMP
1
C
201
1
1
1
1
1
C
C SUBMOOEL PURGE OUTPUT
C
203 FORMAT(
1
1
C
301
1
1
1
C
FORMAT(/
' FOAM/MLI TEMPERATURES (DEG R) BY SUB-MODELS :'J
i • , .. tJ
' THIN MU :'1,
' CRYO $OFI MU AL SHIELd,
' WALL'J,S(2X, Fe.2))
1 ' THIN PURGE FLOW HETWORK INFCYl
1' V
1 ' FR2(LB/MIN) TL1 (F) TL2 (F) PI_ (PSI)'
'II(B/HR-m-F) V(FT/$EC) REN NO.'/
4{IX.EIO.b'),a(2X, EIO.S))
FORMAT(/
' HEAT LEAK BOIL-OFF RATE'/
' '1
' THIN ',E12.4,' ',E10.4J)
I' (OTLmR) (Linen) v
1100 FORMAT(///' GROUND HOLDTEST PREDICTIIONSINPUT PARAMETERS'
I 'FOR CASE NO. 'J4)
C
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PROBLEM DESCRWTION
• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
1101 FORMAT(
1 ' TCRYO = ',E10.4,' QEVAP = ',E10.4)
1102 FORMAT(
1 ' TWALL ffi ',E10.4,' TSHIELD ffi ',E10.4J
1 ' GN2PT _',E10.4)
1103 FORMAT(
1 AMLITN = '_10.(' DIdLrTN =',E10.4J
1 X].AYTN = ',E10.4,' XMLITN = ',E10.4J
1 EMLIH • ',E10.4,' EMLIO •'_E10.4J
1 PDIA =',E10.4,'DPIN _',E10.4J
1 FMSTN = ',E10.4,' SEAMLTN =',EI0.4J
1 SEAIdWTN = ',E10.4)
1104 FORMAT(
1 ' ASOFITN • ',E10_I, SOFTrN = ',E10.4)
1105 FORMAT(
1 ' EWALL = ',Et0.4)
1106 FORMAT(
1 ' ASHTN = ',E10.4,' ESHIELD = ',E10.4J
1 ' FSW ffi ',E10.4,' CONVSW =',E10.4)
C GN2 PURGE FLUINT NETWORK
1108 FORMAT( 1 'GN2MLITffi',E10.4,'GN2PFR =',E10.4)
C
HEADER VARIABLES 1, THIN
C CALCULATING VALUES FOR BASIC MU HEAT LEAK COMPONENTS
C Q(mli cond) = [A_.gSE4*NLC^2.S6/(2*(N-1))]'[Tn_2 - Ts^2]
C Q{mli red): [A'S.39E-10°etoth/(N-1)]'[TmA_67 - Ts'4.67]
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
NOTE: THE ABOVE EQUATIONS UTILIZE SI UNITS B/C EQUATIONS ARE GIVEN
AS SUCH.
CONVERSION FACTORS WERE USED FOR CONTiNUiTY OF INPUTS.
AREA: 1 _ffiJM"2
LENGTH: 1 IN : 2_4 CM
HEAT: 1 BTU/HR= _9307 WATTS
TEMPERATURE: DEG R = T(DEG R)= 1.$ T(DEG 10
G100 • AM_'(1J(1JEMUO+IJESHIELI_I.))*STEF
XX201= S.0SE4*((DU_)'_SS)_'(XLAYT_I.))
XK102 : (AMUTN*_'XKa01)'((T2M .e)-_rao_.e)--_-)/=_o7
G101 = XK102/(T20-T30)
XK301 = 5,39E-10'EMUH/(XLAYTN-1.)
XK101 = (AMUTN*.0r2033*XK301)'((T20/1.8)'%.ST-(13G/1_)"4.67)/20307
G102 = XK101/(T2I_T30)
XKS01 : AMLITN/XMLITN
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• SINDA'85/Fluint Model FMLI.INP (cont)
G104 : SEAMLTN*SEAMWTN*(SQITr(1.÷XIMLrrN*'2/SEAMWTN*'2)-XMUTN/SEAMWTN) _
XK502 = DPIN*AMLITN*PPPDIA"2/XMUTN
XK503 = ASOFITN/(SOFITN/9.)
XKS04 = XKS03
G108 = ASHTN*FSW*(IJ(IJESHIELD+IJEWALL-I.))_rEF
G109 : CONVSW*ASHTN
HEADER OUTPUT CALLS, THIN
IF(LOOPC'r.GT.1) THEN
CALL TPRINT ("THIN')
CALL HNQPNT ('THIN')
END IF
HEADER OUTPUT CALLS, PURGE
IF(LOOPCT.GT.1) THEN
CALL LMPTAB ('PURGE')
CALL TIETAB ('PURGE')
CALL PTHTAB ('PURGE')
END IF
<
HEADER FLOGIC 1, PURGE
C OBTAIN PURGE GAS V AND Re BETWEEN SHIELD AND THIN MU (FT/SEC)
C V = MDOT ° SPEC VOL I FLOW AREA
VPURTN = PURGF_SMFRl*VSV(PL1,TL1,PURGF-FI)/PURGF.-AF2/3600.
HTCTN = DITTUS(PURGE.FR2,PURGF_DH2,PURGE.AF2,THIN.T20,PURGE.PL1,
1 PURGE.TL1,PURGE.XL1,PURGE.FI) '
RENTN = VPURTN'3600.*PURGF_DH2NSV(PL1,TL1,PURGE.R)/
1 VVI$CV(PL1,TL1,PURGE.FI)
C
END OF OATA
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Interactive Run:
Compile and Link Input lille I_ILLINP
Dh',wOoqDomceumt4:lmmONDL'WmnK._AWSl i
Toil d I flh_ $1 blool_
I B,WX..J,,d.mm,.h,,nJ,_ •
I INPqLJTDATA IqL_ Iq_UNP •
I _A'*IE__Qf _ g •
I an'_:,.,_u_,m oT-.m,:m.m •
i F_rn_ arroP •
I n. p_,,m_-- b,,_.**o_ •
I mm_cEuoRmm :,_u_tmoT_:u •
i K-ommocowu _ u_ •
I _nm:,_.._uuo-,m_.'_Lu •
I n.._,_.. ,,o.**_..o_ •
I omm'nmL_ •
I T.,._,,.. _ 7.,....o,,d. •
i COMPILEANDI.IIKFJII_ :I,-AILIIG.IOi_Iff:M:2LM •
I _A _ pmcm,_a_,uN_ Pmm..mu:FULU,P •
I wr_nm:**-Am-*. oT-_n •
EPVA_
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Interactive Run:
Output Files ( Created in Scratch Directory ZZZZZZ.DIR)
I [o_,ory _WOmf.TFAm
| IU_I)ATJDAT:I AIWIT|EJDAT;I ©JU_rRE.DAT;t CNqDAT.DAT;1 •
| ©HTIRE._4T;* ©ONNAILOAT; 1 OONTI__DAT,-t ©IWDATJ2AT;* •
I n.om_oAT;, R.O0tV._T;, n.num._T._ _..omo_T;t •
I n.m,u_'r;, n.,m,m,._T;, FLOTIE.OAT;1IqJDTM[_AT;1 •
[ iqLOTUI_DAT;1 llu_E,JL.I_ 1 UliPll_E.DAT;1 NOOOATJDAT;t •
| NOOITtE.DAT;1 NOUIDER.DAT;1 NUMTI_F..DAT;1 _T.DAT;1 •
| NVOOAT.DAT;1 OPI*ON.DAT;I OPI*ONOJDAT;I P¢:EOAT.DAT;1 •
] 8ORDAT.DAT;I TIETRE.DAT;, TR3qXtT.DAT;1 UINEDAT.DAT;I i
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Interactive Run:
Running Interactive (File FMLI.EXE)
EPVAL,*_ gml
aNOUND HOU) TEST _ IM_r PARAMEYF.FmI_OA CAi_ NO. $
T_IYO zO.JffmEcdR QL_AP mO.1MIE+M
TSHIF,_., _Jr_m_,,MTWALL = _*Cle
olalq" ,, OJD00EtM
AMUTN =0.4MIE442 OIJTN .O.tMNE_42
)G.AYIrN ,,0.1990E_0_ )OMJI'N =_1
FJEI.IH ,, 0.JJ0OOE.Ol ENUO • 0.1000E,00
PIDM • _ 0PIN • 0.1000E,01
FMS'TN = 0.1000E,41 IIF.AMLTN • 0.M04E_D
IEAMWlrN -, 0.104aE-01
ASORTN.0.,I_OE_0_ 8OFITN s0.S'/IIOE-01
EWALL ,R0.JI00OE.00
AIIHTN =_,,42 ESHIELD,_0.1OOOE_00
FISW • a.10NE+01 00NVBW • 0.1000E_1
s 0.m00E+M _ • 0.10mE+(l_
ENTER PARAMETER NAME TO BE CIMJtGED: (EX: TCRYO)
TO RUN MTH CHANGES ENTEIk RUN
TOGUT |m UoR F_
I II
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Interactive Run:
Entering Inputs (Modify TCRYO User Data to 140)
TCRYO
ENTER VALUE FOR TCRYO
GRCXJNDHOLD TEST PREDIG11C_S _HlSqUTPARAMETERt FOR CASE NO. 1
TCRYO • 0.1dI_0E_03 QEVAP • 0.11111lE_3
MALL = _
GltiPT • 0.Q00E.,O_
AMUTN -, 0.4MtE*OQ
XLAYTN • 0.1_
EIdUH = 0.M00E-01
PDIA = 0.M04E4D
FMGTN = 0.1000E*01
8EAMWTN • 0.1042E'01
AliOFITN • 0.4_eE_
EWALL = O.mGOGE,,O0
AIIHTN • 0.1120SE,4_
FSW • 0.t000E+01
= 0.1_0E*M
TlltlELD = 0JD00E+_
DMUTN = U000E44Q
XML/TN . 0.MIDE-01
EMLIO . 0.1000E*00
DIqN = 0.1000E.01
llEAMLTH ,, 0.M44E*02
SOFITN • 0Jr/li0E-01
ESl4ELD. 0JI000E,00
OONVEW m0.10_E4.01
QN2PFR • 0.10_E_4_
ENTER pARAMETER NAME TO BE CHANGED:. (EX: TCRYO)
TO RUN WITH CHAJNGE_ENTF_: RUN
TO QUIT ENTER: QUiT OR EXIT
O3
EXAMPLE PROBLEM"
• Interactive Run:
Entering Inputs (Modify CONVW User Constant to .5)
I _L;_._o_ _"°_ON2FFR = 0.1000E_
I ENTER PARAMETER NAME TO BE CHANGED:. (EX: TCRYO)
I TORtlPNWITHCHANGE8 ENTER RUN
TO QUIT ENTER: QUIT OR EXIT
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Interactive Run:
Run Casel
I RUN
GROUNDHOL.DITcST_$1NPUTPARAMETERSFORCASENO. 2 •
TCRYO n,0.1400E443 OEVAP •0.1|19Ee0_ •
MALL ,0JSa0QE443 1114ELD=_.*.M •
amPT • 0Jia0OE,4l_ •
AMUTN sO,MSJE_4_ DML[TN ,=O.II004E_Q •
x_wr_• o.,,ooE., m.nx •o.uE.o, •
mu..o._oc-_, muo ._,--._ •
PIDIA =6.2Kb4E-02 OPlN =0A000E,*01 •
mm• o.,.oE.ol ,_,J.n,•o.,_._ •
. o._ouc..o_ •
uo_. o._ a. O_OE_, •
EWAU. • OJOOOE.O0 •
•o.o_._ ,,.=o. o.,oo,_ •
,,,w..o.,_.,,1 _v,w •,,.,_o,,_ •
_._.o_ _ .ot_ i
i
PARAMETER NAME TO BE CHANGED:. (E)(: TCRYO) •
TOn_ wrmc.,._s Er._: m_ •
TOQU_ ENTER: CARTOR E_T
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM
• Interactive Run:
Exit and Show Result Files in TFAWS.DIR
I _;,_ 1-1 •
I"u';' U
IT_Ob ', •
_AX_
SUMMARY
• The Interactive Process Saves Time.
• Permits Modifications to Thermal/Fluids Model Parameters During Run Time.
• Permits User to Examine Results and Make Decisions During Parametric Studies.
• Executable Models Can be Run by Non-SINDA'85/Fiuint Users.
• Open the Doors for Unlimited Creativity and Interaction with the
SINDA'85/Fluint Models.
I
6S
SUMMARY
• Output File FMLI.USI
----GROUND HOLD TEST PREDICTIONS----
--INPUT PARAMETER8 FOR CASE NO. 1 -
CRYO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES :
TCRYO - 0.1400E+03 CRYO TANKTEMP (DEG R)
QEVAP = 0.1919E+03 HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF CRYO
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS :
TWALL : 0.5300E_03 CHAMBER WALL AND PLATFORM TEMP (DEG R)
TSHIELD • 0.5200E+03 ALUMINUM SHIELD TEMP (DEG R)
GN2PT : 0_h_100E+03CHAMBER GNE PURGE TEMP (DEG R)
MU PROPERTIES :
AMLITN = 0.4581E+02 THIN MU SURFACE AREA
DMUTN : 0.6000E+02 THiN MU DENSITY (LAYERS/IN)
XLAYTN = 0.1700E+02 NO. OF MU LAYERS ON THIN, 2
XMUTN = 02833E-01 THIN MU THICKNESS (FT) (OUTPUT ONLY)
EMLIH = 0.5000E-01 MU HEMISPHERICAL EMISIVITY
EMLIO = 0.1000E_00 MU OUTER LAYER EMISIVITY
POIA : 0,_i04E_2 LEXAN PiN DIA (FT)
DPIN : 0.1000E+01 PiN DENSITY (NO_QFT)
FMSTN = 0.1000E+01 THIN MLI-SHIELD VIEW FACTOR
SEAMLTN : 0.3806E+02 SEAM LENGTH (FT)
SEAMWTN. 0.1042E<)1 SEAM WIDTH (FT}
SOFI PROPERTIES :
ASOFITN : 0.4399E+02 THIN SOR AREA (FT2)
SOFITN = 0_TS0E_)I THIN SOR THICKNESS (FT)
VACUUM CHAMBER WALL PROPERTIES :
EWALL = 0.8000E+00 EMISSIVITY OF VAC WALL CHAMBER
SHIELD PROPERTIES :
ASHTN = 0.6203E+02 SHIELD AREA (FT2)
ESHIELD: 0.9000E+00 EMISSIVITY OF AL SHIELD
FSW : 0.1000E+01 SHIELD-WALL,VIEW FACTOR
CONVSW : 0.SOOOE+00GN2 CONY SHIEU_WALL (BTURm.FT2-F)
GN2 PURGE FLUINT NE'I'_ORK :
GN2MUT: 0_00E+03 MU GN2 PURGE GAS TEMP (DEG R)
GN2PFR • 0.1000E+02 MU GN2 PURGE FLOWRATE (LBS/tgN)
FOAM/MU TEMPERATURE8 (OEG R) BY SUB-MODELS :
THIN MU :
CRYO SOR MU AL SHIELD WALL
140.00 312.56 406,_6 524.76 530.00
THIN PURGE FLOW NETWORK INFO
FR2(LB/MIN) TL1 (F) TL2 (F) PL2 (PSI) H(B/HR.FT2-F)V(FT/SEC) REN NO.
.10000E+02.52208E+03 ,_2208E+03.14700E+02 22781E+00 JI130E+00 ,Tr915E+04
HEAT LEAK BOIL<)FF RATE
(8TU41R) (LBS_IR)
THIN 0.1582E_)4 0.|245E_01
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SUMMARY
• VAX FILES (Command Procedures) to Run SINDA'85
EPVAX>d
Directory OISKSUSEFUI:[SlMMONDS.THEFIMALSlNDAI_
ASTkCOM;20
ASTAPP.EXE;1
ASTASAVF_COM;3
BANNER.TXT;7
BANNEFI_TXT;3
DATA_ONLY.DIR;1
DELWORK.COM;24
EXPLOT.OIR; 1
FINCLUOE.DiR;1
FLUINTP.OLB;2
FLUINTPP.OLB;1
FS_ROUTINES.OLB;1
INCLUDF-DIR;1
UNKPPF.COM;3
UNKRAP.COM;2
MKNAME.COM;1
MKWORK.COM;17
7 164)CT-1991 13_5:41.10 (RWED,RWEI),RE,RE)
902 19-APR-19g0 14-_8:33.m (RWEI),RWED, RE,RE)
7 22.APR-1991 15:37-.31.10 (RWED,RWED,RE,RE)
3 21-JUL-1089 12:S4:24.00 (RWED,RWED, RE,RE)
7' 21-JUL-19el)12:S4:3S.00 (RWED,RWED,RE,RE)
1 2S-SEP-1990 07:S1:M.12 (RWED,IW/ED,RE, RE)
2 29.,IUH-1989 16:34:40.00 (RWED,RWED,RF-,RE)
1 2S.SEP-1900 16:18:12.00 (RWED,RWED,RE, RE)
3 _SEF_I_0 1_-_0:._t0 (RWED,RWED,RF._E)
2204 19-APR-tgg0 14:20:4Z00 (RWED_qWED,RF.,RE)
1480 19-APR-1gg0 14:19-_1.00 (RWFJ),RWED, RE,RE)
116 4.OCT.lggl 14:19:(D_7 (RWED,RWED, RF._qE)
4 26-SEP-19e0 11-_0._2.g3 (RWEO, RWED,RE,RE)
1 24-JUL-lgM 11:16:36.00 (RWEDoRWED,RF-,RE)
1 (kSEP-1M9 08:16:49.00 (RWED,RWED,RE,RE)
1 15.AUG-1984 10:3_.06.00 (RWED_WED,RE, RE)
2 2g-JUN.tgSg08:33:S0.00 (RWIED,RWED,RE,RE)
NEW_FS_ROUTIN ES.OLB;1
48 19-FEB-Igtl 13:23:30.60 (RWED,RWEO,RE, RE)
OLD_FS_ROUTIN ES.OLB;1
118 20-JUL-1989 16:24"_8.00 (RWED, RWED, RE,RE)
OLD_TSAVE_ASCII.OBJ; 1
3 10-OCT-IBg0 11:M:28_0 (RWED,RWED,RE, RE)
SAMPLES.DIR;1 1 10-AUG-leg0 0g:55:56.44 (RWED,RWED_qE,RE)
SETHOME.COM;7 1 2g-JUN-lgS9 08:28:68.00 (RWED_qWED,RE,RE)
SINDA85.COM;24 12 2_APR-lg90 10:21:41.00 (RWED_WED,RE, RE)
SINDAS_USAGE;6 20 B-JUL-IB92 13:28:21_2 (RWED,RWED, RWE,RWE)
SINDASSSAVE.USAGE;4
1 9-JUL-lgg2 13:28:44_10 (RWED,RWED.qWE, RW_')
TSAVE_ASCII.OBJ;4 3 11kFEB-lB91 13"_0:1331 (RWED_IWED,RE, RE)
UTIUTY.OLB;1 113 1_APR-19gO t4:fl1:43.00 (RWF.D_qWED,RE,RE)
Total of 27 flies, 5060 blocks.
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SUMMARY
• ASTASAVE.COMWith Minimum Modifications
Required
$ SET NOVERI
$ SET WORK/LIMIT:1024
$ On WARNING then goto EXIT1
t On CONTROL_Y then goto F.]OTI
$ ASSIGN $1klua4:[user.SIMMONOS.THERMAL.SINDAIIS] AST
8!
$!
$ node = fSgetsyl('NOOSNAMS') - "SYS"
$ start_time = fStime0
$ start_cpu = fSgstJpl(",'cputlm')
St
81 GET THE CURRENT LOCATION AND PLACE TO KEEP THE RESULTS
$!
$ IF P1 .NES. "" THEN GOTO ISINPUT
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" ***_ ERROR - NO INPUT"
$ GOTO EXIT1
$ ISINPUT:
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "INPUT DATA FILE: "Pl'"
$ OAST:SETHOME 'P1
$!
$ FNAME: FSPARSE(P1..'NAME')+ FSPARSE(PI,.'TYPE')$ ASSIGN
'8INDA85 KEEP DIR"FNAME FOFI005
$ FNAME : FSPARSE(P1,,,'NAME')
$ Assign 'SINDA85_KEEP_DIFr'FNAME.OPP FOR006
$!
$1Assign the MITAS Processor TSAVE Plot file.
$ Assign 'SINDASS_KEEP DIR"FNAME' KEEP$FILE
$1
81 CREATE WORKING DIRECTORY ON SCRATCH OR LOCALLY
Sl
$ SET NOCONTROL=Y
$ OAST:MKWORK
$ SET CONTROL,,Y
$1
$1 RUN THE PRE PROCESSOR
$1
$ On WARNING then goto EXIT
SOn CONTROL_Y then goto F.X]T
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "81NOA '85 PREPROCESSOR RUN OF PROBLEM: "PI'"
$ WRITE SYSiN)UTPUT "STARTING: "FSTIME0'"
$ T1 : FIGETJPI(",'CPtnlM')
$1 RUN/NODEB AST:flulntPP$ RUN/NODEB AST:ASTAPP
$ T2 = (FI_xETJPI(",'CPUT1M') - Tt)/100
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" The Pro-Processor mn for "12' cpu xconds"
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "PREPROCESSOR ENDS : "FtTIME0'"
$ DEASSIGN FOR005
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SUMMARY
• ASTASAVE.COMWith Minimum Modifications
Required (cont)
$1
if
$1 COMPILE AND UNK
$t
$ On WARNING then goto EXIT
$ On CONTROL_Y then goto EXiT
$ WRITE SYSIK)UTPUT "BEGINNING COMPILE AND UNK"
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "STARTING: "FIfflME0'"
$ T1 = FSGETJPI(",'CPUT)M')
$ FOR4JS='SiNDASS_KEEP_DiR"FNAME.US/CROS6 ASTAP.DAT
$ T2 = (FSGETJPI(",'CPUTIM') - T1)/100
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" The compiler ran for "T2' cpu seconds"
$ Wdte SYS$OOTPUT" OO/NG THE LINK"
$ T1 = FSGETJPI(",'CPUTIM')
$ UNK/EXEC='FNAME.EXE ASTAP,AST.-fluintpA.,UT1UTYA.,FS_ROUT1NES4.
S"1"2= (FSGETJPI(",'CPUTIM') - T1)/100
$ WRITE SYSIPOUTPUT" The link ran for "1"2' cpu seconds"
$ WRITE SYSSOUTPUT "COMPILE AND UNK ENOS : "FST1ME0'"
; DEL AS'rAP.*;"
$1
$1 RUN THE PROCESSOR
St
$ On WARNING then goto EXiT
$ On CONTROL_Ythen IF)to F.JOT
$ ASSIGN 'SINDAN;_KEEP_DiR"FNAME.TSV FOR021
$ ASSIGN 'SINDASS_KEEP DIR"FNAME.RP FOR025
$ IF P2 .EQS. "" THEN GOTO ENTI
$ WRITE SYSSOUTPUT "RSl DATA FILE: "P2'.RP"
$ OAST:MKNAME 'P2
$ PP2 : TNAME
$ ASSIGN 'PP2.FIP FOR024
$ENTI:
$ WRITE SYS!K)UTPUT "SINDA 'OSPROCESSOR RUN OF PROBLEM: "PI'"
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "STARTING: "FIrTliME0'"
$ TI : FSGETJiq(",*CPUTIM')
$l
$ ASSIGN SYSIINPUT FOfl001
$ ASSIGN 6YGIIOUTPUT FOR002
$1
$1RUN 'FNAME
$tT3 : (FSGETJPI(",'CPUTIM'). T1)/100
$1WRITE SYSSOUTPUT" The processor mn for "T2' cpu eeoondl"
$1WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "PROCESSOR ENOS : "F$1"IME0'"
$!
$1 DEL WORKING RLES AND DIRECTORIES
$1
S EXIT:
$1
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SUMMARY
• ASTASAVE.COM With Minimum Modifications
Required (cont)
i
$ open/append usage mt:.elnda85uve.usege
$ mite usage fSgetjpl(",'ueernIme')," ",'"node"," ",'"eta__time", -
• ",ftUmO
$ eloN usage
$!
$ On WARWNG then continue
$ On CONTROL_Y then continue
$ On ERROR then codnue
$ IF ""FSLOGlCAL('FOR00S')".NE8.'" THEN DEASSIGN FOi_0S
$ IF ""FN.OGICAL('FOR006")".NES.'" THEN OF.ASSIGNFOR006
$1 @AST:DELWORK
$ EXIT1:
7O
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TRASYS Form Factor Matrix Normalization
Glenn T. Tsuyuki"
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109
S_Y
A method has been developed for adjusting a TRASYS enclosure form factor matrix to unity.
This approach is not limited to dosed geometries, and in fact, it is primarily intended for use
with open geometries. The purpose of this approach is to prevent optimistic form factors to
space. In this method, nodal form factor sums are calculated within 0.05 of unity using
TRASYS, although deviations as large as 0.10 may be acceptable, and then, a process is
employed to distribute the difference amongst the nodes. A specific example has been analyzed
with this method, and a comparison was performed with a standard approach for calculating
radiation conductors. In this comparison, hot and cold case temperatures were determined.
Exterior nodes exhibited temperature differences as large as "PC and 3°C for the hot and cold
cases, respectively when compared with the standard approach, while interior nodes
demonstrated temperature differences from (PC to 5°C. These results indicate that temperature
predictions can be artificially biased if the form factor computation error is lumped into the
individual form factors to space.
NOMENCLATURE
Ai
AU
BCS
DDA
FFCAL
FFRATL
F_
GLL
GMM
area of ith node
astronomical units
block coordinate system
dual-drive actuator
form factor calculation segment within TRASYS
maximum intemodal subelement distance to average internodal subelement
distance ratio
form factor from node i to node j
Galileo Project
geometric math model
" Technical Group Leader, Cassini Thermal Engineering Group
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HGA
LGA
MLI
NELCT
PWS
Si
S/C
TMM
TRASYS
Ai
E
Superscripts
cal
red
uni
high gain antenna
low gain antenna
multilayer insulation
number of subelements used in Nusselt unit sphere method
plasma wave science
nodal form factor sum for node i
spacecraft
thermal math model
Thermal Radiation Analyzer System
solar absorptivity
difference between nodal form factor sum for node i and unity
hemispherical emissivity
calculated directly through TRASYS
calculated through form factor reduction process
calculated from process to adjust form factor matrix to unity
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
TRASYS (Ref. 1) is a software system which is utilized for the determination of internodal form
factors and environmental heating in primarily extraterrestrial thermal analyses. When GMMs
are of moderate or large size, it becomes increasingly more difficult to verify their form factor
calculations. Internodal shadowing and complex-shaped geometry are some reasons contributing
to this obstacle. Thus, individual form factor verification is simply not practical for sizeable
models. Of more pragmatic importance is the form factor from each node to space. TRASYS
does not directly determine form factors to space in its standard operating mode. Instead,
TRASYS implicitly uses the difference of the nodal form factor sum and unity. Therefore, any
form factor computation error will be directly imbedded in the form factor to space. It should
be noted that TRASYS possesses an option to enable direct calculation of the form factor to
space. However, this option is computationally-intensive and has demonstrated computational
errors (Refs. 2, 3, and 4). A more significant shortcoming with this approach is its inability to
save form factor to space calculations on the restart file. Clearly, an approach that can address
how the computational error is distributed over all nodes is required.
FORM FACTOR MATRIX NORMALIZATION
Standard Form Factor Calculation Mode
The FFCAL segment is responsible for form factor calculations within TRASYS. It is reliant
upon a parameter known as FFRATL which represents the maximum internodal subelement
distance to average internodal subelement distance ratio. The default value is 15.0, but it may
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be respecified by the user. If the calculated FFRATL is less than the _ecified value, the double
summation (numerical integration) technique is used for that particular F_. However, if the
calculated FFRATL is greater than the specified value, the Nusselt unit sphere technique is
employed. The Nusselt unit sphere technique is more accurate than the double summation
method, but it is also more time-consuming as well. The default FFRATL value has been
demonstrated to be an empirically optimal in terms of computation time and accuracy.
Creating Enclosures from _Open Geometries
It has been indicated the individual form factors to space may be inherently erroneous if there
is no provision to verify the calculation. A suggested approach is to construct an enclosure
around the open geometry. This does not simply imply surrounding the geometry within a large
sphere, but rather using appropriate-sized surfaces to complete closure. A simplistic example
would be using a sufficienfly-nodalized hemisphere to enclose a circular disk. The closing
surfaces should be nodalized so that each enclosing nodal area is no more than one order of
magnitude larger than the smallest node in the geometry, but ideally, it should be of the same
magnitude. Such a constraint upon the enclosing area helps to ensure accurate form factor
calculations to and from these nodes.
Optimizing Form F_ctor Calculations
In many instances, it is not tractable to determine the validity of every form factor calculation
especially if the geometry does not constitute a complete enclosure. For enclosures, a more
global but yet effective way of determining form factor calculation accuracy is the nodal form
factor sum which must be unity. This idea may be extended to non-enclosures since it was
previously explained how open geometries may be closed out. Usually, accuracy within/:0.05
of unity is acceptable, but there may be cases where accuracy within +0.10 of unity is
acceptable since temperature differences are expected to be small. Nodal form factor sums may
not be acceptable even after the standard TRASYS form factor calculation procedure is
implemented. Accuracy may be improved by recomputing individual form factors for those
nodes whose form factor sums are unacceptable by forcing the Nusselt unit sphere technique and
by using more nodal subelement resolution. In terms of application within TRASYS (see Fig.
1), the previous form factor calculation is restarted, recomputed nodes are identified through
RECOMP option in the form factor data block, Nusselt unit sphere method is specified by
setting FFRATL to -1.0, and higher nodal resolution is specified by setting NELCT equal to
between 75 and 100 prior to the FFCAL call. With correctly-specified geometry, recomputation
will usually bring form factor sums between 0.95 and 1.05.
Figure 1 - TRASYS run stream for form factor recomputation; italicized text indicates user
input
HEADER OPTIONS DATA
RSI $ READ RESTART TAPE FROM INITIAL FF RUN
RSO $ WRITE RESTART OUTPUT TAPE
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HEADER FORM FACTOR DATA
FIG model configuration name
node ID,RECOMP $ RECOMP FFs TO AND FROM THIS NODE
node ID,RECOMP
HEADER OPERATIONS DATA
NELCT = I00 $ SUBELEHENTAL BREAKDOWN SPECIFICATION
********************************************************
C* USE UNIT SPHERE METHOD FOR FF RECOMP
********************************************************
CALL FFDATA(value,value, -1.0, ..... }
L FFCAL
o
END OF DATA
If form factor recomputation does not produce acceptable nodal form factor sums, it would be
advisable to reexamine the geometry for potential geometry problems such as gaps between
nodes, inactive side of a node being viewed, or a node lying d_eefly upon or intersecting
another node.
Reducing Form.. Factor Sums Greater than Unity
Even after form factor recomputation, there may be a number of nodes whose form factor sums
are unacceptably greater than unity. A simple algorithm has been devised to reduce the
individual form factors on a weighted basis so that the nodal form factor sum is consequently
reduced to or below unity. For any of the nodes in question, the difference from unity is
determined as,
A,--_ F_ -1 (1)
Or,
A _ffiS_- 1 (2)
It is assumed that Ai represents the form factor computational error and furthermore, it is
assumed that the error is proportional to the size of the nodal form factor. Hence, each nodal
Ee; ,
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form factor may be reduced based upon its fractional make-up of the"form factor sum, and this
weighing is demonstrated as the second term in Eq. 3. Eq. 3 may be rewritten as:
F'_=o_..q_ (4)
When the reduction process is complete, Eq. 4 indicates that the summation of the reduced nodal
form factors should total unity. It should be noted that although the ith nodal form factor sum
has been set to unity, the reduction process impliciUy affects the jth nodal form factor sum due
to form factor reciprocity. Consequently, there may be instances where thejth nodal form factor
sum is perilously close to 0.95, and the reduction process will lead to an unacceptable form
factor sum for the jth node. in these cases, this jth node should be excluded from the reduction
process, and the weighing should be based on the remaining nodal form factors.
Adjusting Form Factor Matrix tO Unity
Following the reduction process, the nodal form factor sums should not be greater than unity.
It is possible to devise a process to increase form factor sums to unity at this point. However,
the application of this process to every node would be difficult, because of the interdependency
of the form factors through reciprocity. Instead, the main objective is to prevent the difference
between the nodal form factor sum and unity from erroneously being added to the form factor
to space. Therefore, the nodal form factor deviation from unity is assumed to be added to the
form factor to itself (Eq. 5). Here, the implicit assumption is that there is virtually no
rT--Ff+(l-E P7) (5)
J
temperature differences between the nodes. Once Eq. 5 has been performed for all nodes, the
form factor matrix should be entirely adjusted to unity. However, if this approach results in
non-conservative modeling, an analogous form factor weighted process to increase form factor
sums to unity may be applied to particular nodes of interest. Eq. 4 with a sign change would
be applicable for this process.
It should be kept in mind that the enclosing nodes represent space. These enclosing surfaces
may be removed from the GMM, and the form factors to space have been adjusted so that they
are more rigorous in a global sense. In the form factor matrix normalization process, the
computational error has been distributed throughout the GMM nodes. Therefore, the individual
form factors to space do not have all the computational error imbedded in them.
Implementing the Normalized Form Factor Matrix
The GMM can be modified to remove the enclosing nodes. In order to facilitate removal, the
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enclosingnodesshouldbe specifiedin a separateBCS. Additionally, the form factor matrix
must also be modified so that all form factors to or from the enclosing nodes are removed. The
remaining form factors may be input through the form factor data block. This TRASYS run
stream in depicted in Fig. 2. Note that an input restart file is not required since an entire form
factor matrix is entered in the form factor data block. Also, note that the option to initially zero
the entire form factor matrix is utilized since only non-zero form factors are input. This
prevents TRASYS from calculating form factors that were known to be zero.
Figure 2 - Implementation of normalized form factors; italicized text indicates user input
HEADER OPTIONS DATA
RSO $ WRITE AN OUTPUT RESTART FILE
HEADER SURFACE DATA
geometry without enclosing surfaces
HEADER FORM FACTOR DATA
FIG model configuration name
node array
ZERO $ INITIALLY SETS ENTIRE FA MATRIX TO ZERO
normalized form factors without enclosing surfaces
HEADER OPERATIONS DATA
L FFCAL $ CALL TO FFDATA NOT NEED SINCE HEADER FORM FACTOR DATA USED
END OF DATA
Av_lable Computer Codes for Normalization
A FORTRAN program known as PL-PULL (Ref. 5) has been developed by Rockwell
International with the capability to normalize a form factor matrix as described above.
A SAMPLE APPLICATION
Form factor matrix normalization has been applied in the case of the GLL HGA GMM (Ref.
6). The hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 3, along with the GMM nodalization. The
intent of this model is to be able to predict primarily exterior surface temperaturesduring its
Venus flyby while in the stowed configuration, but internal components of interest such as the
DDA and the S-band antenna feed have been also modeled. The TMM generally shares a one-
to-one correspondence with the GMM with the exception of the ribs which are individually
distinct and then collapsed into one bulk representation. This type of modeling is valid since
the S/C is expected to be spinning about the axis of antenna symmetry when the HGA is stowed.
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The external node descriptions are given in Table 1. The antenna is r:adiatively isolated fromthe
rest of the S/C with an MLI blanket known as the bus shade. The lower tower is covered with
MLI blankets as well as the stowed ribs and upper support structure. The radome and PWS
support structure are covered with a single layer of black Kapton. The LGA is painted with
white paint. The tip shade is carbon-filled Kapton and is used to provide protection from high
solar irradiances. It should be noted that the DDA has a significant conductive tie with the S/C
main body, and the main body is treated as a 25°C boundary temperature. For this sample
problem, two extreme cases were investigated: 1) a hot case at 0.72 AU (near-Venus), and 2)
a cold case at 5.0 AU (near-Jupiter). Fig. 3 indicates the direction of the solar flux. The central
tower region was of great interest thermally, and therefore, an enclosure around this area was
constructed in the GMM so that a global verification of the form factor calculation could be
obtained (see Fig. 4). Initially, form factors were computed by using the standard TRASYS
values in the FFCAL segment. The nodal form factor sums for some of the central tower nodes
are summarized in Table 2, along with the corresponding form factors to space and absorbed
solar heating at 1 AU. Afterward, the form factor matrix was normalized. The enclosing the
open geometry resulted in 20 GMM nodes outside of the acceptable form factor sum range
between 0.95 and 1.05. These nodes were recomputed using the Nusselt unit sphere technique,
Table 1 - GMM Exterior Node Description
Node Number(s) Description Exterior Surface ot,/_
1 - 4 Bus shade, HGA Black Kapton 0.85/0.75
side
5 - 11 Lower Tower Black Kapton 0.85/0.75
12 Radome Black Kapton 0.8510.75
68, 69 Upper Support Black Kapton 0.85/0.75
Structure
71 - 75 PWS Stipport Black Kapton 0.85/0.75
Structure
76, 77 Tip Shade Support Black Paint 0.93/0.87
Structure
78, 79 Tip Shade Carbon-Filled 0.9010.81
Kapton
80 LGA White Paint 0.3010.85
81, 82 Tip Shield MLI ITO-Coated 0.5010.71
Carbon-Filled
Kapton
113 - 118 Rib MLI Black Kapton 0.85/0.75
150 -153
78
_o
v_
0
Z .
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and following this, all nodal form factor sum
were within an acceptable range. Next, the
formfactor sum that exceed unity are reduced
and then, all the form factor sums are
adjusted to unity. Lastly, the enclosing nodes
are removed, and the adjusted form factor
matrix for the open geometry remains.
Radiation conductors and absorbed heating
were calculated. Table 2 summarizes the
normalization process. Once radiation
conductors and absorbed heating were
determined, temperature estimates were
determined at 0.72 AU and 5.0 AU using the
thermal model from Ref. 6, and the results
are given in Table 3.
Di_ussion of Results
Figure 4 - Enclosing geometry for HGA GMM.
Portions of the tip shade, ribs, and close-out
removed for clarity.
A quickglanceatthetemperatureresultsindicatesthatthedifferencebetweenthestandardform
factorcalculationa d form factormatrixnormalizationmay be as largeras 7°C in thehotcase
and 3°C inthecoldcase. For thehotcase,noticethatthetemperatureof node 7 iswarmer for
form factornormalizationwhen compared withthestandardcalculation.However, itshouldbe
alsoindicatedthatthetemperatureof node 72 iscoolerwhen the same comparisonismade.
There isappearstobe no apparenttrendwhen comparing temperaturedifferences.However,
when Table 2 isreviewed for the comparisonbetween the form factorto space,a pattern
develops.Ingeneral,when theform factortospaceusingform factornormalizationislessthan
thatof thestandardcalculationthetemperatureusingthenormalizationmethod isgreaterthan
thecorrespondingtemperatureusingthestandardtechnique.In addition,theconverseappears
to be generallytrue. A reduced form factorto space usuallyimpliesa warmer nodal
temperature.However, node I0 isan exceptionto thisgeneralization,and itseems more
influencedby thepartof thenormalizationprocesswhere form factorsarerecomputedtoobtain
a nodal form factorsum between 0.95 and 1.05. The initialform factorsum withinthe
enclosurewas 0.9007 and afterrecomputation,itwas increasedto 1.0093. Consequently,this
may have changed notonlytheform factortospace,butalsootherinternodaiform factorsmay
have increasedor decreased.The normalizationprocessdoesnotalwaysreducetheform factor
to space,but rather,itattemptsto distributeheform factorcomputationalerrorover allthe
nodes. In theprocess,theanalyststrivesto verifyand revisethe form factorcalculationin a
globalway.
The temperature differences in the cold case are less marked than the hot case. At 5.0 AU, the
environmental heat load is much smaller than at 0.72 AU, and the temperature distribution
should be driven by the radiation coupling to space. For the most part, the form factor to space
between the two methods are small, thus leading to only small temperature differences.
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Table 3 - Hot and Cold Case Temperature Estimates in °(2
Node
No.
Open Geometry Form Factor Matrix
Normalization
AT = T,n-T,_,', '(2
Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold
1
4
7
10
12
69
71
72
76
-3.2 -168.4 -2.2 -167.9 1.0 0.5
-3.2 -168.4 -2.2 -167.9 1.0 0.5
6.0 -152.2 10.1 -150.4 4.1 1.8
68.1 -137.7 65.9 -138.3 -2.2 -0.6
70.0 -141.6 634.1 -143.3 -5.9 -2.0
64.0 -143.2 63.7 -143.3 -0.3 -0.1
70.3 -141.4 72.2 -140.6 2.2 0.8
69.0 -99.6 62.2 -100.1 -6.8 -0.5
72.2 -133.2 68.9 -136.1 -3.3 -2.9
33 b 35.7 -38.8 35.8 -38.7 0.1 0.1
65 _ 63.9 -145.0 59.4 -146.2 -4.5 -1.2
Notes:
Temperature difference between form factor normalization and standard (open geometry)
approaches
Internal node - DDA
Internal node - S-band antenna feed
Two internal thermal model nodes have been included in Table 3. The DDA (node 33) is
coupled to a 25°C boundary, and is largely unaffected by normalization. However, the S-band
antenna feed (node 65) is more responsive to the external radiative environment, and this
environment can be characterized by node 12 (see Fig. 3). Since the temperature of node 12
for normalization is cooler than the standard method, the S-band antenna feed has a similar
character.
When dealing with thermal models, the question of uncertainty arises frequently. As inferred
from the results of this sample case, unverified form factor calculations may cause an uncertainty
of approximately 5:5"C. Unless the thermal design is very forgiving, unverified form factors
could result in optimistic thermal performance. Therefore, some method of form factor
validation should be performed, and form factor normalization provides such an avenue.
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CONCLUSIONS "
A method that may globally verify and revise TRASYS form factor calculations has been
presented. The primary features of this approach are reducing form factors on a weighed form
factor basis and adding a self-viewing form factor to adjust nodal form factor sums to unity.
In comparison to the standard method of determining form factors, this process may result in
temperatures that may differ by +5°C. It is recommended that this approach be utilized so that
form factor computational error would be distributed over the entire geometric model rather than
any one node.
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A 8ZIH_T.le NODE AND CONDUCTOR DATA GI_ID_TOR FO]_ 8Z"NDA
Ronald R. Gottula
GENCORP Aerojet
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_IUARY
This paper presents a simple, automated method to generate NODE and
CONDUCTOR DATA for thermal math models. The method uses personal
computer spreadsheets to create SINDA inputs. It was developed in order
to make SINDA modeling less time consuming and serves as an alternative
to graphical methods.
Anyone having some experience using a personal computer can easily
implement this process. The user develops spreadsheets to automatically
calculate capacitances and conductances based on material properties and
dimensional data. The necessary node and conductor information is then
taken from the spreadsheets and automatically arranged into the proper
format, ready for insertion directly into the SINDA model.
This technique provides a number of benefits to the SINDA user such as a
reduction in the number of hand calculations, and an ability to very
quickly generate a parametric set of NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA blocks. It
also provides advantages over graphical thermal modeling systems by
retaining the analyst's complete visibility into the thermal network,
and by permitting user con_nents anywhere within the DATA blocks.
IRTROOUCTZ_
There continues to be a need to more fully automate thermal modeling.
As a member of the engineering team, the thermal analyst is being asked
to perform more comprehensive studies on more complex systems, and to do
so in less time.
Over the years, a number of techniques have been developed to make
thermal modeling more productive. For instance, various computer
programs have been written for transforming finite element models into
"equivalent" finite difference models (refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Other
systems avoid finite differences altogether and solve for temperatures
directly using the finite element formulation (refs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10).
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However, many thermal analysts do not have access to or training on
these graphical systems. Recognizing these constraints, a new thermal
network generator utilizing a personal computer spreadsheet program was
devised.
ZMPLIMI_.ATZOM
All that is needed to implement this method is a personal computer, a
spreadsheet program, a progranlning language compiler, and a way to
transfer files from the PC to the computer used to run SINDA.
NODE DATA GENERATOR
The first step is to construct a NODE DATA spreadsheet, similar to the
one in Figure 1, which calculates nodal capacitances. One node is
defined on each row of the spreadsheet. Each column contains a
different type of information about the node, such as the node number,
initial temperature, material properties, and dimensions. The cell in
the next-to-last column contains an equation which calculates the nodal
capacitance as a function of the material properties and dimensions.
The last column contains a comment to be added at the end of that NODE
DATA record.
Several rows in the spreadsheet begin with "C" or "C ***". These will
serve as comment lines in the finished NODE DATA block.
Some of the cells in the "Area" column have a "-". For these nodes, the
volume calculation is a product of the thickness, width and length.
Some of the cells in the "Thickness" and "Width" columns have a "-".
For these nodes, the volume Calculation is a product of the cross-
sectional area and length.
In order to remain consistent with SINDA NODE DATA input codes,
arithmetic nodes are defined by entering a capacitance value of "-i.0".
Similarly, boundary and heater nodes are defined by entering negative
node numbers.
Once the spreadsheet is completed, it should be written to disk (saved)
as usual. But before exiting the spreadsheet program, the information
needs also to be saved in ASCII form so that it can eventually be taken
to the SINDA model. In Microsoft Excel, for instance, the "Save As..."
command is used, and the CSV (comma separated values) file format option
is chosen. This produces a file similar to the one shown in Figure 2.
The CSV file contains some data that is not useful (nor legal) in the
SINDA NODE DATA block. Therefore, the user must write a simple FORTRAN
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or BASIC program which will read in the CSV file and write out the NODE
DATA in proper SINDA format. A sample BASIC progra_which does this,
NODE.BAS, is shown in Figure 3.
NODE.BAS reads in the CSV file one line at a time. All lines before "C"
or "C ***" is encountered are ignored. Any lines beginning with "C" or
"C ***" are written out as comment lines. All of the other lines
contain actual NODE DATA. These are read in one value at a time, with
the pertinent values (node number, initial temperature, capacitance,
comment) written out in proper SINDA format. The resulting file, shown
in Figure 4, is ready to be inserted directly into the SINDA model.
CONDUCTOR DATA GENERATOR
The CONDUCTOR DATA generator is very similar to the NODE DATA generator.
An example is shown in Figures 5 through 8.
Some of the "Thickness" values in the CONDUCTOR DATA spreadsheet (Figure
5) are entered as "-". In these cases, the "Conductance" value is
calculated using a cross-sectional area rather than a product of the
thickness and width.
This spreadsheet can be used to consolidate a series of conductances
into a single SINDA conductor. For example, conductor 19 in Figure 5 is
a case where two conductances (one through a solid, the next through a
joint) are consolidated into a single SINDA conductor. A simple KA/L is
calculated in the "Conductance" column. A "Joint Conductance" is then
calculated as a function of the number of fasteners in the Joint.
Finally, these two conductances are taken in series to calculate an
equivalent "Final C'tance."
DISCUSSION
Using spreadsheets to generate NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA provides a number
of advantages compared to traditional (non-automated) and graphical
methods.
This method is perhaps as similar to traditional SINDA modeling as any
automated method can be. The spreadsheets look very much like the
actual NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA blocks, including "-1.0" capacitances for
arithmetic and heater nodes, negative node numbers for boundary and
heater nodes, "dollar sign" conm_nts at the ends of records, and a "C"
in column one for comment lines. Because of these similarities,
practically any SINDA user can quickly understand and use the
spreadsheets.
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One productivity advantage is the user's ability to ._uickly edit
material properties and dimensions. As any spreadsheet user knows,
entire columns of entries can be edited very quickly. Paramstric
analysis becomes convenient by rapidly editing and saving an assortment
of NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA blocks representing a variety of design
alternatives. Once the node and conductor files are placed into the
same directory as the SINDA model, the SINDA '85 INCLUDE statement can
be used to automatically insert these external files into the SINDA
model as appropriate.
Another productivity advantage is gained because of the virtual
elimination of hand calculations. Once the spreadsheets have been
developed and checked for accuracy, capacitance and conductance updates
become immediate and remain accurate as design changes are incorporated.
A great deal of flexibility is possible using the spreadsheets. GEN,
SIV and other SINDA NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA options may be incorporated.
Parameters of any type may be included. Very complex equations can be
defined. For example, a complicated joint conductance equation may be
entered as a function of parameters such as clamping force, surface
roughness, etc.
Another benefit of the spreadsheet method is that the thermal analyst,
as well as his supervisor and the customer, continue to have full
visibility into the thermal model network. Most graphical SINDA
modelers make the computations and assumptions behind the capacitance
and conductance values (and sometimes even the values themselves)
transparent to the user. Also, they often use finite element to finite
difference translations which create "cross conductors" or negative
conductors. The resulting thermal networks can be difficult for some
users to understand and scrutinize for validity.
Unlike most graphical modelers, the spreadsheet method permits a user to
fully document the NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA since user comments may be
inserted anywhere in the blocks.
The spreadsheet method allows a good paper trail to be maintained.
Archived spreadsheet files and printouts can be kept to retain
historical information. Most spreadsheet programs have an automatic
date/time stamp capability. For example, the Microsoft Excel function
"-NOW()" will read the date and time from the PC's internal clock and
display them in a cell, as shown in Figures 1 and 5.
COJ_LUSX_
An automated method of generating NODE and CONDUCTOR DATA has been
developed utilizing personal computer spreadsheets. The spreadsheet
method has a "look and feel" familiar to SINDA users, provides relief
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from hand calculations, allows flexibility in capacitance and
conductance formula definitions, retains visibility _into the thermal
network, and permits user comments anywhere in the DATA blocks.
The spreadsheet method is an attractive alternative to traditional SINDA
modeling for those thermal analysts who cannot take advantage of
graphical modelers.
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NODE DA.TA for 8ZNDA model ' fUU4PLE. ZHP'
ThL8 Ls spresdehee.t fLle 'SAMPLE N.II_'
Node Znit' 1 Nat' 1 Nat' 1
Number
C
C
C
C
5_eusp Dons£ty 8pec Bt Thcknss W£dth Area Lenq4;h
*** _ POL/_J_ZNG NODt8 _ GBNERASLI_ BY 'SAI(PLE N.X]LS'
*** OH 12 June 92 r 2:16 PX
*** D:I41_SIONS ARE nON CAD MODEL 'STRUCTURE.NIP1'16' 06 JUNK 92
'C
C *** 8TRUCTUR2NODES
C
C
*** ALUNZNUN 2016-T6 PROPERTZES ARE FROM NZL-HpBK-SF r ROOM TRMP
csj_cL_ce Comments
*** |SL'RUC'CVlCETORQUE BOZ
102 ] 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 6.290 - 8.170 0.0396
105 _ 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 6.290 - 8.170 0.0396 ,.
108 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 4.160 - 8.170 0.0262
109 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 4.160 - 8.170 0.0262 " $
112 30.0 0.101 0.10g 0.070 7.900 - 8.170 0.0497
152 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 6.290 - 7.970 0.0386
155 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 6.290 - 7.970 0.0386
1S8 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 6.160 - 7.970 0.0256 .
159 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 4.160 - 7.970 0.0256
162 30.0 0.101 0.109 0.070 7.900 - 7.970 0.0685
*** 81"RUCI'ORE NAU, TltUSSBS
104 30.0 0.101 0.109 -
204 30.0 0.101 0.109 -
154 30.0 9.101 0.109 -
361 30.0 0.101 0.109 -
385 30.0 0.101 0.109 -
w
w
0.090 8.214 -1.0 9
0.090 4.215 -1.0 S
O.090 16.547 0.0164 S
0.090 9.300 -1.0 $
0.090 9.300 -1.0
Figure 1. NODE DATA Spreadsheet
NODE DATA for SINDA model 'SAMPLE.INP', ........
This is spreadsheet file 'SAMPLE N.XLS', ........
,,,,,,,p,
Node, lnit'l,Mat'l,Mat'l ......
Number,Temp, Density,Spec Ht,Thcknss,Width,Area, Length,Capacitance, Comments
*rr,,,,,,
Cewrrr,_ll
C ° ° * THE FOLLOWING NODES WERE GENERATED BY 'SAMPLE_N.XLS', ........
C °°° ON 12 June 92, 2:49 PM .........
C °* ° DIMENSIONS ARE FROM CAD MODEL 'STRUCTURE.MFt;14' 04 JUNE 92 .........
C ° °" ALUMINUM 2014-T6 PROPERTIES ARE FROM MIL-HDBK-5F, ROOM TEMP .........
Cr,,,,,,,,
C °" ° STRUCTURE NODES .........
C ° " ° STRUCTURE TORQUE 80X .........
102,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,6.290,-,8.170,0.0396,$
105,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,6.290,-,8.170,0.0396, $
108, 30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,4.160,-, 8. | 70,0.0262, $
109, 30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,4.160,-,8.170,0.0262, $
112,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,7.900,-,8.170,0.0497, $
152,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,6.290,-,7.970,0.0386,$
155,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,6.290,-,7.970,0.0386,t
158,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,4.160,-,7.970,0.0256, $
158,30.0,0.107,0.109,0.070,4.160,-,7.970,0.0256,t
162,30.0,0.101,0.109,0.070,7.900,-,7.970,0.0485,t
C,,.r.r,,r
C °° ° STRUCTURE WALL TRUSSES .........
104,30.0,0.101,0.109,-,-,0.090,8.214,.1.0,$
204,30.0,0.101,0.109,-,-,0.090,4.215,-1 .Or$
154, 30.0,0.101,0.109,-,-,0.090,16.547,0.0164, $
381,30.0,0.101,0.109,-,-,0.090,9.300,- 1.0, $
385,30.0,0.101,0.109,-,-,0.090,9.300,- 1.0,$
C,,,,r,r,r
C
Figure 2. NODE DATA CSV File
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' NODE.BAS Compiled using Borland TurboBASIC
Y - INSTR(COMMAND$," ")
INFILE$ = LEFT#(COMMAND#,Y-1)
OUTFILE$ - RIGHTS(COMMAND$,LEN|COMMAND$}-Y)
OPEN INFILE$ FOR INPUT AS 81
OPEN OUTRLE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
20 INPUT #1, AS
IF EOF(1) THEN STOP
IF A$ = *C" OR LEFT$(A$,5) - "C **,, THEN
PRINT #2, A$
GOTO 30
ELSE
GOTO 20
END IF
30 INPUT #1, AS
IF EOF(1) THEN STOP
IF LEN(A$) == 0 THEN GOTO 30
IFA$ = "C ° OR LEFT0(A$,5) = "C °9°. THEN
PRINT #2, AS
GOTO 30
END IF
INPUT #1, B$, C$, D$, E$. F$, G$, H$, I$, J$
IF EOFI1)THEN STOP
AS = STRING$(14-LEN(A$)," ") + AS + ","
B = INT(VAL(B$])
B15 = STR$(B)
IF LEN(B$) - LEN(BI$) < 2 THEN
B$ = STRING$(12-LEN(B15)," ") + B15 + ".0,"
ELSE
B$ = STRING$(12-LEN|B15)," ") + B_ + ","
END IF
I - INT(VAL(I$))
I15 = STR$(I)
IF I • 9 THEN
I$ = I$ + STRING$(27-(LEN(I$)-LEN(II$)-1)," "1
ELSE
I$ = " " + I$ + STRING$(27-|LEN(I$)-LEN(II$)-lh" "}
END IF
IF LEFT$(J$,ll = "$" THEN
J$ = LEFT$(J$,12|
ELSE
J$ = "$" + LEFT$IJ$,IOI
END IF
PRINT #2. AS; B$; 10; J$
GOTO 30
STOP
Rgure 3. NODE.BAS
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C "
C *** THE FOLLOWING NODES WERE GENERATED BY 'SAMPLE N.XLS'
C *** ON 12 June 92, 2:49 PM
C *** DIMENSIONS ARE FROM CAD MODEL 'STRUCTURE.MF1;14' 04 JUNE 92
C *** ALUMINUM 2014-T6 PROPERTIES ARE FROM MIL-HDBK-5F, ROOM TEMP
C
C *** STRUCTURE NODES
C *** STRUCTURE TORQUE BOX
102, • 30.0, 0.0396 $
105, 30.0, 0.0396 $
108, 30.0, 0.0262 $
109, 30.0, 0.0262 $
112, 30.0, 0.0497 $
152, 30.0, 0.0386 $
155, 30.0, 0.0386 $
158, 30.0, 0.0256 $
159, 30.0, 0.0256 $
162, 30.0, 0.0485 $
C
C *** STRUCTURE NALL TRUSSES
104, 30.0, -1.0 $
204, 30.0, -1.0 $
154, 30.0, 0.0164 $
361, 30.0, -1.0 $
385, 30.0, -1.0 $
C
C
Figure 4. Final NODE DATA Block
CONDUCTOR DATA for BIND& model 'SAMPLE.IMP'
rn£s is spreadsheet f£1o 'iAMPLE C.XLB'
Cond Mode Node Cond- Th£ck-
Number £ J t£v£t F ,heSS Width
C
C *** TBB FOLLOWING CONDUCTORS WERE GENERATED
Condu©-
Length tahoe Fasteners
BT °IIANPLE C.XL8 °
C *** ON IS June 92 r 3816 PN J i . ]
C *** DINENSION8 ARE FROM OLD NODE/, 'BTRUCTURE.NFI;14' 04 JUNE 92
2014-T6 PROPERTIES ARE FRONNZL-BDBK-SF t ROOM TEMPC *** RLUMI_R4
C .J
C *** BTRUCTURE
C *** 8TRUCTURE TORQUE BOX
1 102 105 3.96
3 102 108 3.96
5 102 109 3.96
7 102 112 3.96
9 112 152 3.96
11 112 155 3.96
13 112 158 3.96
15 112 159 3.96
17 159 162 3.96
19 162 102 3.96
*** _ItUCTURE WALL TRUSSES
51 104 204 3.96
53 204 154 3.96
55 154 361 3.96
57 361 385 3.96
59 385 104 3.96
CONDUCTORS
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.070
6.180 4.070
6.180 4.070
8.140 3.090
8.140 3.090
6.180 4.070
6.180 4.070
8.140 3.090
8.140 3.090
4.110 4.070
4.110 4.070
0.490 4.360
0.490 4.360
0.490 4.150
o.o9o ..... 4.880
0.090 4.880
0.421
0.421
0.730
0.730
0.421
0.421
0.730
0.730
0.280
0.280
0.445
0.445
0.468
0.073
0.073
Number JoJ_t F_nal
C'tance CommentsC'tance
0.42i"$ .......
0.421 j
0.730
0.730
0.421
0.421
0.730
0.730
0.280
0.179
$
$
$
$
S
.....
c
Jc
D
m
2 0.5
0.445
0.445
0.468
0.073
0.073
Figure 5. CONDUCTOR DATA Spreadsheet
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CONDUCTOR DATA for SINDA model 'SAMPLE.INP', ..........
This is spreadsheet file 'SAMPLE C.XLS', ..........
,,,tlw#trr,
Cond,N ode,Node, Cond-,Thick-,,,Conduc-,Number,Joint, Rnal,
Number, i,j,tiviW,ness,Width,Length,tance, Fasteners,C'tence,C'tance,Comments
trrtaewitt,
CI.,,rlt¢,lr
C °°° THE FOLLOWING CONDUCTORS WERE GENERATED BY 'SAMPLE_C.XLS', ..........
C *°°ON 15 June 92, 3:16PM ...........
C *°° DIMENSIONS ARE FROM CAD MODEL 'STRUCTURE.MF1;14' 04 JUNE 92 ...........
C *" ° ALUMINUM 2014-T6 PROPERTIES ARE FROM MIL-HDBK-5F, ROOM TEMP ...........
CH_ppneiis
C "** STRUCTURE CONDUCTORS ...........
C *** STRUCTURE TORQUE BOX ...........
1, 102,105,3.96,0.070,6.180,4.070,0.421 ,-,-,0.421 ,$
3,102,108,3.96,0.070,6.180,4.070.0,421,-,-,0.421,$
5,102,109,3.96,0.070,8.140,3.090,0.730,',',0.730,t, ............... , .......................
7,102,112,3.96,0.070,8.140,3.090,0.730,',',0.730, $,° ..... , ................ , ................
9,112,152,3.96,0.070,6.180,4.070,0.421 ,-,-,0.421,$,, .......................................
11,112,155,3.96,0.070,6.180,4.070,0.421,-,-,0.421, $ .........................................
13,112,158,3.96,0.070,8.140,3.090,0.730,-,-,0,730, $.........................................
15,112,159,3.96,0.070,8.140,3.090,0.730,',-,0.730,t .........................................
17,159,162,3.96,0.070,4.110,4.070,0.280,-,-,0.280;$ .........................................
19,162,102,3.96,0.070,4.110,4.070,0.280,2,0.5,0.179,$ .........................................
C °* ° STRUCTURE WALL TRUSSES ....................................................
51,104,204,3.96,',0.490,4.360,0.445,-,-,0.445, $.........................................
53,204,154,3.96,-,0.490,4.360,0.445,-,-,0.445,$ .........................................
55,154,361,3.96,',0.490,4.150,0.468,-,-,0.468, $,, ......... , .............................
57,361,385,3.96,-,0.090.4.880,0.073,-,-,0.073, $ .........................................
59,385,104,3.96,-,0.090,4.880,0.073,-,-,O.073, $.........................................
Cll'8'''llll''tq'',,,'Ol'i',ttll,,If,,,,Itl''l,,'Olll
Fi0ure 6. CONDUCTOR DATA CSV File
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' CONDUCT.BAS Compiled using Borland TurboBASIC
Y ,- INSTR(COMMAND$," "}
INFILE$ = LIEFT$(COMMAND$,Y-1)
OUTRLE$ = RIGHT$1COMMAND$,LEN(COMMAND$)-Y}
OPEN INFILE$ FOR INPUT AS #1
OPEN OUTFILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
20 INPUT #1, AS
IF EOFil) THEN STOP
IF AS = "C= OR LEFTS(AS,5) = "C .... THEN
PRINT #2, At
GOTO 30
ELSE
GOTO 20
END IF
30 INPUT #1, AS
IF EOF(1) THEN STOP
IF LEN(A$) = 0 THEN GOTO 30
IF AS = "C" OR LEFTS(AS,5) = "C **'= THEN
PRINT #2, AS
GOTO 30
END IF
INPUT #1, B$, C$, D$, E$, F$, G$, H$, I$, J$, K$, L$
IF EOF(1) THEN STOP
AS = STRING$(14-LEN(A$)," ") + AS + ","
B$ = STRING$(11-LEN(B$)," ") + B$ + ","
C$ = STRING$(7-LEN(C$)," ") + C$ + =,"
K = INT(VAL(K$))
K15 = STR$(K)
KS = STRING$(7-LEN(KI$)," ") + KS + STRING$(18-(LEN(K$I-LEN(K15)-1)," ")
IF LEFT$(L$,I} = "$" THEN
L$ = LEFT$(L$.12)
ELSE
L$ =="$" + LEF'r$(L$,10)
END IF
PRINT 12, AS; B$; C$; KS; L$
GOTO 30
STOP
Figure 7. CONDUCT.BAS
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C
C *** THE FOLLOWING CONDUCTORS WERE GENERATED BY 'SAMPLE C.XLS'
C *** ON 15 June 92, 3:16 PM
C *** DIMENSIONS ARE FROM CAD MODEL 'STRUCT[/RE.MFI;14' 04 JUNE 92
C *** ALUMINUM 2014-T6 PROPERTIES _ FROM MIL-NDBK-SF, ROOM TEMP
C
C *** STRUCTURE CONDUCTORS
C *** STRUCTURE TORQUE BOX
1, 102, 105, 0.421 $
3, 102, 108, 0.421 $
5, 102, 109, 0.730 $
7, 102, 112, 0.730 $
9, 112, 152, 0.421 $
11, 112, 155, 0.421 $
13, 112, 158, 0.730 $
15, 112, 159, 0.730 $
17, 159, 162, 0.280 $
19, 162, 102, 0.179 $
C *** STRUCTURE WALL TRUSSES
51, 104, 204, 0.445 $
53, 204, 154, 0.445 $
55, 154, 361, 0.468 $
57, 361, 385, 0.073 $
59, 385, 104, 0.073 $
C
C
Figure 8. Final CONDUCTOR DATA Block
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Development Status of SINDA/FLUINT arid SINAPS
Brent A. Cullimore and Steven (3. Ring
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group
Denver, Colorado
Eugene K. Ungar
NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
Summary
SINDA/FLUINT (Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer / Fluid Integrator,
formerly SINDA '85) is a computer code used to analyze thermal/fluid systems that can be
represented in lumped parameter form. In addition to conduction and radiation heat trans-
fer, the code is capable of modeling both single- and two-phase flow networks, their
associated hardware, and their heat transfer processes. In this paper, recent improvements
to SINDA/FLUINT are described, as are those in progress that will be available in the fall of
1992 in Version 2.5. Also, a preview of planned enhancements is provided. This paper also
introduces SINAPS (SINDA Application Programming System), a powerful graphical pre-
and postprocessor that will also be available in the fall of 1992.
Background
Evolving spacecraf_ thermal control technology is increasingly utilizing two-phase fluid
systems to accomplish waste heat acquisition, transport, and rejection. In the case of the
Space Station Freedom, the high heat rejection requirement of 82.2 kW and the typical heat
transport distances of over 100 feet made a two-phase thermal control system the only ratio-
nal choice. A conventional heat pipe or single-phase fluid loop thermal control system, such
as have been used in previous US spacecraft, would have had unacceptable weight and power
penalties. The heat rejection requirements will be even higher and the transport distances
will be even longer for lunar and planetary base applications, again forcing the use of two-
phase thermal control systems for those missions.
The introduction oftwo-phase active thermal control systems required a quantum leap in
the development of thermal control technology. A similar development effort was required for
the analytical tools for modeling such systems. Previously, there was no single computer tool
that was suitable for analyzing spacecraf_ two-phase systems and components, especially
when the requirement was levied to integrate such analyses with vehicle-level simulation
tools such as SINDA and TRASYS (Thermal Radiation Analysis System). Typically, two-
phase systems and components were analyzed by generating application-unique mathemati-
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ca] modeling equations that were then incorporated into numerical solution computer pro-
grams. This method of analysis caused much duplication of effort and hindered the transfer
of thermal math models and their ability to be modified by other analysts.
Therefore, in the mid 1980's NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) launched an effort to de-
velop a design simulation tool that was well suited to modeling two-phase systems for space
applications. An effort was already nearing completion at NASA JSC which brought the 1972
version of SINDA up to modern standards, completely reworking it and adding submodels
and other capabilities that enhance model integration and exchange. The result of that mod-
ernization, called SINDA '85, was used as a starting point for the addition of the new fluid
analysis capabilities. The final product, SINDA/FLUINT, is a quantum leap above the older
versions of SINDA, featuring a comprehensive single- and two-phase, steady and transient
fluid analysis package (FLUINT) that works together with traditional SINDA thermal net-
works to solve arbitrarily complex thermal/fluid problems. Version 2.3, released in early
1990, has become the most commonly used tool for analysis of fluid flow and heat transfer in
space-based systems, and has spread to other specialties (propulsion, environmental control)
and even other industries (energy, aircrai_, automotive, and architectural) because of its gen-
erality, analytic power, transportability, and ability to be customized. In 1991, SINDA/
FLUINT was awarded the NASA Space Act Award.
SINDA/FLUINT has been continually updated and enhanced since its first release in the
late 1980's. The improvements have made the code even more general in scope, better able to
handle different and more difficult problems, and more efficient in its use of computer time.
References 1,2, and 3 describe the capabilities of Version 2.3, which is available through COS-
MIC, NASA's sol, ware distributor. In this paper, the capabilities of the current NASA version
(Version 2.4) are described, as well as the work currently being completed by Martin Marietta
on Version 2.5, which will be available in the fall of 1992. Improvements planned for future
versions are also described.
In 1990, NASA JSC initiated an effort to provide a modern graphical pre- and postproces-
sor for SINDA/FLUINT. Martin Marietta is currently completing the result of this effort:
SINAPS, a powerful graphical interface that will be available in the fall of 1992. SINAPS
provides a means for graphically building and maintaining SINDA/FLUINT models, and dis-
playing the results on the sketch the user has created. In this paper, the capabilities of
SINAPS are detailed.
SINDA/FLUINT Enhancements
Almost all work since 1985 has focused on the continuing development and expansion of
the fluid analysis capabilities; only relatively minor improvements have been made to the
thermal analysis code. This section lists and describes the major advances in the FLUINT
portion of the code.
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There has been a steady accrual of relatively minor expansions and corrections over the
years. While collectively these improvements have added significantly to the speed, utility,
and ruggedness of the code, they are too numerous and detailed to be described in this paper.
Suffice it to say that few users regret the effort required to update their version even if the
latest round of major improvements was not directly of interest to them.
Version 2.4 Enhancements
The primary goal of Version 2.4, completed in December 1991 and documented in Refer-
ence 4, was to enable the user to selectively avoid the assumption of homogeneous two-phase
flow, and to use instead a slip flow formulation. To achieve this goal, various important fea-
tures had to be added to the code in preparation for the addition of slip flow modeling, such as
flow regime mapping. The ability to discern basic flow regimes and to calculate the frictional
pressure drop accordingly can be used independently of the slip flow options. Flow regime
mapping options are described first, followed by slip flow modeling options.
Flow Regime Mapping Options--Packaged as an optional pressure drop 'correlation,' the
user may elect to have a simplified two-phase flow regime predicted for duct segments, with
the pressure gradient estimated on the basis of that regime. Output routines have been modi-
fied to print the current flow regime if this option is used and the flow is two-phase. Instead, if
the flow is single--phase, the Reynolds number is printed instead.
Four generalized (simplified)regimes are recognized,as illustratedin Figure 1:bubbly,
slug,annular,and stratified.The firstwo are considered'dispersed,'and the lattertwo 'sepa-
rated.'The distinctionbetween regimes isbased (1)on the liquidand vapor mass fluxes,(2)on
the void fraction,(3)on the hydraulic diameter ofthe line--assumed nearly circular,(4)on
the magnitude ofa body force(oracceleration)vectorand itsorientationwith respectto the
duct,(5)on fluidpropertiessuch as densities,viscosities,and surfacetension,and (6)in the
event no cleardetermination can be made, on previous flowregimes (i.e.,regime boundaries
exhibithysteresis).Flow regime mapping methods identifiedin Reference5 were used exten-
sively,although neither exactlynor exclusively.
Bubbly flow occurs at the extremes of low gravities, high liquid mass fluxes compared to
,the vapor flux, and low void fractions (less than about 0.46), and is characterized by small
vapor bubbles entrained in liquid. If the bubbles coalesce due to increased accelerations, de-
creased liquid mass flux, or increased void fraction, then the slug flow regime will appear. The
slug flow regime exhibits large bubbles that nearly span the diameter of the tube, but which
are axially separated from each other by liquid. Both the slug and bubbly flow regimes are
characterized by relatively little slip flow, approaching true homogeneous flow. In both cases,
predicted pressure drops are based on the McAdam's formulation for homogeneous flow.
These two regimes are therefore identical for homogeneous passages, but they behave differ-
ently if slip flow is modeled, as described later.
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Figure I -- Simplified Two-Phase Row Regimes
The annular regime may result if the void fraction continues to grow (above about 0.76), or
if the liquid flows downhill, or if there is high enough vapor flux to sustain the uphill flow of
liquid. This regime is characterized by a continuous vapor core surrounded and _lubricated'
by a continuous liquid annulus. In most two-phase systems, annular is by far the most com-
mon regime. When the regime is determined to be annular, the Lockhart-Martinelli correla-
tion is used.
The stratified regime, characterized by liquid pooling in the bottom of the tube, results if
either the vapor mass flux or the liquid fraction is low enough, or the gravity high enough (and
the flow is not vertically upward). The stratified regime cannot exist in microgravity. The
methods used to predict pressure gradient involve predicting the height of liquid and the frac-
tions of each phase in contact with the wall, assuming a circular cross section (per the method
of T_itel and Dukler). Unfortunately, this model is highly sensitive to void fraction, and be-
cause the stratified regime typically exhibits the greatest degree of slip, the error in a homoge-
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neous approximation to void fraction can be significant. In other words, pressure drops in the
stratified regime are suspect if the default homogeneous options are usect Typically, a homo-
geneous assumption results in overestimation ofpreesure drop for stratified flow, whereas if
slip flow is modeled as described next, the predicted pressure drop is usually lower than that
of all other regimes for the same flow quality.
Slip Flow Modeling Options--By default, a homogeneous assumption is applied in all flow
passages, meaning that the vapor velocities and the liquid velocities are assumed equal: there
is zero relative velocity or slip. With the homogeneous approximation, two-phase flow is mod-
eled as the flow of a mixture of both phases--one momentum equation describes the entire
duct segment. This assumption is usually adequate and is both simple to implement and fast
to execute. Because of this assumption, there is no differenoe between thermodynamic quali-
ty and flow quality. Thermodynamic quality is the fraction of vapor mass within a segment
divided by the total mass in that segment. Flow quality is the ratio of vapor mass flowrate
through a segment divided by the total mass flowrate through that segment.
In reality, vapor usually moves faster than liquid, and sometimes even in opposite direc-
tions. A slip flow formulation takes this into account, using one momentum equation per
phase. Slip flow options may be applied to any FLUINT duct segment; the homogeneous
approximation is retained for pumps, valves, capillary devices, etc.
Unlike homogeneous flow, with slip flow the thermodynamic quality is no longer the same
as the flow quality. Conservation of mass dictates that flow quality must be the same (eventu-
ally) whether a homogeneous or slip flow formulation is used. However, the thermodynamic
quality is no longer constrained by the homogeneous assumption: it becomes the new degree
of freedom necessary to accommodate a new momentum equation. In other words, the ther-
modynamic quality and its manifestations, such as density and void fraction, will vary as
needed to balance the flow forces. Becatlse vapor generally travels faster than liquid, the pre-
dicted void fraction will be smaller with slip flow than with homogeneous flow at the same flow
quality. In other words, more liquid will reside in the line, and the thermodynamic quality
will be smaller than the flow quality as depicted in Figure 2 for the stratified regime.
Because most pressure drop and heat transfer correlations are based on flow quality, slip
flow and homogeneous formulations predict almost the same steady state as long as flow is
cocurrent; the local homogeneous assumption does not affect the overall pressure drop and
heat transfer rates. The major difference is the proportion of liquid and vapor in lines. For
example, in annular flow a slip formulation predicts typically three to four times as much liq-
uid will reside in a pipe compared to a homogeneous prediction. Of course, this amount is
small to begin with, and so quoting a factor of three to four might be misleading.
In transients, the differences can be more dramatic, especially for separated flow regimes
where vapor can shiit quickly and liquid lags _ehind. As a specific example, a SINDA/
FLUINT model was developed to predict the time it takes to clear a small tube of liquid by
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heating it, noting that much more liquid is displaced by generated vapor than is actually
evaporated. The default homogeneous assumption resulted in a prediction of 8 seconds to
clear the line, whereas allowing slip flow in the same model nearly doubled the duration of the
liquid purge event. Since annular flow was quickly established, slip flow allowed the vapor to
escape the tube without displacing as much liquid in the process.
This extra degree of modeling power does not come without its price. In addition to greater
solution expense, a new layer of uncertainties is revealed. New parameters must be esti-
mated, including (1) the frictional drag between phases, (2) the degree of sharing of inertia,
also called added mass and virtual mass, (3) the apportionment of wall friction to each phase,
and (4) the momentum transfer associated with phase change. By default, FLUINT will esti-
mate such factors automatically, which requires knowing the flow regime. Hence, flow regime
mapping options are defaulted when specifying slip flow. Alternately, like almost all other
SINDA/FLUINT options, knowledgeable users can calculate their own coefficients.
Other Improvements--A wide variety of improvements have been implemented to help
speed up models utilizing time-dependent fluid elements (called tanks and tubes in FLUINT)
where two-phase flow exist. In general, integrations are smoother, more accurate, and can
take larger time steps. Various other improvements have been made in time step predictions,
reduced numbers of properties calls, etc., that resulted in speed improvements averaging
about 25%.
Also, new simulation options were added to help the user model the mixing of perfect
gases, stationary noncondensible gas bubbles, and bellows accumulators. This last option
has been applied to other situations requiring two control volumes to share the same physical
boundary without exchanging mass.
Because Version 2.5 is to be completed only nine months after 2.4, it was decided that Ver-
sion 2.4 would be distributed only to NASA centers and Space Station Freedom contractors,
and that the next release to COSMIC, who serves a much wider audience, would be delayed
until Version 2.5 was completed and tested.
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Version 2.5 Enhancements "
Three independent improvements have been made in the test version of SINDA/FLLTINT
Version 2.5, which is scheduled to be officially delivered to NASA JSC in September 1992.
Fast Tabular Fluid Descriptions--It has long been known that one of the significant cost
drivers in the solution of fluid is the detail and range of fluid property descriptions. Speed
increases can be gained by restricting the description (e.g., providing a liquid-only descrip-
tion) or by simplifying it (e.g., pseudo-perfect vapor equation of state). Also relevant is the
fact that ammonia is the most common fluid for two-phase spacecraft thermal management
systems. Thus, a new description of ammonia was created that didn_ compromise
over the range of temperatures of interest to spacecraft systems, yet runs twice as fast as the
built-in ammonia description. This new description uses tabular look-ups, whereas other
descriptions describe properties f_mctionally. Once such methods were developed for ammo-
nia, other analogous descriptions were quickly generated for other fluids including hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and ethane.
Single-Phase Heat Transfer with Coarse Discretization--FLUINT slightly underesti-
mates heat transfer for coarsely discretized single--phase lines. This results from assuming
an average wall state and an average fluid state over each segment. While such treatment is
consistent with the rest of the finite difference (lumped parameter) approximation, which de-
mands nodalization adequate to resolve gradients, it ot_n conflicts with the way many engi-
neers treat a single-phase heat transfer problem: as a constant wall temperature over a seg-
ment that has distinct inlet and outlet states. As a result, new heat transfer options have
been added to allow such models. For single-phase flows, the predictions are equivalent to a
log mean temperature difference (LMTD) solution.
Figure 3 shows how the new method6 improve restdts and/or enable smaller models while
yielding the same answers. Comparisons with closed-form solutions are made for this tran-
sient thermal/hydraulic analysis of a water pipe with varying inlet temperature and constant
wall temperature (Reference 2). To obtain results that are indistinguishable from the closed-
form solution, only five control volumes are needed with the LMTD methods compared with
twenty for the default downstream-weighted method. Still, the results using traditional
methods are good even with only five control volumes. Furthermore, in models of real sys-
•terns, where gradients in wall temperature or other properties dominate, the differences are
usually negligible.
Speeds of Sound and Choking Detection--The user's ability to detect sonic limits was en-
hanced by providing program options that detect choking in all or portions of a model. The
liquid phase remains incompressible, although compressibilities and compressed liquid den-
sities may be calculated and used in concurrent logic, perhaps to calculate effective com-
pliances of control volume walls, or to measure the appropriateness of an incompressible as-
sumption. Other by-products include two-phase speed-of-sound routines.
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Figure 3 -- Comparison of FLUINT Predictions wilh Closed-form Solution
Other Improvements--Several relatively minor improvements were made in addition to
the major thrusts of Version 2.8. These include (1) the addition of K-factors (head loss factors)
to duct models, eliminating the need for separate elements to include entrance, bend, and exit
losses; (2) the option of using a crash file in addition to normal restart and parametric run
options, saving a snapshot of the simulation as often as desired without running out of disk
space, (3) reduced memory requirements (matrix inversion work space) for large models, and
(4) various internal improvements in time step predictions and slip flow options.
Future Enhancements
Improvements Planned for Version 2.6--FLUINT uses a first-order implicit time step in-
tegration that is performed in parallel with whatever method is used to integrate the thermal
networks. Heat rates between thermal and fluid models are held constant to conserve energy.
If all property domains and derivatives, friction coefficients, heat rates, etc. truly remain
constant over the time interval, then the solution is fully implicit and an arbitrarily large time
step can be taken. Since these parameters in fact often vary, a best estimate is made of the
time step that can be made without excessive changes in such parameters.
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Extensive logic is employed to estimate this time step and to check predicted changes
against the previous step. While this feedback method successfully avoids time steps that are
too small (from the mathematical standpoint if not from the user's standpoint), the only way
to be absolutely sure that this estimated time step is not too big is to proceed to integrate the
equations and solve for the next network state. If unforeseen changes in operating regimes,
boundary conditions, or other parameters are excessive, then at best excessive error will have
been generated. At worst, the solution will fail or find a spurious answer such as negative
masses in control volumes, or excursions beyond fluid property limits.
In FLUINT, the selected strategy is to spend about 10% to 20% ofthe cost per solution to
make a good and somewhat conservative estimate of the time step. The program is unable to
back up and try again if the time step is too big, which fortunately rarely happens. This strat-
egy avoids speed and memory penalties associated with the ability to store and retrieve pre-
vious states as well as the problem of trying to measure the generated error and then decide
what error is acceptable. A strategy taken in other codes is to take a user-input time step, and
then solve iteratively (typically on the order often iterations per time step, each about the cost
of one FLUINT time step) for the final state. Instead of predicting time steps, the challenge
becomes how to converge efficiently on a perhaps elusive final state.
The main thrust of Version 2.6 will be to investigate methods for detecting excessive time
steps and correcting them, either by backing up and reducing time steps or by iteratively cor-
recting the solution.
Potential Areas for Future Expa ns/ons--Several areas of potential growth have been iden-
tiffed for which no firm development plans exist. These include: (1) full range fluid descrip-
tions with compressible liquid phases that avoid the current discontinuity between saturated
liquid and supercritical fluid when the thermodynamic path does not pass through the dome;
(2) optionally avoiding the assumption oftbermal equilibrium between phases inside of ducts
(some limited nonequilibrium capabilities already exist); (3) nonreacting mixtures of sub-
stances, especially noncondensible gas phase, air/water systems; (4) higher fidelity capillary
models including pore size distributions, wetting hysteresis, partial deprime and liquid reces-
sion in the wick; and (5) thermal matrix inversion methods as alternatives to the current it-
erative closure methods.
SlNAPS: SINDA Application Programming System
SINDA/FLUINT, like its predecessors, frees the user from the constraints of real geome-
try: the model may be limited to a certain volume of material (akin to finite element modeling,
or FEM), or it can incorporate a complete vehicle (unlike a finite element approach). The price
for this flexibility has been the lack of graphical input and associated postprocessing power,
which would help not only in model validation and maintenance, but also in visualization and
reporting of results.
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Translations to and from solid modeling programs and FEM codes have represented a par-
tial solution for some component design analyses. No analogous capability was present for
system-level analyses, or for problems that are intractable with a finite element approach but
are amenable to a lumped parameter approach. While postprocessing programs exist to gen-
erate X-Y plots of SINDA/FLUINT results, analysts normally communicate with the pro-
gram via ASCII files. As models grow, the potential for modeling errors or misinterpreted re-
sults also grows. (Anecdotally, one small model--a standard sample problem that has been
reviewed by many analysts--was found to contain a slight error when rebuilt using SINAPS.)
Nevertheless, hand drawn schematics of 8INDA/FLUINT networks are often used to dec-
ument models in reports and facsimile transmissions. If analysts are able to communicate
with each other via such 'artificial' geometry, then it was reasoned they should be able to com-
municate with the program via similar 2D sketches. After all, similar computer aided engi-
neering packages exist in the electrical design community. Thus, in 1990, NASA JSC initi-
ated an effort to provide a modern graphical pre- and postproceseor for SINDA/FLUINT.
SINAPS is an advanced new companion program to 8INDA/FLUINT that enables users to
graphically sketch their models using a mouse- and menu-driven user interface. Forms and
editing windows exist to satisfy other nongraphic SINDA/FLUINT input requirements.
SINAPS then produces complete 8INDA/FLUINT ASCII input files, and imports binary out-
put files that were perhaps produced on other machines. This enables graphical display of
predictions on the same schematic used to create inputs. In addition to pop-up X-Y, polar, and
bar plots, features such as "color by flowrate," "thicken by conductance," and "shade by tem-
perature" are supported. Figures 4 and 5 present two sample SINAPS screen images (in black
and white for reproduction) that depict some of the features available.
SINAPS is intended to become a complete, modern front-end to SINDA/FLUINT, elimi-
nating the need to communicate via ASCII input and output files. In fact, it contains many
powerful features that are unavailable in the basic 8INDA/FLUINT system, such as algebra-
ic inputs, shared models, customized components, etc. To assist current SINDA/FLUINT us-
ers in the transition to SINAPS, it will accept existing ASCII input files, and will work inter-
actively with the user to produce a graphical depiction of that model.
SINAPS is transportable. It was developed simultaneously on a Macintosh H and a SUN
SPARCstation, and can be rehosted on most other workstations, operating systems, and win-
dowing systems. Perhaps more importantly, a 8INDA/FLUINT model (and its graphical de-
piction) built using SINAPS can be easily moved from one type ofmachine to another, allow-
ing analysts to build models on whatever machines are available, even if that availability
changes from day to day. Combining this feature with the fact that SINAPS and SINDA/
FLUINT need not reside on the same machine gives the analyst tremendous flexibility.
SINAPS will be available in the fall of 1992, and will correspond to SINDA/FLUINT Ver-
sion 2.5.
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Figure 5 -- Santo SINAPS Screen: Pump Instab_es with Temper_ure ContnolValve in Sedes
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SLI_MARY
The approach to thermal analysis described by this paper is a
technique that incorporates Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) to develop a thermal model that has the
advantages of Finite Element Methods (FEM) without abandoning the unique
advantages of Finite Difference Methods (FDM) in the analysis of thermal
systems. The incorporation of existing CAD geometry, the powerful use of
a pre and post processor and the ability to do interdisciplinary analysis,
will be described.
INTRODUCTION
Since the birth of the Chrysler Improved Numerical Differencing
Analyzer (CINDA), a tool widely used in the aerospace industry, many
improvements to the code have been made. Lately, the advances have been
dramatic, starting with the rewrite of the Systems Improved Numerical
Analyzer (SINDA) to what is now known as SINDA '85, to the addition of
fluid analysis and the creation of a graphical interface, SINDA Application
Programming System (SINAPS). Most of the progress has concentrated
around the Finite Differencing methods, with very slow progress in the
graphical end of the analysis.
*Engineer, Sverdrup Technology, Inc., MSFC Group.
1"Senior Engineer, Sverdrup Technology, Inc., MSFC Group.
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Computer aided Engineering (CAE) have revolutionized the analytical
world. Most of the advances have taken place in the field of Finite
Element Methods (FEM). FEM, an ideal tool for structural analysis, is not
well suited for thermal analysis yet, specially, when the problem is
radiation dominated FDM because of its particular characteristics to
handle nonlinear systems, has been the method of preference in the
analysis of thermal systems. The advantages of CAE created an interest
in the thermal analysis discipline that gave way to translators that can
convert FEM format to FDM format, thus creating a unique opportunity for
the thermal analyst.
This paper concentrates on the methodology of using CAD generated
geometry in a CAE environment to develop a thermal model. The format
and mathematics used on both, CAD and CAE platforms, is different
requiring therefore a translator to share the information. The Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) version 5.0 translator was
selected due to its availability on both platforms.
THERMAL MODEL UPDATE FOR THE AEROASSIST FUGHT EXPERIMENT (AFE)
The thermal model of the AFE had reached a level of obsolescence
and a major update with required. As the design matured, there was a
need to update the model to include all design reviews. The structural
design had major changes, but it was still in the evolution stage. To
update the model, a major undertaking was necessary, but there was still
the question of how to keep up with the changes, especially, how to
respond to the "what if" questions that were being posed as changes in
the design were taking place'? There was a choice of doing the update the
traditional way and lag behind or investigate the avenue of using the CAD
generated geometry to create the model and to incorporate updates of
components as they change, without affecting the rest of the model.
A NEW APPROACH IN THERMAL ANALYSIS
The incorporation of CAD generated geometry to create a thermal
model in a CAE environment, is an avenue that will complement
established practices and it will also allowed the analyst to do the
following:
Use the same geometry generated by the designer
11o
Eliminate design mis-interpretation
Avoid dimensional errors
Maintain model fidelity
Update design changes only on the affected areas
Share the model with other disciplines
Share results with other disciplines
Promote concurrent engineering
The design of the AFE was done using the Intergraph Graphics Design
System (IGDS) and the Intergraph Engineering Modelling System (I/EMS)
packages. Use of the CAD data required transferring it to the CAE
platform, where the actual modelling would take place and finally to a
platform where the conversion to a SINDA model is done. Following are
the steps taken to create a thermal model using CAD data.
Compress the boolean trees of the CAD file
Using the I/IGES translator, translate the I/EMS file to an IGES file
Using the CADPAT, IGES-to-PATRAN translator, translate the IGES
file to a PATRAN neutral file.
Prepare the model in PATRAN by defining the nodal network,
physical properties and material properties.
Translate the model (a PATRAN neutral file) to a FEM/SINDA file,
using the FEM-to-FDM translator FEM/SINDA.
Using FEM/SINDA, convert the FEM/SINDA file to a Finite Difference
file.
Table 1 shows the geometry entities I/GES version 5.0 and CADPAT
release 4.0, can support.
Table 1. IGES Entities Supported by I/GES and CADPAT
i, i ill,
I/GES
Circular arc or circle
Composite
B-Spline
Points
i , • , ,lr ,,i ii ,,, i, |_
CADPAT
I I
Parametric cubic line
ii
curve Parametric cubic line
curve
=
B-Spline curve
Parametric cubic line
Parametric cubic line
Parametric cubic line
IGES'"E_ntity & Number
Circular arc, 100
Composite curve, 102
General conicf, 104
Data points, 106
Parametric spline
curve, 112
B-Spline surface Parametric cubic patch Parametric spline
surface, 114
Point Grid Point, 116
111
B-Spline surface
B-Spline surface
B-Spline surface
Transformation matrix
B-Spline curve
B-Spline surface
B-Spline surf. boundary
B-Spline surface
Parametric cubic patch
Parametric cubic patch
Parametric cubic patch
Coordinate system
Parametric cubic line
Parametric cubic patch
Primitive parametric
surface curve
Primitive face
°|
Ruled surface
(arc length),118
Surface of revolution, 120
Tabulated cylinder,122
Transformation matrix,124
Rational B-Spline curve,.126
Rational B-Spline surf.,128
Curve on parametric
surface, 142
Trimmed parametric
surface, 144
The I/EMS model of the AFE, figure 1, is composed of many components,
due to its massive size, it was necessary to separate each component in
individual files, making the translation process less cumbersome. Once
the files were translated, figure 2, and modeled individually as a
component, they were merge to form the complete model. Figure 3 depicts
a flowchart of the translation process.
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Figure I. Aeroassist Flight Experiment CAD drawing
• :.;:
.p..
Figure 2. Aeroassist Flight Experiment translstion from CAD to CAE,
without modificstions
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Figure 3. Thermal Analysis CAD/CAE Interdisciplinary Illustration For The ARE
Experiment
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CONCLUSIONS
The process of using CAD/CAE technologies is not a substitute for
the traditional thermal analysis, but merely a complement to the task of
analyzing thermal systems. It is a process that can be applied when
dealing with large and complicated structures, when hand inputs can take
several months. This process goes beyond thermal analysis, this process
encourages the members of all disciplines working in a project, to work
together, the results of such cooperation are unlimited, with sharing of
models and results being just a few.
Due to cancelation of the AFE project, the complete modelling of the
AFE using this process was not possible, but the major components were
incorporated in the model. Further work is progressing through other
projects. Presently this process is being applied to the creation of SINDA
and TRASYS models from the same CAD/CAE file, as well as creating
geometry from TRASYS models that were written by hand and needed
updating. New technologies and cooperation between CAD and CAE vendors
will expedite this process.
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NOMENCLATURE
i
J
P
r
Re
RUB
RVB
T
U
V
X
Y
p_
p
specific heat at constant pressure
index of grid location in the x-direction
index of grid location in the y-direction
total number of grid points in the y-direction
pressure
radius of wall (axisymmetric Case)
Reynolds Number (per unit length)
coefficient in front of derivatives of the advective terms in the x-direction
coefficient in front of derivatives of the advective terms in the y-direction
temperature
velocity component in direction of core flow
velocity component perpendicular to core flow
location in the direction of the core flow
location in the direction perpendicular to the core flow
total viscosity (molecular and turbulent)
density
core flow value at point with maximum Mach number, used to non-dimen-
sionalize boundary layer equations
INTRODUCTION
At times we need to analyze the thermal behavior of systems that include both
conduction and high speed flows. Unfortunately, most high-speed-flow codes have
limited conduction capabilities and most conduction codes, such as SINDA, cannot
model high speed flows. It would be useful to interface a high-speed-flow solution and
SINDA. When interfacing a high-speed-flow solution to SINDA, it may be necessary to
include the viscous effects in the energy equations. Boundary layer effects of interest
include heat transfer coefficients (including convection and viscous dissipation) and
friction coefficients. To meet this need, a fast, uncoupled, compressible, two-dimension-
al, boundary later algorithm was developed that can model flows with and without
separation. This algorithm was used as a subroutine with SINDA. Given the core flow
properties and the wall heat flux from SINDA, the boundary layer algorithm returns a
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wall temperature to SINDA. SINDA and the boundary layer alg'0rithm are iterated until
they predict the same wall temperature.
BOUNDARY LAYER ALGORITHM
Boundary Layer Equations
The forms of the boundary layer equations used in the finite difference scheme
were the compressible, parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations by Roach, et al [1].
The equations were 2-dimensional, viscous, and were solved for the primitive variables.
The y-momentum equation simply reduced to
--o O)
The other equations were as follows:
continuity
x momentum
(2)
energy
- -o_ _ 1 o _R_-_P"_÷_ ay_ "--"oy"
-_ -_ , __(__o'_/ ' f_/_.--_
The variables were defined as:
(3)
(4)
PH
(s)
(6)
P
p=
2
Pm,xum_
2
Umax
(7)
(8)
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For axisymmetricflows, (k- 1), Ro was defined as:
Ro-r±)coeO (10)
where r was the radius of the wall, 0 was the angle of the wall, and the plus or minus
signs referred to external or internal flows respectively. For rectangular coordinates Ro
was ignored, (k = 0). The coordinates x and y used in the above equations were the
transformed x and y coordinates, that is, the x coordinate followed along the wall surface
and the y coordinate was perpendicular to the wall. It should be noted that Re was not
actually non-dimensional. Re had units of (length) "!. Also, x and y (and R_) remained
dimensional. So, each term in each of the above boundary layer equations had units of
(length) "l.
Solution Algorithm
The momentum, continuity and energy equations were differenced as described by
Kwon et al.[2] For any scalar quantity _, :
(11)
(]2)
y,.,-yj Re-, Y -YI- (13)
Due to the parabolic nature of the boundary layer equations, the governing
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equationswere solved by marching from station to station in the 'direction of the core
flow. Solutions at a given station were obtained by solving the boundary layer equations
sequentially. First, the momentum equation was solved for the velocity component in
the core flow (streamwise) direction (u). Second, continuity was solved for the velocity
component in the y direction (v). Then, the energy equation was solved for the tempera-
ture (T). If the station had not converged, the momentum, continuity, and energy equa-
tions were solved again for the velocity components and temperature, using the flow
properties from the previous iteration. Convergence at a given station was obtained
when the streamwise velocity components at all grid locations at that station converged.
After the calculation at the station converged, the algorithm marched to the next stream-
wise station to solve for the boundary layer properties. This streamwise marching
continued throughout the entire domain.
Grid spacing perpendicular to the wall (y-direction) was based on an exponential
function. The grid spacing was fine near the wall to better resolve the gradients at the
wall. The grid spacing was course away from the wall where fine resolution of the
gradients normal to the core stream were not necessary.
The derivative of the velocity at the wall (used to calculate wall shear stress) was
determined using a second order approximation. Values at j = 1 (wall), j = 2, and j = 3
were used.
(_),,1- Y_(uj_-u_,l)-Y Y_(Y_-Y_)(u_-u_.i) (14)
The above algorithm worked well for flows with weak viscous/inviscid interaction,
since the downstream influence could be neglected. However, when the flows were
strongly interacting, such as those with strongly adverse pressure gradients or separation,
downstream conditions had to be considered. To account for downstream influences the
pressure gradient was differenced as a weighted average of forward and backward differ-
ences. This techniques was based on the method of Davis and Barnett[3].
Specifically the pressure gradient was differenced as
t (IS)
where _ is a weighting parameter of the forward and backward differencing. This term
was required to remove the ellipticity in the PNS equations in strongly interacting flows.
The quantity e determined what fraction of the forward difference of the pressure
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gradient can be included so that the equations remain non-elliptiC. If the flow was
supersonic at a given j location, then only backward differencing was used for the pres-
sure gradient (_ = 1). If the flow was subsonic then at a given j location then the
following expression for E was used,
e= Yu2 (le
1+(y-l)M 2
Boundary Layer Separation
Flaring of the advective term parallel to the core flow was used when the flow
was separated. This was handled by taking the absolute value of the coefficient in front
of the derivative of the advective term (RUB) and multiplying it by .1 to make it smaller.
Again this operation was only performed when the flow was separated.
Boundary Layer Turbulence Model
A modified Baldwin-Lomax model was used to account for turbulence. This
model was a zero equation, eddy viscosity model. This model was faster than other
turbulence models, such as the k-e two equation model. A modified model of Visbal and
Knight was used to handle the effects of separation. However, the model of Visbal and
Knight required further modification, the most important of which was the modification
of the Baldwin-Lomax parameter C_. C,_ needed to be a function of both core flow
Mach number and core flow pressure gradient. This modification was extremely
important in matching numerical results and experimental data. A detailed description
of the turbulence model used is given in Sakowski, et. al [4].
Boundary Layer/Core Flow Interface
The boundary layer algorithm serves as a link between the conduction program
(SINDA) and an inviscid core flow program. The interface with SINDA will be dis-
cussed in a later section. In this section we will look at the interface of the boundary
layer algorithm with a core flow program.
When the boundary layer algorithm was interfaced with a core flow algorithm, it
was necessary that the boundary layer properties smoothly approached the core flow
values. That is, when the derivatives perpendicular to the wall were zero, the core flow
values had to be a solution to the boundary layer equations. The complicated part was
matching the boundary layer and core flow, since the boundary layer and core flow algo-
rithms were probably not differenced in the same way. If the differential equations were
solved exactly there would not be problem, but they were not solved exactly. What the
core flow algorithm predicted as a solution, was not exactly what the boundary layer
algorithm predicted as a solution as the y-derivatives went to zero (far from the wall).
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The difference wasusually fairly small (2% or so), but this small.difference could have a
big effect on the integral performed to calculate the displacementthickness. An
adjustment in the way the pressuregradient term was calculated in the boundary layer
algorithm forced the boundary layer properties to smoothly approach the core values.
Without this adjustment, the displacement thickness, predicted by the boundary layer
program had large errors. The adjustment of the pressure gradient was performed by
solving the finite differenced momentum equations for dP/dx when all y-derivatives were
zero.
-- (zT)
The corrected value of the pressure derivatives was calculated with the edge
values from the core flow algorithm using the same differencing scheme used in the
boundary layer algorithm. In this way the boundary layer algorithm approached the core
flow values as the y-derivatives approached zero.
Another consideration for interfacing a core flow algorithm and the boundary
layer code was stability. At times the boundary layer algorithm has a stability problem.
This problem tended to initiate near the edge of the boundary layer. From one iteration
to the next the values near the core flow sometimes fluctuated between less than and
greater than the core flow value. Sometimes these fluctuations died out and the program
converged. However, other times the oscillations grew, causing the calculations to
diverge. To solve this problem flaring was used. RVB was part of the advective terms
in the y-direction. RVB was the coefficient in front of the au/Sy term in the finite
differenced x-momentum equation, and the aT/ay term in the finite differenced energy
equation. These were the advective terms in the y-direction. Without flaring RVB was
simply pv. With flaring RVB was changed as follows:
Km's for momentum equation
ifu<u, if u>u,
Oy IC --z u
0y u.) u,
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Kl's for energy equation
¢ T T, ¢ r,r,
The motivation for the above flaring was to make the core flow value a numeri-
cally stable solution in the boundary layer algorithm far from the wall. This flaring was
found to be very important to help the stability of the algorithm, particularly when there
was an adverse pressure gradient, separation, bleeds, or bypasses. For more detail on
interfacing the boundary layer algorithm of Roach, et al. with a core flow, refer to
Darling, et al. [5].
CORE FLOW INPUT TO BOUNDARY LAYER ALGORITHM
It was mentioned previously that the boundary layer algorithm required as an
input, a core flow. The inviscid core flow variables needed by the boundary layer
algorithm were the Mach number, temperature, and pressure. For flows where the
interaction between the core flow and .boundary layer were negligible, the interface was
very simple and easily implemented. All that was required was an input file by the name
LBL.DAT. This file contains seven namelists described as follows:
NAMELIST/GEOM/X: Grid point locations that run parallel to the centerline
of the wall
, NAMELIST/AREAX/AREA: Surface area of the wall that corresponds to
a respective X grid point location
NAMELIST/TEMP/TI: Core flow temperature that corresponds to a
respective X grid point location
NAMELIST/PRES/PI: Core flow that corresponds to a
respective X grid point location
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NAMELIST_MACH/AM:
NAMEL! ST/RADIUS/RADY:
NAMELIST/BL/
JJJ:
DUMX:
II:
TURB:
ENGU:
EXT:
MYES:
Core flow Mach number that correspondsto a
respective X grid point location
Radius of the wall measured from the wall centerline
and perpendicular to Its respective X grid point
location
Number of grid points perpendicular to the wall
Convergence criteria on the u velocity component of
the x momentum equation
Number of grid points in the streamwise direction
Flag to signal use of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model:
TURB =.TRUE. - turbulence on
TURB =.FALSE.. turbulence off
Flag to signal use of units:
ENGU
ENG UNITS..TRUE.
SI UNITS - .FALSE.
TI P1 X AREA
*R lbf/fl 2 ft f12
"K N/m 2 m m 2
Flag to signal axisymmetric flow:
AXI-.TRUE. - axisymmetric flow
AXI =.FALSE. - 2-D flow
Flag to signal external flow:.
EXT=.TRUE. - external flow
EXT=.FALSE. - internal flow
Flag to print to:
Mach.out: Prints non-dimensional velocity,
temperature, density, and pressure
profiles for each x grid location and for
the first 10 SINDA iterations - after 10
SINDA iterations, the profiles are
printed every 20 SINDA iterations
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Each x grid location also gives the
following parameters:
IT: number of boundary layer
iterations
M: core flow roach number
Or: skin friction coefficient
Ybl: distance of the last y grid point
fl'om the wall
C2.OUT: Prints the following boundary
layer parameters:
IT: number of boundary layer
Iterations
Th: momentum thickness
Or: skin friction coefficient
Disp: displacement thickness
for the first 10 SINDA iterations - after
10 SINDA iterations, the profiles are
printed every 20 $1NDA iterations
A sample LBL.dat file is provided in the APPENDIX.
For flows where there was a strong interaction between the core flow and
boundary layer, the simple input data file of constant inviscid core flow values would
change complexion. The file would become a core flow algorithm which continuously
updates the core flow variables to account for the boundary layer interaction, such as
flows with shock waves. Such algorithms are not discussed in this paper.
SINDA/BOUNDARY LAYER INTERFACE
The nodes in SINDA that represent the wall surface nodes MUST be declared as
boundary nodes. This is done to obtain heat rates on the nodes that can be sent to the
boundary layer algorithm. For a steady state solution the heat rate on the surface node
will be zero if the nodes are defined as arithmetic or diffusion nodes. This is because
SINDA effectively "sees" an insulated surface. In actuality the surface is not insulated,
because of the presence of the boundary layer flowing over it. For each $INDA
iteration, the heat rates from the $INDA nodes are passed to the boundary layer where
new wall temperatures are determined. The boundary layer algorithm will continue
iterating until it has a converged solution. After the boundary layer algorithm has
converged, the boundary layer wall temperatures become the new SINDA boundary node
temperatures. Thus the SINDA boundary node temperatures are updated every $INDA
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iteration. The program iterates between SINDA and the bounda_ layer algorithm until
the boundary layer wall temperatures match the SINDA boundary node temperatures.
SINDA INPUT TO BOUNDARY LAYER ALGORITHM
In HEADER C.ARRAY DATA, reserve the following variables:
1 ffiLBL.DAT
2--- MACH.OUT
3 = C2.OUT
Also, the common SINDA/FORTRAN variable BTEST should not be used. In HEAD-
ER VARIABLES 1, make the call to the subroutine INTERFACE as follows:
CALL INTERFACE(A,B,C,D,E,ABSZRO,BTEST,UCA1,UCA2,UCA3)
where A --- Submodel name in quotes where the surface boundary nodes are located,
and no more than 8 characters long.
B -- SINDA node number of the surface boundary node located at the last x
grid location of the boundary layer (integer).
C g SINDA node number of the surface boundary node located at the first x
grid location of the boundary layer (integer).
D -- Number by which the SINDA boundary nodes are incremented (integer).
E - Units used by SINDA. 'ENG' for English units. 'SI' for SI units.
The remaining arguments should be left as they are. ABSZRO is the SINDA variable
for absolute temperature defined in the HEADER OPTIONS DATA BLOCK. BTEST
is a counter for the number of SINDA iterations. UCA1, UCA2, and UCA3 are the
SINDA variables for the input and output file names defined in the HEADER CAR-
RAY DATA BLOCK.
CONCLUSIONS
A fast steady, compressible, turbulent boundary layer algorithm that can be used
to model separated flows has been written as a subroutine for SINDA. Results from the
boundary layer algorithm compared well with experimental pressure distributions when
the boundary layer was interactive with the core flow, Darling, et al. [5] and Roach, et al
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[1]. In addition, the friction coefficients and momentum thicknesses predicted by the
boundary layer code compared well with experimental data, Roach, et al. [1]. The
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model was used following the modifications of Sakowski, et al
[4], also matched experimental data fairly well. Currently comparisons are being made
with experimental data validate the heat transfer predictions of the boundary layer
algorithm. The boundary layer algorithm was found to converge quickly with SINDA. A
simple SINDA model with 25 x-grid locations was tested, see the APPENDIX for the
SINDA input. The model converged in 95 SINDA iterations.
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APPENDIX
&GEOH X=.225528E-2,.247675E-l,.515367E-1,.778460E-1,.107633,.128037,.151619,
.174448,.203611,.228309,.231856e.235408,.238954e-242498,
.246048,.249659,
.25352,.258018w.262899,.267638,.272238e-276733,
.281173,.285603,.290036,.294476e.298924,.303379e.307842,-312309,
.316781,.321258,.325737,.330218,
.334703,.343673,.352644,-366070 &END
&AREAX AREA=I.0,1.0,1.O,l.0,1.0,1.0,1.O,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1-0,1-O,l-O,l-O,
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1-0,1-0,1-0,
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 &END
&TEMP T1.1982.9,1983.3,1983.5,1983.6,1983.5,1983.3,1982.7,1981-9,1980"3,
1975.5,1973.5,1970.8,1966.,1960.4,1945.2,1917-8,1857-5,1776"7,
1707.9,1605.9,1526.4,1468-8,138S-8,
1325.1,1283.,1253.3,1228.5,1207-9,
1188.9,1171.,115S.3,1142.7,1131-3,1122.4,
1116.5,1106.3,1101.8,1098.6 &END
&PRES p1..172115E7,.172253ET,.17236ET,.172399ET,.172346ET,-172235ET,
.17199ET,.171615E7,.170832E7,.168388ET,.167384ET,.165993ET,-163667ET,
.160348E7,.153294ET,.141769ET,.122549ET,
.101028ET,.810816E6,.613865E6,.492139E6,.407487E6,
.315702E6,.257376E6,.222281E6,.20018E6,.183118E6,.169834E6,
.158537E6,.148288E6,.139641E6,.133107E6,.127322E6,.122975E6,
.120144E6,.I15385E6,
.113278E6,.lII714E6 &END
&MACH AM..389E-1,.393E-1,.411E-1,.442E-1,.492E-1,.541E-1,.619E-I,.73E-1,
.105,.192,.217,.25,.29,.354,.442,.561,.725,.919,1.13,1.3,1.48,1-6,
1.77,1.89,1.98,2.01,2.1,2.14,2.19,2.22,2.25,2.29,2.31,2.32,2.34,
2.36,2.37,2.374 &END
&RADIUSY RAD¥.l.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1-O,I-O,
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1-0,
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 &END
&BL JJJ-IOO,DUMXl=.OOI,II=25,TURB-.TRUE.,
ENGU-.FALSE.,AXI=.TRUE.,EXT=.TRUE.,MYES=.TRUE. &END
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HEADER OPTIONS
TITLE BOUNDARY
MODEL -
OUTPUT -
USERI =
USER2 -
HEADER CONTROL
NLOOPS =
ABSZRO -
UID
ARLXCA -
ORLXCA -
EBALSA -
HEADER
C
HEADER
DATA
LAYER CODE INTERFACE WITH SINDA
BLI
BL2.0UT
BLI.USR
BL2.USR
DATA, GLOBAL
4000
-460.0
ENG
.01 $DEFAULT VALUE
.01 $DEFAULT VALUE
.01 $DEFAULT VALUE
USER DATA, GLOBAL
CARRAY DATA, BL
I-NASA$PFSD:[AMBER.SINDA]LBL.DAT
2-TDISK$DIR:[AMBER_MACH.OUT
3-TDISKSDIR:[AMBER]C2.0UT
HEADER USER DATA, BL
C
C)>))))RESERVE BTEST FOR USE IN BOUNDARY LAYER
HEADER ARRAY DATA, BL
C
1= 81.,0.1139
261.,0.1230
621.,0.1330
981.,0.1390
1341.,0.145g
$ SPECIFIC HEAT VS. TEMPERATURE
$ UNITS: BTU/LBM/DEG. F
$ AISI 304 S.S.
2= 81., 8.61
261., 9.59
621.,11.44
981.,13.06
1341.,14.68
$ THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VS. TEMPERATURE
$ UNITS: BTU/HR/FT/DEG. F
$ AISI 304 S.S.
C
HEADERNODE DATA, BL
C*****'AISI 304 S.S./DENSITY'4g3 LBM/FT**3
C******GENERATE 25 DIFFUSION NODES TO REPRESENT THE WALLII
SIM 8801,25,1,70.,A1,5.
C******GENERATE SURFACENODES!!IllllI>)_>CONNECT TO THE BOUNDARYLAYER CODE
\
GEN -1,25,1,3000.,0.0
C******GENERATE OTHER BOUNDARY NODES TO SIMULATE THE EFFECT OF A SIMPLE
C*****'ACTIVE COOLING SYSTEM WHOSE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE IS 100 DEG Fill
GEN -1101,25,1,100.0,0.0
HEADER CONDUCTOR DATA, BL
C********CREATE CONDUCTORS IN THE WALL ALONG THE "X AXIS"
C********FOR THIS CASE THE "X AXIS" FOLLOWS THE DIRECTION OF THE CORE FLOW
SIM 801,24,1,8801,1,8802,1,A2,6.
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C****'***CREATE CONDUCTORS THAT CONNECT THE WALL DIFFUSION NODES
C****'***TO THE BOUNDARY NODES WHICH INTERFACE WITH THE BOUNDARY LAYER
SIM BBOI,25,I,BBOI,I,I,I,A2,.!
C********CREATE CONDUCTORS THAT CONNECT THE WALL DIFFUSION NODES
C********TO THE BOUNDARY NODES THAT SIMULATE ACTIVE COOLING
SIM BBBOI,25,1,BBOI,I,I)OI,I,A2,.I
HEADER VARIABLES ], BL
C*****THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE THE DOES IT ALLil!lll]
CALL INTERFACE('BL ',25,1,1,'ENG',ABSZRO,
& BTEST,UCAI,UCA2,UCA3,)
HEADER OPERATIONS DATA
C
BUILD BLI,BL
C
CALL STDSTL
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SUMMARY
An effort is currently underway at NASA Lewis to develop two- and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes codes,
called Proteus, for aerospace propulsion applications. The emphasis in the development of Proteus is not aigoriflun
development or research on numerical methods, but rather the development of the code itself. The objective is to
develop codes that are user-oriented, easily-modified, and well-documented. Well-proven, state-of.the-an solution
algorithms are being used. Code readability, documentation (both internal and external), and validation are being
emphasized. This paper is a status report on the Proteus development effort. The analysis and solution procedure
are described briefly, and the various features in the code are summarized. The results from some of the validation
casesthat have been runare presented for both the two- and three-dimensional codes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Much of the effort in applied computational fluid dynamics consists of modifying an existing program for what-
ever geomeu-ies and flow regimes are of current interest to the researcher. Unfortunately, nearly all of the available
nonproprietary programs were started as research projects with the emphasis on demonstrating the numerical algo-
rithm rather than ease of use or ease of modification. The developers usually intend to clean up and formally docu-
ment the program, but the immediate need to extend it to new geometries and flow regimes takes precedence.
The result is often a haphazard collection of poorly written code without any consistent structure. An exten-
sively modified program may not even perform as expected under certain combinations of operating options. Each
new user must invest considerable time and effort in attempting to understand the underlying structure of the pro-
gram if intending to do anything more than run standard test cases with iL The user's subsequent modifications
furtherobscure the program structure and therefore make it even more difficult for others to understand.
The Proteus two. and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes computer codes are intended to be user-oriented and
easily-modifiable flow analysis programs, primarily for aerospace propulsion applications. Readability, modularity,
and documentation have been the primary objectives. Every subroutine contains an extensive comment section
describing the purpose, input variables, output variables, and calling sequence of the subroutine. With just three
clearly.defined exceptions, the entire program is written in ANSI standard Fortran 77 to enhance portability. A
master version of the program is maintained and periodically updated with corrections, as well as extensions of gen-
eral interest, such as turbulence models.
The documentation is divided into three volumes. Volume 1 is the Analysis Description, and presents the equa-
tions and solutionprocedure used in Prozeus. It describes in detail the governing equations,the turbulencemodels,
the linearizationof the equations andboundaryconditions,the time andspacedifferencingformulas,theADI solu-
tion procedure,and the artificial viscositymodels. Volume 2 is the User'sGuide, and containsinformation needed
to run the program. It describes the program's general features, the input and output, the procedure for setting up
initial conditions, the computer resource requirements, the diagnostic messages that may be generated, the job con-
trol language used to run the program, and several test cases. Volume 3 is the Programmer's Reference, and con-
rains detailed information useful when modifying the program. It describes the program structure, the Fortran vari-
ables stored in common blocks, and the details of each subprogram.
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In this paper, the analysis and solution procedure are described briefly, and the various features in the code are
summarized, The resultsfrom some of thevalidationcasesthathave been run arepresentedforboth thetwo- and
three-dimensionalcodes. The paperconcludeswitha briefstatusreporton theProteusdevelopmenteffort,includ-
ingthework currentlyunderway and our futureplans.
2. ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION
In this section, the governing equations, the numerical solution method, and the turbulence models are described
briefly. For a much more detailed description, see Volume 1 of the documentation (Towne, Schwab, Benson, and
Suresh,1990).
2.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The basic governing equations are the compressible Navier-Slokes equations. In Cartesian coordinates, the
two-dimensional planar equations can be written in strong conservation law form using vector notation as
aE _)F aEv _)Fv (D
where
Q=[p pu pv ETI T (2a)
E= I puv / (2b)
L(Er+p)uJ
pl,'
F = puv
pv2 +p
IET + P)V
LUr,.
0]T_
l •+ v _,_ - -_-q
rrr
I
Fv= _e, o}Tly
xyy I
u,_ + v,. - --_-qyj
tr r -
The shear s[resses and heat fluxes are given by
(2c)
(2d)
(2e)
1. For brevity, in most msumces this paper describes the two-dimemiona] Proteus code. The exw.nsion to three dimensims is relatively
straightforward. Differe.noes between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional codes are noted where mJevanl
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r= = 2_-x Lax °_v
.fa.a,l
(3)
In these equations, t represents time; x and y represent the Cartesian coordinate directions; u and varethe veloci-
ties in the x and y directions; p, p, and T are the static density, pressure, and temperature; Er is the total energy per
unit volume; and p, 2, and k are the coefficient of viscosity, the second coefficient of viscosity, and the coefficient
of thermal conductivity.
In addition to the equations presented above, an equation of state is required to relate pressure to the dependent
variables. The equation currently built into the Proteus code is the equation of state for thermally perfect gases,
p = pRT, where R is the gas constant. For calorically perfect gases, this can be rewritten as
p = (1'-l)[ET--_p(u2+v2)] (4)
whereI'istheratiofspecificheats,cpIcy.Additionalequationsarealsousedtodefine/_,2 k,and ca intermsof
temperatureforthefluidunderconsideration.
Alloftheequationshavebeannondimensionalizedusingappropriatenormalizingconditions.Lengthshave
been nondimensiona]izedby L,, velocities by u,. density by p,, temperature by 7",, viscosity by _,, thermal conduc-
tivity by k,, pressure and total energy by p,u2,, time by L,/u,. and gas constant and specific heat by u2,/7,. The
reference Reynolds and Prandd numbers are thus defined as Rer = pru,L,/!_, and Pr, = t_,u 2/k,Tr.
Because the governing equations are written in Cartesian coordinates, they are not well suited for general
geomelric configurations. For most applications a body-fitted coordinate system is desired. This greatly simplifies
the application of boundary conditions and the bookkeeping in the numerical method used to solve the equations.
The equations are thus Iransformed from physical (x,y,t) coordinates to rectangular orthogona] computational
(_,_,¢) coordinates. Equation (I)becomes
ar "_- + _ = a,_ + a,7 (5)
where
J
I_= _-(E_,+F_, +Q_,)
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= j(Er/,+Fr/y+Qrh)
i_v= _-(Ev_, +Fv_,)
Fv = -}(Evr/, + Fvr/_)
In these equations the derivatives _,, r/,, eu:., are the metric scale coefficients for the generalized nonorthogonal
grid transformation. 2 is the Jacobian of the u'ansformation.
2.2 NUMERICAL METHOD
2.2.1 Time Differencing. The governing equations are solved by marching in time from some known set of initial
conditions using a finite difference technique. The time differencing scheme currently used is the generalized
method of Beam and Warming (1978). With this scheme, the time derivative term in equation (5) is written as
where&(_" = (_,+1_(_. The superscriptsn and n + 1denotethe known and unknowntime levels,rcsw_tively. By
choosingappropriate valuesfor 0z and 02, the solution procedurecan be either first- or second-orderaccuratein
time.
Solving equation (5) for _/aT, substituting the result into equation (6) for a(A(_')/a, and _)Q"/a_, and multi-
plying by &e yields
[['] ]o2 A(_,-_+O O_- -02 (A_)2,(Ae)3+ (7)
2_.;_ Linearization Procedure. Equation (7) is nonlinear, since, for example, A_."= !_"+_-!_" and the unknown
E ts a nonlinear function of the dependent variables and of the metric coefficients resulting from the generalized
grid transformation. The equations must therefore be linearized to be solved by the finite difference procedure. For
the inviscid terms, and for the non-cross-derivative viscous terms, this is done by expanding each nonlinear expres-
sion in a Taylor series m time about the known time level n. The cross-derivative viscous terms are simply lagged
(i.e., evaluated at the known time level n and treated as source terms.)
The linearizedformofequation(7)may bewrittenas
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(8)
where aE/a(_ and a F 14 are the )acobian coefficient matrices resulting fromthelinearization or me convective
terms, and aEv,/i_ and aFv,/aQ are the Jacobian coefficient matrices resulting from ,he linearization of the
viscousterms.
The boundaryconditions are treas.,elimplicidy, and may be viewedsimply asadditionalequationsto be solved
by the ADI solutionalgorithm. In general,they also involvenonfinearfunctionsof the del_ndent variables. They
are thereforelinearizedusingthesameprocedureasfor the governingequations.
2.2.3 Solution Procedure. The governing equations, presentedin linearized nmlrix form as equation (8), are
solved by an alternating directionimplicit (AD]) method. The form of the ADI splittingis the sameas usedby Bri-
Icy and McDonald (1977), andby BeamandWarming (1978). Usingapproximate factorization,equation (8) can be
split into the following two-sweep sequence.
Sweep I (_ direction)
* ;+o, Q (ga)
Sweep 2 07 direction)
Theseequationsrepresent _e two-sweep alternatingdirectionimplicit (ADD algorithmusedto advancethe solution
fromdine leveln to n + 1. Q is the intermediatesolution.
Spatial derivativesin equations (9a) and (gb) are approximatedusingsecond-ordercentraldifference formulas.
The resulting setof algebraic equations can be written in matrix form with a block _-diagonal coefficientnmmx.
They are solved using the block matrix version of the Thomas algorithm (e.g., see Anderson,Tannehill, and
Pletcher, 1984).
2.2.4 Artificial Viscosity. With the numerical algorithm described above, high frequency nonlinear instabilities
can appear as the solution develops. For example, in high Reynolds number flows oscillations can result from the
odd-even decoupling inherent in the use of second-order central differencing for the inviscid terms. In addition,
physical phenomena such as shock waves can cause instabilities when they are captured by the finite difference
algorithm. Artificial viscosity, or smoothing, is normally added to the solution algorithm to suppress these high
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frequencyinslabilides. Two artificial viscosity models are currently available in the'Proteus computer code _ a
constantcoefficientmodel usedby Steger(1978),and thenonlinearcoefficientmodel ofJameson,Schmidt,and
Turkel(1981).The implementationfthesemodelsingeneralizednonorthogonalcoordinatesi describedby Pul-
l_am(I986).
The constantcoefficientmodel usesa combinationofexplicitand implicitartificialviscosity.The standard
explicit smoothing uses fourth-order differences, and damps the high frequency nonlinear instabilities. Second-
order explicit smoothing, while not used by Steger or Pulliam, is also available in Proteus. It provides more
smoothing than the fourth-order smoothing,but introduces a larger error, lind is therefore not used as often. The
implicit smoothing is second order and is intended to extend the linear stability bound of the fourth.order explicit
smoothing.
The explicit artificial viscosity is implemented in the numerical algorithm by adding the following terms to the
right hand side of equation (9a) (i.e., the source texm for the firstADI sweep.)
tpa epar
j (vcacQ+V,IA,TQ)- "-[(veA{)2Q+(V,IA,I)2Q]
t_ ) and E_ ) are the second- and fourth-order explicit artificial viscosity coefficients. The symbols V and A are
backward and forward first difference operators.
The implicit artificial viscosity is implemented by adding the following terms to the left hand side of the equa-
tions specified.
"A'r[VnA,J(JA(_")]j
toequation(9a)
to equation(9b)
The nonlinear coefficient artificial viscosity model is strictly explicit. Using the model as described by Pulliam
(1986), but in the current notation, the following terms are added to the right hand side of equation (9a).
, J LL'.,.,
The subscripts i andj denote grid indices in the _ and r/directions. In the above expression, V' is defined as
IV = q/at+ _
where Yxand W_are spectral radii defined by
_'y --
IUl+a'_-'_y
Arl
Here U and V are the contravariant velocities without metric normalization, defined by
anda = _'/'_,thespeedofsound.
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The parameters tO) and _(4) are the second- and fourth-order artificial viscosity coefficients.
of the _ direction differences,
IE_2)1 = r2A_max(a_+l._,.a,-l)
i
For the coefficients
where
#Pi,1-2pi +P_-l I
oi= I l
lp,+1 +2pi +Pi-1 I
and _2 and x4 are constants. Similar formulas are used for the coefficients of the _ direction differences. The
parameter a is a pressure gradient scaling parameter that increases the amount of sew.ond-order smoothing relative
to fourth-order smoothing near shock waves. The logic used to compute t (4) switches off the fourth-order smooth-
ing when the second-order smoothing lerm is large.
2.3 TURBULENCE MODELS
Turbulence is modeled using either a generalized version of the Baldwin and Lomax (1978) algebraic eddy
viscosity model, or the Chien (1982) low Reynolds number k-t model.
2.3.1 Baldwin-Lomax Model. For wall-bounded flows, the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is a two-layer
model, with
=_,)i,._, for y,, <yb
gr [_,)o,,_, fory,,>yb
(lO)
where y, is the normal distance from the wall, and Yb is the smallest value of y, at which the values of/z_ from the
inner and outer region formulas are equal. For free turbulent flows, only the outer region value is used.
The outer region turbulent viscosity at a given _ or 77station is computed from
_,)o=,, = KC=ppFKL.bF,,_ Re,
where K is the Ciauser constant, taken as 0.0168, and C,e is a constant taken as 1.6.
The parameter Fw,_ is computed from
(11)
r
y=_F,_ for wall.bounded flows
F,,,_= f. 112 Y_ (12)
,,.._.,_ =-:--- for free turbulent flows
t e.=
where C_ is a constant taken as 0.25, and
v,_= IVI.=-IP'I_
where _is the total velocity vector.
The parameter F,.= in equation (12) is the maximum value of
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for wall-bounded flows
for free turbulent flows
(13)
and y,,_ is the value of y, corresponding to F,,m.
For wall-bounded flows, y, is the normal distance from the wall. For free turbulent flows, two values of F,m
anfl y.,_ are competed -- one usingthe locationof I]_l.,_ as the origin for y., and one using the iocauonof
1_71,,... The origingiving the smallervalueof y.,_ is the one finallyusedforcompetingy., F.w. andy.m.
In equation (13), I_1 is themagnitudeof the totalvonicity, definedfor two-dimensionalplanarflowas
The parameterA ÷ is the Van Driest clampingconstant,takenas 26.0. The coordinatey+ is definedas
(14)
p.u.y.  :C.p.Se,
y+ - Re,= .y. (15)
/zw p,,
where u, = _,/p,,,Re, is the friction velocity, T is the shear stress, and the subscript w indicates a wall value. In
Proteus, _,, is set equal to _,, I_1 ,,.
The function F,_bb in equation (1 !) is the Kiebanoff intermittency factor. For free turbulent flows, FK_b= 1.
For wall-bounded flows,
L J J
In equation (16), B and Cx_ b are constants taken as 5.5 and 0.3, respectively.
The inner region turbulent viscosity in the Baldwin-Lomax model is
,(IZ,),,_, = pi21_lRe,
(16)
(17)
where I is the mixing length, given by
1= _'y, [I-e -y"/A'] (18)
and x isthe Von Karmanconstant, takenas0.4.
If both boundaries in a given coordinatedirection are solidsurfaces,the turbulencemodel is applied separately
for each surface. An averagingprocedureis usedto combinethe resultingtwo Pr profilesinto one.
The turbulentsecondcoefficientof viscosityis simplydefined as
2
_,l = - ":'_ut
J
The turbulentthermal conductivity coefficient is defined using Reynolds analogy as
Ce/2 r ,_
k t = _r.rr
Pr,
where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, and Pr, is the turbulent Prandtl number.
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23.2 Chien k-c Model. The low Reynolds number k.e formulation of Chien (1987) was chosen because of its rea-
sonable approximation of the near wall region and because of its numerical stability. Here k and e are the turbulent
kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation rate, respectively.
In Cartesian coordinates, the two-dimensional planar equations for the Chien k-e model can be written using
vector notation as
_W _F BG
+_ +_ =s +T (19)cry
where
p 1 oklF= I aEl
u e - -_e U, "_x j
G_ p l atI
pvt- I _cI
S_
2__k ]r=
Re, J
and
_t
#t=#+_
Ok
#t =#+
Ot
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_,,1_ I_,, _,,Yj-wl + J
The turbulent viscosity is given by
k 2
_, = C .p_ (20)$
C_ = Ct4,[l-e ''cly°]
In the above equations, C_, C2,, C3, ak, o,, and Cj,, are constants equal to 1.35, 1.8, 0.0115, 1.0, 1.3, and 0.09,
respectively. The parameter y, is the minimum distance to the nearest solid surface, and y + is computed from y,.
In the above equations the mean flow properties have been nondimensionalized as described in Section 2.1. The
turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation rate E have been nondimensionalized by u,2 and 4PrU, /t_r,
respectively.
After wansforming from physical to rectangular orthogonal computational coordinates, equation (19) becomes
a--_-+_+_ (21)
where
_=_-_o-_.
--7[_.pu,+_,p,,J
! 1 u_(¢,n,+¢,n,)t_
FM - j Re, ,u,(_z_/z + _yny)_
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The time differencing scheme and linearization procedure describeA previously for the mean flow equations are
also applied to equation (21). The mean flow variables are evaluated at the known time level n. This allows the k-t
equations to be uncoupled from the mean flow equations and solved separately. Spatial derivatives are approxi-
mated using first-order upwind differences for the convective terms, and second-order central differeaces for the
viscous terms. In the two-dimensional Proteus code, the equations ate solved by the same ADI procedure as the
mean flow equations. In the three-dimensional code, they are solved by a two-sweep LU procedure, as described by
Hoffmann (1989).
The turbulent second coefficient of viscosity 2, and the turbulent thermal conductivity coefficient k_ are defined
as described in the previous section.
3. CODE FEATURES
In this section the basic characteristics and capabilities of the two- and three-dimensional Proteas codes ate
summarized. For a much more detailed description, see Volumes 2 and 3 of the documentation (Towne, Schwab.
Benson, and Suresh. 1990),
3.1 ANALYSIS
The Proteus codes solve the unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations in either two or three dimensions.
The 2-D code can solve either the planar or axisymmetric form of the equations. Swirl is allowed in axisymmetric
flow. The 2-D planar equations and the 3-D equations ate solved in fully conservative form. As subsets of these
equations, options are available to solve the Euler equations or the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations. An option is
also available to eliminate the energy equation by assuming constant tolal enthalpy.
The equations ate solved by marching in time using the generalized time differencing of Beam and Wanning
(1978). The method may be either first- or second-order accurate in time, depending on the choice of time dig
ferencing I_'arneters. Second-order central differencing is used for all spatial derivatives. Nonlinear _rms are
linearized using second-order Taylor series expansions in time. The resulting difference equations are solved using
an alternating-direction implicit (ADI) technique, with Douglas-Gunn type splitting as written by Briley and
McDonald (1977). The boundary conditions are also _ implicidy.
Artificial viscosity, or smoothing, is normally added to the solution algorithm to damp we- and post-shock oscil-
lations in supersonic flow, and to prevent odd-even decoupling due to the use of central differences in convection-
dominated regions of the flow. Implicit smoothing and two types of explicit smoothing are available in Proteus.
The implicit smoothing is second order with constant coefficients. For the explicit smoothing the user may choose a
constant coefficient second- and/or fourth-order model (Steger, 1978), or a nonlinear coefficient mixed second- and
fourth.order model (Jameson, Schmidt, and Turkel, 1981). The nonlinear coefficient model was designed
specifically for flow with shock waves.
The equations are fully coupled, leading to a system of equations with a block tridiagonal coefficient matrix that
can be solved using the block matrix version of the Thomas algorithm. Because this algorithm is recursive, the
source code cannot be vectorized in the ADI sweep direction. However, it is vectorized in the non-sweep direction,
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leadingtoanefficientimplementationofthealgorithm. "'
3.2GEOMETRYANDGRIDSYSTEM
TheequationssolvedinProteus were originally written in a Cartesian coordinate system, then transformed into
a general nonorthogonal computational coordinate system. The code is therefore not fimited to any pamcul_r type
of geometry or coordinate system. The only requirement is that body-fiued coordinates must be used. In general,
the computational coordinate system for a particular geometry must be created by a separate coordinate generation
code and stored in an unfcnnatted file that Proteus can read. However, simple Cartesian and polar coordinate sys-
tems are built in.
The equations are solved at grid points that form a computational mesh within this computational coonfinate
system. The number of grid points in each direction in the computational mesh is specified by the user. The loca-
tion of these grid points can be varied by packing them at either or both boundaries in any coordinate direction. The
transformation metrics and Jacobian are computed using finite differences in a manner consistent with the differenc-
ing of the governing equations.
3.3 FLOW AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS
As stated earlier, the equations solved by Proteus are for compressible flow. Incompressible conditions can be
simulated by running at a Mach number ofaround 0.1. Lower Mach numbers may lead to numerical problems. The
flow can be laminar or turbulent. The gas constant R is specified by the user, with the value for air as the defaulL
The specific heats cp and c,, the molecular viscosity _u, and the thermal conductivity k can be treated as constants or
as functions of temperature. The empirical formulas used to relate these properties to temperature are contained in a
separate subroutine, and can easily be modified if necessary. The perfect gas equation of state is used to relate pres-
sure, density, and temperature. This equation is also contained in a separate subroutine, which could be easily
modified if necessary. All equations and variables in the program are nondimensionalized by normalizing values
derived from reference conditions specified by the user, with values for sea level air as the default.
3.,1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The easiest way to specify boundary conditions in Proteus is by specifying the type of boundary (e.g., no-slip
adiabatic wall, subsonic inflow, periodic, etc.). The program will then select an appropriate set of conditions for that
boundary. For many applications this method should be sufficient. If necessary, however, the user may instead set
the individual boundary conditions on any or all of the computational boundaries.
A variety of individual boundary conditions are built into the Proteus code, including: (1) specified values
and/or gradients of Cartesian velocities u, v, and w, normal and tangential velocities V, and Vt, pressure p, tempera-
tree T, and density p: (2) specified values of _otal pressure Pr, total temperature Tr, and flow angle: and (3) linear
extrapolation. Another useful boundary condition is a "no change from initial condition" option for u, v, w, p, 7",p,
Pr, and/or TT. Provision is also made for user-written boundary conditions. Specified gradient boundary conditions
may be in the direction of the coordinate line imersecting the boundary or normal to the boundary, and may be com-
puted using two-point or three-point difference formulas. For all of these conditions, the same type and value may
be applied over the entire boundary surface, or a point-by-point distribution may be specified. Unsteady and time-
periodic boundary conditions are allowed when applied over the entire boundary.
3.5 INrrIAL CONDITIONS
Initial conditions are required throughout the flow field to start the time marching procedure. For unsteady flows
they should represent a real flow field. A converged steady-state solution from a previous run would be a good
choice. For steady flows, the ideal initial conditions would represent a real flow field that is close to the expected
final solution.
The best choice for initial conditions, therefore, will vary from problem to problem. For this reason Proteus
does not include a general-purpose routine for setting up initial conditions. The user must supply a subroutine,
called INTr, that sets up the initial starting conditions for the time marching procedure. A version of [NIT is, how-
ever, built into Proteus that specifies uniform flow with constant flow properties everywhere in the flow field. These
conditions, of course, do represent a solution to the governing equations, and for many problems may help minimize
starting transients in the time marching procedure. However, realistic initial conditions that are closer to the
expected final solution should lead to quicker convergence.
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3.6 TIME STEP SELECTION ,.
Several different options are available for choosing the time step At, and for modifying it as the solution
proceeds. A_ may be specified directly, or through a value of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. W_en
specifying a CFL number, the time step may be either global (i.e., constant in space) based on the minimum CFL
limit, or local (i.e., varying in space) based on the local CFL limit. For unsteady rime-accurate flows global values
should be used, but for steady flows using local values may lead to faster convergence. Options are available to
increase or decrease A_ as the solution proceeds based on the change in the dependent variables. An option is also
available to cycle Af between two values in a logarithmic progression over a specified number of time steps.
3.7 CONVERGENCE
Five options are currendy available for determining convergence. The user specifies a convergence criterion •
for each of the governing equations. Then, depending on the option chosen, convergence is based on: (1) the abso-
lute value of the maximum change in the conservation variables AQ,,_ over a single time step; (2) the absolute
value of the maximum change AQ,,_ averaged over a specified number of time steps; (3) the L 2 norol of the resi-
dual for each equation; (4) the average residual for each equation; or (5) the maximum residual for each equation.
It should be noted, however, that convergence is in the eye of the beholder. The amount of decrease in the resi-
dual necessary for convergence will vary from problem to problem. For some problems, it may be more appropriate
to measure convergence by some flow-related parameter, such as the lift coefficient for an airfoil. Determining
when a solution is sufficiently converged is, in some respects, a skill best acquired through experience.
3.8 INPUT/OUTPUT
Input to Proteus is through a series of namelists and, in general, an unformatted file containing the computa-
tional coordinate system. All of the input parameters have default values and only need to be specified by the user if
a different value is desired. Reference conditions may be specified in either English or SI units. A restart option is
also available, in which the computational mesh and the initial flow field are read from unformaued restart files
created during an earlier run.
The standard printed output available in Proteus includes an echo of the input, boundary conditions, normalizing
and reference conditions, the computed flow field, and convergence information. The user controls exactly which
flow field parameters are printed, and at which time levels and grid points. Several debug options are also available
for detailed printout in various parts of the program.
In addition to the printed output, several unformatted files can be written for various purposes. The first is an
auxiliary file used for post-processing, usually called a plot file, that can be written at convergence or after the last
time step if the solution does not converge. Plot files can be written for the NASA Lewis plotting program CON-
TOUR or the NASA Ames plotting program PLO_'3D. If PLOT3D is to be used, two unformatted files are created,
an xTz file containing the computational mesh and a q file containing the computed flow field. Another unformatted
file written by Proleus contains detailed convergence information. This file is automatically incremented each lime
the solution is checked for convergence, and is used to generate the convergence history printout and with Lewis-
developed post-processing plotting routines. And finally, two unformaued files may be written at the end of a calcu-
lation due may be used to restart the calculation in a later run. One of these contains the cornpumtional mesh, and
the other the computed flow field.
3.9 TURBULENCE MODELS
For turbulent flow, Proteus solves the Reynolds time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, with turbulence
modeled using either the Baldwin and Lomax (1978) algebraic eddy-viscosity model or the Chien (1982) two-
equation model.
3.9.1 Baklwin-Lomax Model. The Baldwin-Lomax model may be applied to either wall-bounded flows or to free
turbulent flows. For wall-bounded flows, the model is a two-layer model. For flows in which more than one boun-
dary is a solid surface, averaging procedures are used to determine a single/_t profile. The turbulent thermal con-
ductivity coefficient k, is computed using Reynolds analogy.
3.9.2 Chien k-e Model. With the Chien two-equation model, partial differential equations are solved for the tur-
bulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation rate c. These equations are lagged in time and solved
separately from the mean flow equations. In the 2-D Proteus code, the equations are solved using the same solution
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algorithm as for the mean flow equations, except that spatial derivatives for the convective terms ate approximated
using first-order upwind differencing. In the 3-D code, they are solved by a two-sweep LU wocedure, as described
by Hoffmann (1989).
Since the Chien two-equation model is a low Reynolds number formulation, the k-t equations are solved in the
near-wall region. No additional approximations are needed. Boundary conditions that may be used include: (1) no
change from initial or restart conditions for k and e; (2) specified values and/or gradients of k and E; and (3) linear
extrapolation. Specified gradient boundary conditions ate in the direction of the coordinate line intersecting the
boundary, and may be computed using two-point or three-point difference formulas. For all of these conditions, the
same type and value may be applied over the entire boundary surface, or a point-by-point dWaibudon may be
specified. Spatially periodic boundary conditions for k and • may also be used. Unsteady boundary conditions are
not available for the k-e equations. However, unsteady flows can still be computed with the Chien model using the
unsteady boundary condition option for the mean flow quantifies and appropriate boundary conditions for k and _,
such as specified gradients or linear extrapolation,
Initial conditions for k and t are required throughout the flow field to start the time marching procedure. The
best choice for initial conditions will vary from problem to problem, and the user may supply a subroutine, called
KEINIT, that sets up the initial values of k and E for the time marching procedure. A version of KEINIT is built
into Proteus that computes the initial values from a mean initial or restart flow field based on the assumption of local
equilibrium (i.e., production equals dissipation.) Variations of that scheme have been found to be useful in comput-
ing initial k and c values for a variety of turbulent flows.
The time step used in the solution of the k-e equations is normally the same as the time step used for the mean
flow equations. However, the user can alter the time step, making it larger or smaller than the time step for the
mean flow equations, by specifying a multiplication factor. The user can also specify the number of k-E iterations
per mean flow iteration.
4. VERIFICATION CASES
Throughout the Proteus development effort, verification of the code has been emphasized. A variety of cases
have been run, and the computed results have been compared with both experimental data and exact solutions.
Some cases are included in Volume 2 of the Proteus documentation (Towne, Schwab, Bensou. and Suresh, 1990).
Other cases have been reported by Conley and Zeman (1991), Saunders and Keith (1991). and Bui (1992).
Three cases are presented in this paper w flow past a circular cylinder, flow through a transonic diffuser, and
flow through a square-cross-sectioned S-duct.
4.1 FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER
In this test case, steady flow past a two-dimensional circular cylinder was investigated. Both Euler and laminar
viscous flow were computed.
4.1.1 Reference Conditions. In order to allow comparison of the Proteus results with incompressible experimental
data and with potential flow results, this case was run with a low reference Mach number of 0.2. The cylinder
radius was used as the reference length, and was set equal to 1 ft. Standard sea level conditions of 519 °R and
0.07645 i1_/fP were used for the reference temperature and density. The Reynolds number based on cylinder
diameter was 40, matching the experimental value.
4.1.2 Computational Coordinates. For this problem a polar computational coordinate system was the obvious
choice. The radial coordinate r varied from 1 at the cylinder surface to 30 at the outer boundary. Since the flow is
symmetric, only the top half of the flow field was computed. The circumferential coordinate 0 thus varied from 0°
at the cylinder leading edge to 180 ° at the trailing edge. For the Euler flow case, a 21 (circumferential) × 51 (tadi_)
mesh was used, with the radial grid packed moderately tighdy near the cylinder surface. For the viscous flow case.
a 51 ×51 mesh was used, with the radial grid packed more tightly near the cylinder surface.
4.1.3 Initial Conditions. Constant stagnation enthalpy was assumed, so only three initial conditions were required.
For the Euler flow case, uniform flow with u = 1, v = 0, and p = 1 was used.
For the viscous flow case, the exact potential flow solution was used to set the initial conditions at all the non-
wall points. Thus, with nondimensional free stream conditions of p. = u. = T.--p. = 1, the initial conditions
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were 2
u = l - r-_-cos(2a)
v = - -_-:sin(2e)
I P.(u2+v2)
p=(pr)- 2 R
where
1 p.u_
(pr)-=p-+ 2 R
At the cylinder surface, the initial velocities u and v were set equal to zero, and the pressure p was set equal to the
pressure at the grid point adjacent to the surface. Thus, with two-point one-sided differencing, Op/_)n =0 at the
surface.
4.1A Boundary Conditions. Again, sincewe assumedconstantstagnationenthalpy,only three boundarycondi-
tionswere requited at eachcomputationalboundary. For the Eulet flowcase,symmetryconditionswere used along
the symmetryline aheadof and behindthe cylinder. At the cylinder surface,the radial velocity and the radial gra-
dientof the circumferentialvelocitywere set equal to zero, The radial gradient of pressurewascomputedfrom the
polarcoordinateform of the incompressible radialmomentum equation written at the wall. The equationis (Hughes
andGaylord, 1964)
av, pv, av, v_ _ 0_e_
PVr'_'r + r _0 P r = _)r
where v, and v, ate the radial and circumferential velocities, respectively. At the cylinder surface, v, = 0. Thus,
U2+V 2
Dr r r
And finally, at the outer boundary the free Slream conditions were specified as boundary conditions.
For the viscous flow case, symmetry conditions were again used along the symmetry line ahead of and behind
the cylinder. At the cylinder surface, no-slip condiaons were ttsed for the velocity, and the fatal pressure gradient
was set equal to zero. The outer boundary was split into an inlet region and wake region. The split was made,
somewhat arbitrarily, at e = 135°. In the inlet region, the boundary values of u, v, and p were kept at their initial
values, which were the potentialflow values. In the wake region, the boundary values ofp were kept at their initial
values, and the radial gradientsof u and v were set equal to zero.
4.1.$ Numerics. Both the Euler and viscousflow caseswere run usinga spatiallyvarying time step,with a local
CFL numberof 10. The constantcoefficientartificialviscositymodel was used,with e/= 2 and e_ ) = !.
The Euler flow caseconverged in 210 time steps,and the viscousflow caseconverged in 360 time steps. The
convergencecriterionfor both caseswas that the L2 normof the residualfor eachequation dropbelow0.001.
2. Nout that the nondimensional gas constant R _n in these equations, This is because, in tic Proc¢= input and output, the pccssure is
nondimemionalized by p,RT,, internal to tic code,pressureis nondimenflonalize.xlby p,ua,,as describedm Sccticm 2. I.
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4.1.6ComputedResults. In Figure 1 the computedstaticpressurecoefficient, defi_..d as @-p,)/(pAz2,/2&,) is
plot_l asa functionof 0 for both theEuler andviscousflow cases.Also shownare the experimental dataof Grove,
Shair,Petersen,and Acdvos (1964), and the exact solution for potentialflow. The Proteus results_ well with
the data for the viscous flow case, and with the exact potential flow solution for the Euler flow case.
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Figure I. PressL_ecoefficient for flow past a circular cylinder.
4.2 TRANSONIC DIFFUSER FLOW
In this test case, two-dimensional transonic turbulent flow was computed in a converging-diverging duct. Tur-
bulenoe was modeled using the Baldwin-Lomax model. The flow entered the duct subsonically, acceleta_l through
the Uu'oatto supersonicspeed,z,hcndeceleratedthrough a normalshockandexitedthe ductsubsonic.ally.The com-
putationaldomainis shownin Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Computafonal domain for transonic diffuser flow.
4.2.1 Reference Conditions. The throat height of 0.14435 ft. was used as the reference length L,. The reference
velocity u, was 100 fi/sec. The reference temperature and density were 525.602 °R and 0.1005 lb=/ft _, respe,c-
_ively. These values match the inle{ total temperature and to_ pressure used in other numerical simulations of this
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flow (Hsieh, Bogar, and Coakiey, 1987).
4.2.2 Computational Coordinates. The x coordinate for this duct runs from --4.04 to +8.65. The Cartesian coordi-
nates of the bottom wall are simply y = 0 for all x. For the top wall, the y coordinate is given by (Bogar, Sajben, and
Kroudl, 1983)
1.41¢4 for x <
y =_acosh_/(a-l+cosh_) for-2.598 <x < 7.216
l.5 forx >7.216
where the parameter _"is defined as
C:(x /xt)tt + /xl]c'
(1- x/x ) c"
The various constants used in the formula for the top wall height in the converging (-2.598_<x S0) and diverging
(0_x s 7.216) partsof the duct are given in the following table.
Constant Converging Diverging
a 1.4114 1.5
xt -2.598 7.216
C: 0.8 i 2.25
Cz 1.0 0.0
C3 0.5 0.0
C4 0.6 0.0
A body-fitted coordinate system was generated for the duct, with 81 points in the x direction and 51 points in the
y direction. The coordinate system is shown in Figure 2. For clarity, the grid points are thinned by factors of 2 and
10 in the x and y directions, respectively. Note that for good resolution of the flow near the normal shock, the grid
defining the computational coordinate system is denser in the x direction in the region just downstream of the throat.
In the y direction, the actual computational mesh was tightly packed near both walls to resolve the turbulent boun-
dary layers.
4.2.3 Initial Conditions. The initial conditions were simply zero velocity and constant pressure and temperature.
Thus, u = v = 0 and p = T = 1 everywhere in the flOwfield.
4.2.4 Boundary Conditions. This calculation was performed in three separate runs. In the first run, the exit static
pressure was gradually lowered to a value low enough to establish supersonic flow throughout the diverging poruon
of the duct. The pressure was lowered as follows:
(_.99p(t) = 2.1405x10-3n + 1.20405
0.1338
for l<n_ 100
for 101Sn < 500
for 501 <n < 3001
where n is the time level. The equation forp for 101 <n <:500 is simply a linear interpolation between p = 0.99 and
p -- 0.1338. In the second run, the exit pressure was gradually raised to a value consistent with the formation of a
normal shock just downstream of the throaL Thus,
f3.4327xlO-4n-0.89636
P0)= L0.s2
for 3001 <n < 5000
for 5001 _<n<6001
Again, the equation for p for 3001 < n < 5000 is simply a linear interpolation between p = 0.1338 and p = 0.82. In
the third run, theexit pressure was kept constant at 0.82 for 6001 <n <9000.
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The remaining boundary conditions were Ihe same for all runs. At the inlet, the to_ pressure and to_ tempera-
ture weresetequaltoI,andthey-velocityandthenormalgradientofthex-velocitywerebothsetequaltozero.At
theexit,thenormalgradientsoftemperatureand bothvelocitycomponentsweresetequaltozero.At bothwalls,
no-slipadiabaticconditionswereused,andthenormalpressuregradientwas setequaltozero.
4-2_ Numerics.The casewas runusingaspatiallyvaryingtimestep.The localCFL numberwas 0.5forthe_ma
two runs,and5.0forthethirdrun.The nonlinearcoefficientar ificialviscositymodelwas used.Forthefirsttwo
runs,thecoefficientsc_)andt(4)were0.1and0.005,respectively.Forthethirdrun,t(4)was loweredto0.0004.
The convergencecriterionwas thattheabsolutevalueofthemaximum changeintheconservationvm'ialdes
AQ,w belessthan104. At theend ofthethirdrun,thesolutionhadnotyetconvergedtothislevel.Hewers,
closeexaminationofseveralparametersneartheend ofthecalculationi dicatesthatthesolutionisno
changingappreciablywithtime,butosciIIa_sslightlyaboutsome mean steadylevel.Thistypeofresultappears
be fairlycommon, especiallyforflowswithshockwaves.The reasonisnotentirelyclear,butmay be relatedIo
inadequatemesh resolution,discontinuitiesinmetricinformation,etc.Forridsparticularcase,thecausemay also
be inherentunsteadinessintheflow.The experimentaldataforthisductshow a self-sustainedoscillationofthe
normalshockatMach numbersgreaterthanabout1.3(Begat,Sajq_en,andKroutil,1983).
4.2.6Computed Results.The computedflowfieldisshown inFigure3 intheformofconstantMach numbercon-
toUI'S.
Figure 3. Computed Mach number contOurS for II'ansonicdiffuser flow.
The flow enters the duct at about M = 0.46, accelerates to just under M = 1.3 slighdy downstream of the throat,
shocks down to about M = 0.78, then decelerates and leaves the duct at about M = 0.51. The normal shock in the
throat region and the growing boundary layers in the d/verging section can be seen clearly. Because this is a shock
capturing analysis, the normal shock is smeared in the slteamwise direction.
The computed distribution of the static pressure ratio along the top and bottom walls is compared with experi-
mental data (Hsieh, Wardlaw, Collins, and Coakley, 1987) in Figure 4. The static pressure ratio is here defined as
P/(Pr)o, where (PT)0 is the inlet core total pressure.
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Figure 4. Computed and experimental static pressure disu'ibution for transonic diffuser flow.
The computed results generally agree well with the experimental data, including the jump conditions across the
normal shock. The predicted shock position, however, is slighdy downsa'eam of the experimentally measured posi-
tion. The pressure change, of course, is also smeared over a finite distance. There is also some disagreement
between analysis and experiment along the top wall near the inlet. This may be due to rapid changes in the wall
contour in this region without sufficient mesh resolution.
4.3 TURBULENT S-DUCT FLOW
In this test case, three-dimensional turbulent flow in an S-duct was computed using first the Baldwin-Lornax
algebraic turbulence model and then the Chien k:t turbulence model. The S-duct consisted of two 22.5 ° beads with
a constant area SClaar¢cross section. The geometry and experimental data were obtained from a test conducted by
Taylor, Whitelaw, and Yianneskis (1982).
4.3.1 Reference Conditions. The default standard sea level conditions for air of 519 °R and 0.07645 lb,,/ft 3 were
used for the reference temperature and dcnsitT. The specilic beat ratio _,, was set to 1.4. Since the experiment was
incompressible, the reference Mach number M, was set exlual to 0.2 to minimize compressibility effects and, at the
same time, achieve a reasonable convergence rate with _ Proteus code. In the experiment, the Reynolds number
based on the bulk velocity and the hydraulic diameter was 40,000. This value was therefore used as lhe reference
Reynolds number Re, in the calculation. The rcfere,nce length L, was set equal zo 0.028658 ft. This value was com-
puted from the definition of Re,, where M, and Sutherland's law were used to compute u, and _a,, respectively.
4.3.2 Computatioaal Coordinates. Figure 5 illuszrams the computational grid for the S-duct, created using zh¢
GRIDGEN codes (Steinbrenner, Chawncr, and FouLs, 1991). For clarity, the grid is shown only on three of the
computational boundaries, and the points have been thinned by a factor of two in each direction. The boundary
grids were first created using the GRIDGEN 2D program. The 3-D volumetric grid was then generated from the
boundary grids using GRIDGEN 3D.
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Figure $. S-duct computational grid,
The computational grid extended from 7.5 hydraulic diameters upstream of the start of the first bend, to 7.5
hydraulic rfmmezers downstream of the end of the second bend. The grid consisted of 81 x 31 x 61 points in the _, _7,
and _"directions, respectively. Since the S-duct is symmeu'ic with respect to the 17= 1 plane, only half of the duct
was computed. To resolve the viscous layers, grid points were tightly packed near the solid walls using the default
packing option in GRIDGEN 2D. At the grid point nearest the wall, the value of y + was about 0.5.
4,3.3 Initial Conditions. The computations were done in two separate major steps: a calculation using the
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and a calculation using the Chien k-t model. To start the Baldwin-Lomax calcu-
lations, the default initial profiles specified in subroutine INT]"were used. Thus, the static pressure p was set equal
to 1.0, and the velocity components u, v, and w were set equal to 0.0 everywhere in the duct. To start the Chien k-¢
calculations, the initial values of u, v, w, p, and the turbulent viscosity/_t were obtained from the Baidwin-Lomax
solution. The initial values of k and c were obtained using the default KEINIT subroutine in Prote_.
4.3.4 Boundary Conditions. For both calculations, constant stagnation enthalpy was assumed, eliminating the
need for solving the energy equation. Therefore, only four boundary conditions were required for the mean flow at
each computational boundary. In addition, for the Chien calculation, boundary conditions were required for k and E
at each computational boundary.
For theBaldwin-Lomax calculation,attheduct inlethetotalpressurewas specifiedas 1.02828,thegradientof
u was setequaltozero,and the velocities_,and w were setequaltozero. The inlettotalpressurewas calculated
from thefreestreamstaticpressureand thereferenceMach number usingisenu'opicrelations.At theduct exit,the
staticpressurewas specifiedas0.98416,and thegradientsofu,v,and w were setequaltozero.The exitstaticpre,s-
surewas found by trialand errorinordertomatch theexperimentalmass flowrate.At thewallsoftheductno-slip
conditionswere used for the velocities,and the normal pressuregradientwas setto zero.Symmelry conditions
were usedinthesymmetry plane.
For theChien calculation,theboundary conditionsforthemean flow were thesame asfortheBaldwin-Lomax
calculation, with one exception. At the duct exit, the value of the static pressure was changed slightly, from 0.98416
to 0.98474, again in order to match the experimental mass flow rate. For the k-c equations, at the upstream boun-
dary the gradients of the turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation ra_ E were setequalto zero for the
first 20 time steps. After that time, the values of k and e were kept constanL At the downstream boundary, the gra-
clients of k and _ were set equal to zero. No-slip conditions were used at the solid boundaries, and symmetry condi-
tions were used at the symmetry boundary.
4.3.5 Numerics. Both the Baldwin-Lomax and Chien calculations were run using a spatially varying time step.
Since the flow field for the Baldwin-Lomax calculation was impulsively started from zero velocity everywhere,
large CFL numbers specified at the very beginning of the calculation might result in an unphysical flow field and
cause the calculation to blow up. Therefore, the calculations were run with a CFL number of 1 for the first 100
iterations, 5 for the next 200 iterations, and 10 for the remaining iterations. A total of 4,000 iterations was used for
theBaldwin-Lomax calculation.
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For the Chien case, a small CFL number was again used at the beginning of the.calculation. The calculations
wen: run with a CFL number of 1 for the first 120 iterations, 5 for the next 500 iterations, and 10 for the remaining
iterations. A tohalof 2,520 iterations was used for the Chien calculation.
The constant coefficient artificial viscosity model was used for both cases, with tl = 2 and e_ ) = 1.
The convergence criterion was that the average residual for each equation be less than 10"_. However, both cal-
culations were stopped before reaching this level of convergence when examination of several flow-related parame-
ters indicated that the solution was no longer changing appreciably with time. The average residual at the end of the
Baldwin-Lomax calculation ranged from 10-3 for the x-momentum equation to 3x10 "s for the continuity equation.
For the Chien calculation the values were 3x10 '4 for the x-momentum equation and 5xlO "_ for the continuity equa-
tion. For both cases the residuals were continuing to drop when the calculations were stopped.
4.3.6 Computed Results. In Figure 6, the computed flow field from the Chien calculation is shown in the form of
total pressure contours at five stations through the ducL (The upslream and down$1realn straightsectionsare not
shown.) As the flow enters the first bend, the boundary layer at the bou,g_ of the duct initially thickens due to the
locally adverse pressure gradient in that region. In an S-duct, the high Wessure at the outside (bottom) of the fLrSt
bend drives the low energy boundary layer toward the inside (top) of the bend, while the core flow responds to cen-
trifugal effects and moves toward the outside (bottom) of the bend. The result is a pair of counter-rotating secon-
dary flow vortices in the upper half of the cross-section. These secondary flows cause a significant amount of flow
distortion, as shown by the total pressure contours.
In the second bend, the direction of the cross-flow pressure gradients reverses, making the pressure higher in the
upper half of the cross-section. However, the flow enters the second bend with a vortex pattern already established.
The net effect is to tighten and concentrate the existing vortices near the top of the duct, in agreement with classical
secondary flow theory. The resulting horseshoe-shaped distortion pauern at the exit of the second bend is typical of
S-duct flows.
Figure 6. Computed total pressure contours for turbulent S-duct flow.
In Figure 7, the calculat_ wall pressure distribution is compared with the experimental dam of Taylor, Whi-
telaw, and Yianneskis (1982). The agreement is very good. Both turbulence models correctly predicted the pres-
sure trend and the pressure loss along the duct. The r and z coordinates noted in the legend are the same as those
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defined by Taylor, Whitelaw, and Yianneskis.
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Figure 7. Computed surface static pressure distribution for turbulent S-duct flow.
In Figure 8, the experimental and computed velocity profiles in the symmelry plane are shown for the five
strearnwise stations that were surveyed in the experiment. These survey stations are at the same locations as the
total pressure contours shown in Figure 6. The agreement between computation and experiment is excellent for
both turbulence models. The asymmetry in the velocity profiles due to the pressure induced secondary motion is
correctly predicted.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Proteus two- and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes codes recently developed at NASA Lewis have hecn
described, and results have been presented from some of the validation cases. Version 1.0 of the two-dimensional
code was released in late 1989 (Towne, Schwab, Benson, and Suresh, 1990), and version 2.0 was released in late
1991. Version 1.0 of the three-dimensional code was released in early 1992. Documentation for version 2.0 of the
two-dimensional code and for version 1.0 of the three-dimensional code is available, but has not yet been formally
published.
Current developmem work on the Proteus codds is being done to add a multiple-zone grid capability, a multi-
grid convergence acceleration capability, and additional turbulence modeling options.
A wide variety of validation cases have been run, including: (I) several simplified flows for which exact
Navier-Smkes solutions exist; (2) laminar and turbulenl flat plate boundary layer flows; (3) two- and three.
dimensional driven cavity flows; (4) flows with normal and oblique shock waves; (5) geady and unsteady flows past
a cylinder;, (6) developing laminar and turbulent flows in channels, pipes, and rectangular ducts; (7) sumdy and
unsteady flows in a transonic diffuser; (8) flows in curved and S-shaIP,,dducts; and (9) turbulent flow on a flat plate
with a glancing shock wave. Current and future validation ca_s will emphasize three-dimensional duct flows and
flows with heat transfer.
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SUMMARY
This paper illustrates how the use of a general analysis package can simplify modeling
and analyzing fluid/mechanical systems. One such package is EASY5, a Bocin_ Computer
Services product. The basic transmission line equations for modeling piped fired systems
are presented, as well as methods of incorporating these equations into the EASY5
environment. The paper describes how this analysis tool has been used to model several
fluid subsystems of the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
INTRODUCTION.
Modeling complex fluid/mechanical systems can involve difficulties beyond describing
the system numerically. Not only does the task involve coding of the actual equations, the
analyst is also faced with numerical integration of those equations, discretization of the
system, and post-processing of the restilts. Thus, there exists a need for a tool which
combines these processes into a single package. Boeing Computer Services EASY5
analysis program has been found to be one such tool which can be used to effectively
model fluid/mechanical systems. With the advent of fast workstations based on RISC
chips, graphically interfaced analysis programs for system analysis are highly efficient.
Modeling using EASY5 can be done in a finite-element type manner using modular
subroutines. The user defines the behavior of a single element within the system (such as
pipe flow or a spring-mass system) using the appropriate user-supplied equations and then
discretizes the system as a combination of these elements, similm" to other finite-element
method routines. The features of this code benefit the user by providing nonlinear and
linear analysis capability. Nonlinear time-domain simulations can be run using one of
several different integration methods. This package also has the ability to iinearize the
system to provide transfer function, root locus, eigenvalue, as well as other types of
analysis. Also contained within EASY5 is a plotting routine which can provide plots of
results for the different types of analysis.
While any of the systems that could be modeled using EASY5 could also be modeled
using FORTRAN, this type of software represents a convenient combination of many of
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the tools which the analyst requires and significantly reduces time requital m develop a
new system simulation.
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Figure I. Flow chin of EASY5 modeling process.
THEORY
Most fluid/mechanical systems can be classified into subsets of similar components:
pipc flow, pipe intersections (tees and crosscs), orificcs, volumes, and spring-mass
systems. If the modclcr has subroutines defining thcsc components, they can be combined
torepresentcomplicatcdsystems.
The basic building blocks for the fluid flow subroutines, or macros in EASY5
terminology, are the transmission line equations (ref. I). The equations are listed below
(seeFigure2 fornotation).
where:
Ii mi = Pi" Pi+l " l_s Imil mi
C i i) i = inK.1- mi; i=l,N
Ii = incrtancc of the ith fluid clcmcnt,
C i capacitance of thc ith fluid clement,
(1)
(2)
m i ffi mass flow into the i+l clcmcnt,
Pi = prcssun: at the center of the ith fluid clement
ffi rcsistancc,
N = total number of fluid elements used to model a line segment
For a uniform line modeled with equal-length elements, the inenancc, capacitance,
flow resistance and _emperatun: equations me the same for all elements and are given by
(assuming one-dimensional flow and isentmpic behavior):
L
I = ] (3)
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V
C=_
_T
Rf - 2_-_-p
(4)
(5)
(6)
when::
L --- fluid element length
A -- flow area
7 = polytropic process exponent
T = tempcnmn_
R-
D = linc internal diameter
Lc = equivalent length for minor losses
Equations 3, 4, and 5 specify the flow parameters for gas systems. These parameters
can also be expressed for a liquid system by using the bulk modulus and density of the
fluid.
I i
• • • Q
C i
Figu_ 2. Typical discretization of a fluid line segment
The standard transmission line equations can be modified IV handle flow lttmugh tees
and crosses by using additional flow equations. Volumes of changing _ can be modeled
using Equation 7, which assumes an isentropic process.
P- ,v c7)
The mass flow rate through an orifice is given by the familiar relationship (tef. 2)
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27 P2 1m:C - (8)
where C_ ffi orifice discharge coeff'wient, A = orifice area, and the subscripts I and 2
denote pressurc/_cmperatu_e upstream and downstream, respectively. A valve _ be
modeled using a variabic area orifice. To _ate the opening of the valve, tt has been
found that varying the area using a hyperbolic tangent funcuon yickis the best results.
However, any type of continuous or discrete function could be used as long as the rates of
change within the model do not become too large for the integration step size.
Because EASY5 requires systems of first order differential equations, Slxing-mass
systems are modeled by breaking the system's second ardor differential equations into first
mdcr equations. For example, the governing differential equation for a spring-mass-
damper system,
x -- -(cx + kx - F(t))/m (9)
may be replaced by the following two first-order equations:
v = -(cv + kx - F(t))/m (i0)
x =v (11)
APPLICATION
An EASY5 macro is very similar to a FORTRAN subroutine. The macro contains the
code required to describe the behavior of a single model element, e.g., a transmission line
element, spring-mass combination, etc. The parameters which define the physical
characteristics of the element are inputs to the macro, as are the boundary condidous for
that element as calculated by an adjacent element. The outputs of the macro are the values
calculated using thecode withinthe macro and the specified inputs.A model isthen built
by linking a series of macros together using their inputs and outputs.
For example, consider the three element section of a model shown in Figure 3. An
acoustic line is being modeled using a macro named 'TR' (EASY5 macro names consist of
2 characters). The acoustic line macro is a combination of the presmavJflow diffenmtial
equations, isentropic temperature relationship, and a curve fit of the Moody diagram. The
macro first calculates the current temperature assuming an isenlmpic process. Next, the
macro uses a logic block to determine which way flow is moving. After the flow direction
is determined, the friction factor is calculated using the Rcynold's Number and the
equations describing the Moody diagram, The flow and pressure derivatives are then
calculated and integrated. These outputs are then used as inputs to oth_ elements.
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Figure 3. Acoustic Line Connection and a Simple Three Element Model
When modeling an acoustic line, the line is broken up into a series of elements. The
length of each element is based on the highest frequency of interest and the length of the
line. The usual FEM rules regarding the minimum and maximum number of elements in a
line apply to this type of modeling. An acoustic line macro is used for each elemenL The
pressure derivative is based on the flow out of the previous element and the flow out of the
current element. The flow derivative is based on the pressure of the current line element
and that of the next line element. Therefore, the flow of the previous element and the
pressure of the next line element must be inputs to the current line dement.
A long length of line can require an excessive number of transmission line dements.
In order to minimize the effort required to build the model a multiple element uansmission
line macro was developed. The code internal to the macro is set up in an array format. The
usm"specifies the number of sub-elements to be contained within the element, ranging from
I to 999. This development greatly reduces the amount of time required to develop a model
of a system.
The time step used for nonlinear time-down,ain dmulafiom varies depending oe the
nature of the modeL The optimum time step m found through an iterafive gocess for fixed
time step integrau_s, while variable time step integration schemes have logic for adjusting
integration time step to maintain solution accuracy with the largest acceptable time step.
Too large of a time step results in numerical error due m large rmes of change. Too small
of a time step can cause excess round-off error. The optimum time step for fixed step
solutions has been found to be one which, when reduced, gives results identical to those of
the previous step size. The recurrence formula for the wave equations must be considered
when choosing a time step size. Therefore, the following rehuonship needs to be
considered,
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1 At
- < _ (12)
c Ax
wbem At is the time step size, Ax is the clement length and c is the speed of sound of the
media being modeled. A detailed explanation can be found in mfercm_ 3.
EASY5 offers several different types of integration algorithms. These include:
Y.nblt_,  
Euler (lst order)
Huen (2rid order)
Ftxed-Step Runge-Kutta (4th order)
BCS Gear
Adams-Moulton
Stiff_
Variable-Step Runge-Kutm
The variable step integration schemes adjust the integration step size based on how fast
the system states are changing. Ideally, these methods would be desirable for use since
they represent a potential execution lime savings. However, it has been the authors'
experience that the variable step methods are not particularly compatible with the macros
that have been developed to model fluid systems, due to the quadratic damping term and the
large pressure derivatives associated with small elements. Typically, the integrator ends up
iterating excessively trying to optimize the step-size, thereby greatly increasing the
execution time. Good results have been obtained using the variable-step methods on
spring-mass systems.
Another nonlinearanalysisfeatureofEASY5 issteadystateanalysis.The steadystate
command returnstheequilibriumoperatingconditionof themodel. The model rams of
change areessentiallyzeroforthisanalysis.
EASY5 is also capable of linear dynamics analysis. This is done by. linearizing the
state equations in the model by perturbating them about the operating point to create a linear
perturbation model. This linear model can then be used for other types of analysis such as
transfer function, root locus, cloded loop eigenvalue and other f_uency domain analyses.
EXAMPLE 1 - 750 PSIA MPS HELIUM SUPPLY REGULATOR
aar,kgnm 
In this example the authors were asked to investigate a problem with the Space Shuttle
main propulsion system ,(MPS) 750-psia._um press_ m gu_.. Two regular.,,
experienced full-open failures aue to high frequency U,_u t-my, D_;gn amplimoe oscillations.
The failures took place on a new test stand which was consn'ucted to replace the original
regulator qualifw.ation stand after it was destroyed in the collapse of the building in which it
was located.
The authors wcn_ tasked to develop dynamic models of the test stand as well as models
of all three MPS engine helium supply system configurations utilizing an existing model of
the regulator developed by the vendor. The purpose of the models was to determine the
somr_ of the oscillations, evaluate pomntial for oscillations on the Orbiter,and to test
possible solutions for correcting the problem.
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The EASY5 software was selected for this modeling effort. It was not possible to
dLrecfly convert the vendor's regulator model into EASY5. Therefore, the model had to be
created with EASY5 macros using the exhlingmodel as a guide. EASY5 mwros of the
components discussed.in the Theory section of this.pal__ were assembl._ to _nt the
actual regulator (see Figure 4 for regulator scbemauc). The model consisted of o_. sprin_g-
mass macro (containing 21 degrees of fnxdom), twelve flow (tube, annular and orifice)
macros, and _ volume macros. The spring-mass macro contained the necessary
equations, to model the movement of. the _pet, valves and metal bellows. The hard stops
m the regulator were modeled by using bl-linear springs.
INSERT
PILOT
POPPET
_OWDEF:L_TOR
Figure 4. MPS helium supply regulator schematic
aml.zm
Using the uansfer function option of EASY5, it was determined dmt there was a 180
degree phase shift between the pressure sensed and actual pressure of the regulatm's exit at
the frequency range that the oscillations occm'red. The shift would cause the regulator m
reinforce any pressure oscillations occurring downsu_n of the re_ in _ fz_quency
range.
A model of the complete newly constructed verification test stand was developed. The
oscillatory behavior of the regulator was duplicated using the time simulation option and it
matched the first acoustic mode downstream of the regulator. The new test stand line
configuration's fundamental frequency coincidentally matched that of the regulator's
bellows, which lead to fatigue failure of the bellows. Models of the c(xnpletc Orbiter MPS
helium supply system were also constructed (Figure 5). Each engine supply system
consisted of approximately 1000 degees-of-freedom.
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Figure 5. Diagram of Engine I helium supply system
The EASY5 model of the regnlator was used to guide and evaluate design changes
prolx)sed by the vendor. The final design showed stable operation in both tests of actual
hardware and in numerical time simulations with the math model. Figures 6 and 7 show a
Bode plot and simulation results of the regulator before and after the redesign.
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Figure 6. Bode plot of regulator outlet pressure to controller pressure transfer function.
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Figm¢ 7. Tune simulations of the regulator before and after redesign.
EXAMPLE 2 - PRCS THRUSTER
dove g
This second example dcscribes the use of the EASY5 mftwaxe in Coa_l°pm s_cma'ol Sypropellant fccd//nc dynamic models of the Orbiter's Primary Rcactioa
(PRCS) thruster test stands. Over the course of the modeling project, the models evolved
fnym a simple waterhanuncr analysis m a complex two-phase flow analysis of the chug
stability of the thrus_r.
Combustion stability tcsdng of thc PRCS dmxsm' involves injecting helium into the
propellant feedIines in order to Ixovidc a combu_on disunbance. The injection raze b not
• InecLu:ly known quantity. "l'nc lest sumd is dcdgned to inoducc a nora/hal flow of
I_lium during steady stme conditions. However, dee to ipidon and shutdown mmsieuts,
dne fl°w of helium into the drainer can vary "wi'cle'IY°vet nine" F,Qrd_sI an an_y_c_
model was desired to Im_d_ the ammmc of helium ingesuxl by d¢ thras_'r. The
lxo_llants for the thruster am monomethylhydrazine and nilxogcn tetmxide, both of which
me liquids at the operadng px_ssure and temperam_.
The test stand models were developed using macros similar to those used for the MPS
helium regulator project. The models are comprised of single- and two-phase elements.
Line elements several inches upsucam of the helium injection point an: capable of two-
phase flow representation, while the remainder of the transmission line elements are single-
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phase (see Figure 8). The two-phase macros assume a homogeneotlj gas-liquid mixture,
ideal and isentropic behavior of the gas phase, and axe based on equation (13):
where
+
i' = Pt (13)
-NIP
Vg+
B = liquid bulk modulus
V g = gas volume of element
mg = mass flow of gas
m I = mass flow of liquid
Pl = density of liquid
STER
HELIUM SUPPLY TANK ORIFICE
(250 PSI) DIA - 0.016 in.
helium
I_g _um_H
FUEL SUPPLY TANK
(25;7 PSI)
Figure 8. Schematic of PRCS Test Stand Model
]nida] simulations used a dine bistro7 table of thruster chamber pressure measured in
lest firings as the boundary condition at the end of the Pr0_Dant feedline. Based on the
steady slate flow rate and pressure drop, the resistance of the line could be fine-tuned to
achieve the zequired flow parameters. Tune-domain dmuladons used fourth-order Runge-
Kutta as the integration method, with an integration step size of 1.0E-05 seconds.
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Results from these models were in the f_'m of time history plots of system
pardme_'s. Sample results are shown in Figu_.s 9 and I0. F'qpJR 9 ill_ the
behavior of fuel feedline pressure just upsurutm of the dmm_. Infommiou flmn lhe_
simulntionsw_s alsousedtosizethems_rand feedlinelengiumoobu_n a _
 h   crasin lemims ond Irmr,:
Su_ dutttheending oondJficxlsforone shn_ 8m lhehfit_'_conditJeeJfro"the_
For the PRCS modeling task, this Lllowed a _ offirinp robe 8imubtmd so d_dw
amount of helium reskUng Jnthe li_es would build as me ux nring _luenee _
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Figure 10. Helium injection lzefik.
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Evolution of the PRCS Models
The PRCS modeling effort exjmnded beyond the scope of the initial test stand models.
In order to understand the mechanism behind the low fiequency (600-!000 Hz) chug mode
of the drainer, a more detailed model of the drainer valve_ manifolds, and inject_ was
developed. The valve model is similar in concept m the fluid/mechanical model developed
for the MPS regulator task. Variable _ orifices were used to relne.umt the opening and
closing of valve passages as the valve poppet moved. The sfi/_ess of the poppet spring is
represented by tabular data taken from tests conducted during the valve development
program. Leak rates around the poppet seals are simulated by not allowing the variable
area orifices to close completely.
A diagram of themodel schematicisshown inFigure II. Testslandvibration,which
may contributetosome ofthehighamplitudepressureand accelerationoscillations
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ob"_-rvcd during tests, is included in the model. The test stand is _ated as a single degree-
of-fi'ccdom system having mass, sdffncss, and damping clmractcristics close to that of the
stand. Test stand motion is applied to the fluid system through macros which hmve moving
boundaries. _ test stand velocity is applied to _csc clcmcnts as an element wall velocity,
which drives the clement pressure derivative. Also included in the model is the combusfon
tim¢lag. The flow out of the last injector clement is delayed fi_n combusting (expanding
into gas) by a specified amount of 6m¢. This is sccomplished through an EASY5
continuous delay macro. The chamber lgessurc is calculated based on the capacitance of
the chamber, the amount of fuel and o "x.:dizerflowing into the chamber, and the amount of
gas flowing out c_' the chamber. The amount of gas flowing out oftbe chamber is
detennined using the c_tic velocity (c').
Duc to the small size of the injcctor, very smell elements were necessm_ to obtain the
n_cluixed fidcfity. The size of these elements dictated that the integration step size also be
small The optimum step size was found to be IE-07 seconds, using fotmh-mder Runge-
Kuna as the in_gradon method.
_ 9vgam libel
Proo4dla_ Trot $1mdMolkmis toppledm an
f._ _emto_ _.tm_
poppet,md _ _q_o,ofrm ioa upa_
TeM Strand Motion Model
Vm4_e Time Imn
.,,.
"'_'''"_ _ q_m_wstlon Pmemm Mo_l
Cl_ml_r Pmowumalml"l_mmt
[
Figure 11.
Thmo_mrlx¢ pamum _tainod Imm tho mmbtmlion modol amvm u the
lxuvlmy om_itkm 1o¢tho injec0ms. _ llv_m_,umd m m km_inllfunclim_
ttm loaf mtamdmm_gnom modd.
Schematic of detailed PRCS du'ustcr model.
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CONCLUSIONS ..
The use of a general analysis package for fluid/mechanical sys_cm modeling has been
demons ._ted. The general transmission line equations and numerical appmximalions
other fluid system components have been successfully integrated into the EASY5 sxmlyms
program..The combination of in_gration mudne, s, graphics ca.pability, and _ and post-
.luts proven to bc effccnvc and convemcntfor, modeling these types of systems.
.High fi_. lity models of several .c_nplex non-linear fluid, stmcttn_ and mechanical system
mtcmcuons wcrc developed which c_rclatcd well with test dam and pmvkled a basis for
analyzing and eliminatingcauses of adverse dynamic intcracticms.
NASA-JSC Propulsion Branch is continuing to use EASY5 for _ propulsion .
systems. A substanual set of macros and models have been developed which allow qmck
am accurate analytical results to be obtained for a wide variety of propulsioa fluid and
mechanical systems.
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SUMMARY
Pressure and flow rate eigenvaluc problems for one-dimensioml flow of a fluid in a
network of pipes arc derived fzom the familiar mmsmission line equations. These equations
m_ lincariz_ by assuming sm_ll vclocky and pressure oscilIatiom about mean flow
conditions, h is shown that the flow rate eigenvalues me the same as the ps_ssure
eigcnvalucs and the rclatiouship between fine pressme modes and flow ra_c modes is
established. A volume at the end of each branch is employed which allows any
combination of boundary conditions, from open to closed, 1o be used.
The Jacobi itcrafive method is used to compute undamped nanmd £xequencics and
associatcd prcsstnc/flow modes. Several numerical examples arc presented which include
acoustic modes for the Helium Supply System of the Space Shutde Orbiter Main
Propulsion System.
It should be noted that the method presented herein can be applied to any one-d/mcnsional
acoustic system involving an arbia'a_ number of branches.
INTRODUCTION
Of_n in the analysis of dynamic re_mses of piped fluid nctworks, a pre,I/minm_ "quick
look" at acoustic mode shapes and frequencies of the system is • useful diagnostic tool
prior to the initiation of more derailed diagnostic testing or modeling cffm_s. Knowledge of
the fundamental md higher order n_spouse mode f_luenciu of the _,s=m based on linear
analysis allows for rapid assessment of mocks which my couple dynamic_y with devices
such as segulators and check valves. This provides valuable diagnostic information when
troubleshoc_g dynamic problems with these types of devices. Knowledge of pressme
and flow mode shapes can provide guidance on positioning of high f_luCmc_., pressure and
flow transducers during testing. Such information can be used m infer magmtudeof
pressure and flow oscillaSous in regions of"the fluid system where measurements cannot be
mack due to various practical limiuu]ons typically encountered on operational systcms.
During the course of diagnostic studies of several dynamicphenomena with regulators,
check valves, propellant feed systems and rocket engines of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
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spacecraft over the last four years, the authors developed a systematic fluid ek'ment
approach to the analysis of related piped fluid networks. These modeling _s we_
incorporated into a FORTRAN computeT progrmn _ ACLMODES.
This paper presents derivations of basic building block equations used in the program,
illuswates numerical accuracy of the computer cock on _vcral problems with known
closed-form solutions and illustmzs how the program was tmml m mmly'_ _vm'al dynamic
phenomena associated with piped fluid networks of the Orbiu_
OOVERNING EQUATIONS
The basic equations employed in u'ds paper arc .th.efan_i.""ar._ydm__" .
ummmission line equations which govern one-dimcnmomu mmsv_t now. -tnc_ equauons
for an unbranched acoustic line are first m-cast in maUix form. Then, this matrix
formulation is genemlired for systems of branched acoustic lines, mfenvd to as "fluid
networks".
Mau'Lx Form of Equations for Unbranched Acoustic Lines
The ordinary differential equations governing one-dimensional flow of an ideal gas, in
terms of volumetric flow, are (see Figme 1 for notation)
li{_i = Pi " Pi+1 " Rfi IQllQl (1)
Ci i_i = Oi-l" Qi ; if 1, N (2)
where:
Ii
ci
Pi ffi
N =
= inenance of the ith fluid element,
ffi capacitance of the ith fluid element,
ffi mass flow into the i+l element,
pressure at the center of the ith fluid element
resistance,
total number of fluid elements used to model a line segment
For a uniform line modeled with equal-length elements, the bnenance, capaciumce, and
flow resistance are the same for all elements and me given by:
I = _ (3)
c = AL (4)
TpRT
Rfffi"P-"f_DLe')2A2 (5)
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Wbere" "'
L = fluid element length
A = flow area
T = polytropic process exponent
T =lem_
R = gas constant
p = density
f = friction factor (pipe flow)
ID= li_ into'hal dian_m-= equivalent length for minor losses
It should be noted that F.q. (1) may be easily derived by integrating once the ome-
dimensional momentum equation and neglecting the convective terms. Equation (2) is the
equation of conservation of mass for isenuropic flow of an ideal gas. These equations me
derived in References [1], [2], and [3].
I i
Figure 1.
Oi
Typical di_retizadon of a line segmenL
The sets of Eqs. (1) and (2) may be written in matrix form in the special case of Rf • 0, that
is, for the undamped system. The matrix equations ate
AQ+ BP=F 1
CP - BTQ = F 2
(6)
(7)
where the superscript denotes the u'anspose of the matrix, and:
A
(8)
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C ._
C 2
©
I
© c
N
m (9)
• --"
m m
-I I00---00
0-110-.-00
00-I I .--00
lee.
0000 .... 11
0000""0-I
m (10)
(Bii - -1, B i _ = 1, otherwise Bij - O)
{°'}O* 02 "* ! {P'}p= P2 (11)
iOi}oF2 - • ; (12)
Diffczendal Equations for Acousdc LineswithBranches
Consider a branched acoustic system such as that shown in Filpne 2. The end volumes
V z,V 2 andV 3 arcusedin the formulation for generalizingtheboundaryconditions, h
should be noted (see Appendix A) that V = 0 n_presentsa dosed end while V= .* is an
open end.
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,, fQk+l
k dr
I iPk.1
7'--,P' , , , ,%. "" ""'*-" '_ _TJ , ! .4v,,,,Y2
Figure 2. Example of an acoustic line with a branch.
For simplicity, damping b neglected in this section. Equations (6) m_! ('7) are applicable in
this case, but the matrix B has adiffcrent snmcture from that of Eq. (10). Note thatEqs.
(1) and (2) with Rfi = 0 apply at all elements with some modifications at the ends (elements
1, K, and N) and element j, where the branch connects to the main line. The fintt-crder
equations for these special elements are:
c_ i,_ = Qo -Q_ (13)
cji,j : % -o j- o_ (_4)
cki',,= I_,._ (is)
It (_i - Pj" PK+t (17)
with C l -
V 1
• The B roan'ix in this case (one branch) has the following structure:
_T
Bii = -I; i=I,N;
Bkj = -I
Bii÷l " I; i = I, N
i_k
(18)
Note that B is an N x (N + 1) rectangular matrix.
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An example on the structure of B:
j =2
k =4
N=7
e Dmm
(7x8)
m m
-11000000
0-1100000
00-110000
0-1001000
0000-1100
00000-110
000000-11
m
m
(19)
The extension to acoustic lines with multiple branches, or fluid networks, is slra/ght
forward. Obviously, the structure of B depends on the numbering system used.
Lincariz_ Form of Governing Equations
For small pressure/flow oscillations, it can be shown that
• s •
A q + D q + EQ q = gl (20)
sm •
C p + H p + Ep p = g2 (21)
where A and C are given by Eqs. (8) and (9) respectively. The diagonal damping matrix D
is def'med by
D I
where 15i -- 2R_Qi° is the linear damping coefficient, Qi° being the mean (steady) flow rate.
Note that the vectors q, p, fI and f2 arc defined according to Eqs. (I I) and (12), with Q,
P, F x and F2 replaced by q, p, fl and I'2respectively. The matrices H, Eq, Ep, gl and g2
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in Eqs. (20) and (21) are given by
H = BTA "tD B T'I C
EQ = B C -_ B T
Ep = B T A "i B
g2 - _ + BTA'1(tl + DBT'I f2 )
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
A(3OUSTIC MODES IN FLUID NETWORKS
Theu_amp_dn_'_ f_.e_es__ modeshapesf._. a._ _rk m dea_.
from Eqs. (20) and (21) wlm D = o. _etting me right nasm ot mese equations equal to
zero, the free, undamped flow/pressure oscillations in a fluid network are governed by
A _ + EQq = 0 (27)
es
C p+ Epp = 0 (28)
where A, C, EQ and Ep are defined by Eqs. (8), (9), (23) and (24) respectively.
The eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (27) is
A X = _ EQ X (29)
where _ = _ and X is a flow eigenvector or flow mode.
The eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (28) is
C Y = _,pEr Y (30)
where Zp = _ and Y is a pressure eigenvector or pressure mode.
It Can be easily shown that
and
Y = C "l B T X (32)
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Computer Program ACLMODES "_
A cc_puter pro.gram, referS, to as ACLMODES, was developed which .c_.putesthCork.
natural frequencies and assoctated flow ram/pressure moues mr an _mJsuc une nenv
The program can acccMnmodate any number of branches with any combination of boundary
conditions (ranging from closed to open at each end_). The inl_. t to _ .progntm ".tsrelatively
simple due to its capability of generatingacousticelements vath idenucai _s.
The .p_gr_n employs the Jacobi Iterative Method_ to solvetheei .gcn..value ..problem* _defund
by either Eq. (29) or Eq. (30). Line pressure modes are computm elmer mrecuy nero r.,q.
(30) or using Eq. (32).
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three examples demonstrating capabilities of the A(_ODF.S program are _ in d_.
following paragraphs. The first example ss a comparison of a rumple system s n_luencses
predicted by A(3_.,MODES and the closed-form solution shown in Appendix A. The other
examples an: actual applications of ACLMODES on Space Shuttle fluid line systems.
Numerical Test Case
Example 1 is a test case consisting of a 100 inch long pipe of 0.5 inch LB. filled with
helium and a volume on both ends. Three different combinations of end volumes, shown
in Table 1, were used. Note that all volumes are in cubic inches. Ca_ A represents an
open-closed boundary conditions and Case B a closed-closed.
VOLUME A VOLUME B
CASE A 0.00001 10000
CASE B 0.00001 0.00001
CASE C O. 1 10
Table I. Volume sizesforACI.A'IODES testcase.
A(1MODES was used to determine the ftrst three natural frequencies of each of the thn_
cases. Each case was repeated with four different element lengths to evaluate solution
accuracy versus number of line elements employed. The closed-form solution shown in
Appendix A was then used to calculated the frequencies of the tluee ca_s. The
ACLMODES results am shown in Table 2 together with the closed-fore solution.
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CASE A
ii
CASE B
i
CASE C
ii t
IVKX)E
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
Table 2.
l0
1oo 3o
298.23
488.85
i99 83 '"
394.73
579.92
|45_02
320.47
502.28
ii i i
NUMBER OF
2O 50
i
100.38
300.31
498.43
200.45
399.66
596.40
145.09
322.36
511.27
100.40
300.98
501.13
2i_I0.62
401.04
601.06
145.i0
322.89
513.81
lOd
100.40
300.98
501.52
20o.64
401.24
601.73
145.11
322.96
514.17
Acoustic Frequencies (Hz) of Cases A, B and C.
O.,OSED
PORM
100.40
301.00
501.64
200.65
401.30
601.95
145.11
322.98
514.28
The percent difference between the values ACLMODES lmXficted and that of the closed-
form solution are shown in Table 3.
CASE A
CASE B
CASE C
1 36E
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
10
i 0.10
0.92
2.55
i i 0.41
1.64
3.66
ii i
0.06
0.78
2.33
NUMBER OF EJ.,EbtEN_
2O
ii i0.02
0.23
0.64
i n|0.10
0.41
0.92
o.01 "
0.19
0.59
5O
0.00
0.01
O.lO
i
0.01
0.06
0.15
i
0.01
0.03
0.09
Table 3. Percent Error of Ca_s A, B and C
Compared to Closed-Form Solution
100
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.02
These numerical results show excellent agreement with the closed-form solution results.
As expected, tbere is improvement in accuracy of the numerical solution as the number of
line elements inczeases. A general rule of thumb for an acceptable line element length
required to obtain accurat_ numerical results is ¢adc < 0.5, where co is the esSma_
circular frequency of the mode sought in tad/see, L is the line element length (inch) and c is
the speed of sound in the fluid (inch/see). Hgu_ I shows percent ewor versus o)Idc for all
values in Table 3.
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Figu_ 1. Percent error versus o_c
It can be seen that when the condition ¢IJc < 0.5 is not met the percent enor is greater
than 1.
Test St,_'_dLine Dymunics
Stability testing of the Primary Reaction Control System (PRCS) dtruster at the NASA
White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) Rqtdnut that the test stand have similar line dynamu:s to
that of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. This is because the PRCS thruster is a pressme-fed
engine so the pressu¢ recovery or waterhammer of the line governs the start-up mmsients.
Therefore, a simple line having similar waterhammer characlexisdcs to that of the aft PRCS
feed system, which is a fairly complicated system with many branches and twelve primary
thrusters (see Figure 2), was desired.
Supply
(_ Thrusters
Figure 2. Schematic of the Space Shuttle's PRCS aft fuel supply system.
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The original idea was to use similar line diameters to that of the vehicle and the avera_
distance flora the supply tank to the thrusters as the test stand line length. However, it was
not obvious that this would yield the same dynamics as the vehicle so a model of each
configm'adon was constructed.
The first mode of the proposed test stand fuel line was found using ACLMODES and is
shown in Figure 3. As expected it _ to be an open-closed mode with a f_Dquency of
65 Hz. The _,st mode of the vehicle s piping system was found to have • _quency of 40
Hz _ is shown in Figure 4. The difference in frequency was not acceptable so the teat
stand line was reconfifp_cd to have the same first natural f_quency as the vehicle feed
system.
Figure 3. Fxrst pressure mode of simple feed system.
Figure 4, First pressure mode of the Space Shuttle's PRCS aft fuel supply system.
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Space Shuttle Main Propulsion System Helium Supply System
The n:gula_ors in the helium supply system for Space Shuttle Main Propulsion Sysm_
(kiPS) were experiencing oscillations. These oscillations were seen both on test stands as
well as on the vehicle, h was believed that the source of the osc/llafions was the resulam.
coupling with the downstream line acoustics.
Each engine has its own helium supply system. A helium supply sy_m comisu, of high
1_. ssun: supply tanks, tubing leading up to two panels in parallel, and lines from fl_e panels
rejoining and continuing on to the engine. A panel consist of a regulator and ndief valve as
well as several solenoids and check valves. Only the lines dovrnsu_.m of the mgulalom
were of interest, so they were all that was modeled (see Figure 5).
pmm mm mmmmmm mm_m,t
,/ _ Regulator A
_ 15" q; [ 30" O i Panel ...... .
: F_elief I Relief : 10 i
: Sensor A [ Valve A '
,. ...... ....... f
428.4" ',
--. .
• f
. ,,,,. Valve B ',
ov 0 ,, Panel
li
..Sensor B 0 Regulator B j
Figure 5. MPS Engine 1 helium schematic of lines downsue, am of regulators.
Fi_46DEsthrough 8 show the first, fourth and eighteen pressure modes predated by
for the Engine 1 helium supply system. The fourth mode is shown again in
Figure 9 as a flow mode.
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Figure 6. First pressure mode of theEngine I helium
lines do_msueam of regulators.
Figure 7. Fourth prcssmc mode of the Engine I helium
lines downsucam of n_gulators.
Figure 8. Eighteenth pressun_mock of the EngineI helium
lines downsucam of regulators.
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Figure9. Fourthflow modeof theEngineI helium
linesdownsueamof regulators.
Not all regulatorsoscillatedonthevehicleandthosethatdid,oscillatedat diffcrent
fn_quenciesdependingonflow demand and number of segulators in use. One mode of
oscillation was around 115 to 120 hertz, with the regulators oscillating out of phase with
each other. This mode was predicted by ACLMODE$ and can be seen in Figure 7 and
Figure 9.
The pressure mode shapes were also used to determine if the pressure oscillations being
measured by a transducer were representative of the oscillations at the regulators. This was
done by examining the modes with f_luencies near the hequency of interest and
determining if the pressure amplitude at the transducer was being attenuated or amplified
compared to that of the regulator.
CONCLUSIONS
The method presented herein has proven to be a very useful and accurate tool for
determining dynamic characteristics of complex fluid netwm4cs, such as pressure recovery
sad oscillatory behavior. When implemented in a computer code and coupled with a
plotting routine, this technique can graphically show vital information about the behavior of
a fluid system impossible to obtain with hand calculations.
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APPENDIX A
Moles of a Straight Acoustic Line with General End Conditions
The classical wave equation for a straight tube in tenons of volumetric flow ra_ is
Thc boundary conditions for the system shown below mc derived fn_nn tic continuity
equation and the definition of fluid capackancc.
L
1 Q(x,t) 2
Figure A-1. Straight acousdc ]inc.
Tim continuityequazionis
(A.2)
wberc
But
p = fluid dcnsity
c = acoustic velocity
Q = volurnc'u'icflow rate
P -- pressure
A -- flow area
aP 1
- C(Qm-Qo.,)
wbem C istbefluidcapacitancewhich isgiven by
Gas:
V V V
C mm _ _ _ lit 2
_tP 7RT Pcs
(A.3)
Liquid: C
V V
_L
(B = Bulk Modulus)
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Substimdonof (A.3) in (A.2) yields
pc2_ = -A 6 (Qia- Qom)
or,
-- _ (Q_-Q_) (A.4)
For end 1, x - 0,
Qin = o, Qeu, = QI,=o
Thus,
_1 o "AQI,_o
Similarly, for end 2, y=L,
Qi, t Q ],-L'
fz_rnwhich
(A.5)
(A.6)
The general solution of Eq. (A.1) is
O) G)
Q(x,0 = T(0 (Dxsin _" x + D2COS _" x) (A.7)
where
T(0 = Blsin cot + B2cos cot (A.8)
Subsdtution of conditions (A.5) and (A.6) into Fat. (A.7) leads to the following frequency
equation
{X 1
I+
(X2
f/tan f2 ffi 1 (A.9)
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fJ_
where fl = _" L is a nondimensional frequency, a I
I. V 2 -* - (open end)
I
a!
q
V_ V 2
2. V2--* 0 (closed end)
tanfl = -a1_
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THE PROGRAM FANS-3D(FINITE ANALYTIC NUMERICAL SIMULATION
3-DIMENSIONAL) AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Ramiro H. Bravo t
Tri-State University
Angola, Indiana 46703
Ching-Jen Chert 2
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
S_Y
In this study, the program named FANS-3D (Finite Analytic Numerical Simulation - 3
Dimensional) is presented. FANS-3D was designed to solve problems of incompressible fluid
flows and combined modes of heat transfer. It solves problems with conduction and convection
modes of heat transfer in laminar flow, with provisions for radiation and turbulent flows. It can
solve singular or conjugate modes of heat transfer. It also solves problems in natural convection,
using the Boussinesq approximation. FANS-3D ",'as designed to solve heat transfer problems
inside one, two and three dimensional geometries that can be represented by orthogonal planes in
a Cartesian coordinate system. It can solve internal and external flows using appropriate
boundary conditions such as symmetric, periodic and user specified.
INTRODUCTION
The program FANS-3D solves one, two and three dimensional fluid flow and heat transfer
problems that involve conduction and convection modes of heat transfer in incompressible
laminar flow, with provisions for radiative heat transfer and buoyant and turbulent flows. It also
solves problems in natural convection using the Boussinesq approximation. Using this feature,
the program may also solve mixed natural and forced convection problems. Furthermore, it can
solve individual modes of heat transfer as well. The program FANS-3D solves any geometry
that cam be represented by orthogonal planes in a Cartesian coordinate system. The program can
solve internal and external flows using appropriate boundary conditions such as symmetric,
periodic and user specified. The program is designed to have the same performance in all
directions, in this way, any problem can be solved in the most convenient orientation.
The program FAHS-3D is based on the 19-point Finite Analytic Method. It uses the
SIMPLEC iterative method suggested by Van Doormal and Raithby (1984) to solve the coupled
Navier-gtokes equations. The discretization of variables is done following a new staggered grid
layout. The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved by different methods, including
ADI, SSOR and Conjugate Gradient.
The program has two modules; a graphics and a computational. The graphics module,
named GRAPH3D, was written in FORTRAN 77 for Apollo workstations. This program
displays the geometry of solution and the results in the three-dimensional space. These are
Assistant Professor Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering.
Professor and Chairman Department of Mechanical Engineering.
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presentedinthe form of velocityvectors,profles,and colorcontourswith shadingof any
variable.These _aphic resultscan alsobe sentto monochrome and colorprinters.
The computationalmodule of theprogram isdividedintwo parts.The first,which is
accessibleto theuser,shouldbe modified according tothe problem. The second partisfixed
and does not requireuserintervention.These two partsmust be bound togethertocreatethe
computational'run'file.Both pans of the computationalmodule arewritteninstandard
FORTRAN 77 language. In thisform theprogram can be easilyportedtoalmost any machine.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM FANS-3D
As mentioned above, the program FANS-3D is based on the 19 Point Finite Analytic
Method. The basic idea of this method is illustrated here. Details of its derivation are given by
Bravo et. al. ( 1991 ). This method is derive for the general transport equation
_= + _._._+ _b= = D _,+ 2.4 _ + 2B _y + 2C _--S h (!)
using the anal)tic solutions of simplified forms of it. To start, this equation is first locally
linearized in the three-dimensional element shown in figure 1. To This effect, the coefficients A,
B, C, D and the source term S are assumed constants and equal to their values at the center of the
dement, i.e.
_b= + _b,,.+ _b= = D,_b, + 2A,_ + 2B,_,. + 2C,_b: - S, (2)
The p mbindices mean thatthesecoefficientsare consideredconstantinsidethe element and
equal totheirvaluesatthe center'p'.For example, if 4_isthe u velocitycomponent in a laminar
flow and R the Reynolds number, then Ap = Ruj2, Bp = Rvp/2,Cp = Rwj2, D = R and Sp = -RP,.
Equation (2)isthen solvedin theplanesx=0, _ and r'---0and shown infigure2. These
two.-dimcnsionalsolutionsare combined toobtainthe three-dimensional19-pointfiniteanalytic
scheme. Detailsof thisprocessare given by Bravo et.al.(1991).
The solutionof thecoupled Na_der-Stokesequationspresentan additionalinconvenience;
thereisno clearequationforpressure.To solvethisproblem many methods have been
developed. Notable examples are SIMPLE (Semi-lmplicitMethod forPressureLinked
Equations)of Patankar and Spalding (1972),SIMPLER (Patankar,1980),$1MPLEC (Van
Doormal and Raithby, 1984) and PISO (Issaet.al.,i986). Most of thesemethods are generally
known aspressurecorrectionmethods. The program FANS-3D usesthe SIMPLER and
SIMPLEC methods. The discretized system of equations when used with the Finite Analytic
Method can be found in the works of Bravo (1987) and Aksoy (1989).
Another major difficulty in the implementation of the numerical schemes to incompress_le
fluid flow problems is the choice of a proper computational grid. Clearly, it would be beneficial
ffone could discrctize the governing equation using a grid system that places all the flow
variables, scalar and vector, at the same physical location. Unfortunatdy, the use of such a
nonstaggered grid system with a primitive variable formulation of the incompressible equations
has been shown to produce nonphysical oscillations in the pressure field (Patankar, 1980). A
remedy to this problem is the use of a staggered grid system; first introduced by Hariow and
Welch (1965). This grid distribution was used successfully in many codes and it is still the most
prevalent grid arrangement. There are many advantages of this type of staggered grid
arrangement. For a typical control volume, this discretized continuity equation contains the
differences of adjacent velocity components. The discretized gradient of pressure in the
momentum equation also contains adjacent pressure values. This arrangement prevents the
occurrence of a wavy pressure and velocity fields in the numerical solutions. In the staggered
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occurrence of a wavy pressure and velocity fields in the numerical solutions. In the staggered
grid arrangement, the pressure difference between two adjacent grids becomes the driving force
for the velocity component at the cell face between these grid points. Besides, the mass flow
rate across each cell can be calculated without any interpolation for the relevant velocity
component. The staggered arrangement of the grids also eliminated the need of specifying the
pressure boundary conditions on the walls.
However, the staggered grid arrangement has its disadvantages too. In this arrangement,
there are two distinct cells for the application of the finite analytic method to the
two-dimensional momentum equation as shown in figure 3. This implies the need to evaluate
two sets of finite analytic coefficients. In the three-dimensional problems three sets of
coefficients must be evaluated for the momentum equations, one for each velocity component.
This increases the CPU cost and memory requirement. The case of staggered grids also
increases the difficulties in programming since different geometries parameters must be used for
each _d.
To solve these problems R.hie and Cbou (1983) introduced a non-staggered grid
arrangement. In their method all variables are evaluated at the same location, the center of each
control volume. The pressure gradient in the momentum equation is still evaluated by
subtracting the pressures between two non-adjacent nodes. However, to compute the continuity
equation, new velocity components on the volume faces are evaluated. These velocity
components are obtained by an interpolation scheme based on the momentum equation. This
method apparently devised by R.hie and Chow (1983) was further study by Miller and Schmidt
(1988). They called it the pressure-weighted interpolation method (PWqM). They report that
the PWIM scheme predicts physically unrealistic velocities in regions of rapidly varying
pressure gradients.
The first successful application of a non-staggered gr/d arrangement to the finite analytic
method was done by Aksoy (1989). Their method, called M30VIM(Momentum Weighted
Interpolation Method), is similar to the 6riginal Rhie and Chow (1983) PWIM method, but with
a different interpolation scheme. The advantages and disadvantages of MWIM are similar to the
PWIM method. There is only one set of FA coefficients to be evaluated for three-momentum
equations, reducing memory and computational time. However, using this method, unrealistic
velocity components are also obtained in regions of strong pressure gradient. This problem is
specially severe in coarse grid calculations.
To overcome the problem mentioned above, for the staggered and non-staggered systems, a
new scheme is used in the program FANS-3D. In this new scheme, a staggered grid system is
used, but only one _et of coefficients is evaluated. This method uses the staggered grid
arrangement, but it also uses the main concepts of the MWIM and PWIM methods. The new
scheme evaluates only one set of coefficients at the center of each control volume (tee figure 4).
The FA coefficients at the nodes of the velocity components are obtained by linear interpolation
of the coefficients obtained at the centers of the control volumes. Details of this derivation are
given by Bravo (1991). This method was fully tested and it is the method used in FANS-3D.
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SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE PROGRAM
Con iuHte Heat Transfer in Laminar Flow Between Parallel Conducting Plates fExtended
Gratz Problem1
The geometry of the problem is represented in figure 5, where fully developed flow
between two infinite parallel plates is moving from left to right. The domain has a total length
of 10H with inlet height of H. The parallel plates have a thickness equal to 0.5H and are kept at
constant temperature T, on their external surfaces. The flow enters at uniform temperature Tt
The conducfivities of the solid and fluid are k, and kr The conductivity ratio R t = k/k/
determines the temperature in the solid fluid interface. If the conductivity ratio R, is very high,
the temperature on this interface is very close to the external surface temperature T,,. In this
case, the problem is reduced to the0riginal Gratz problem (Bravo, 1987). In general, the
distribution of temperatures is determined by the peeler number Pe, and the conductivity ratio
&.
The Gratz problem, when the temperature on the solid fluid interface is kept constant, was
solved analytically by Prins, Mulder and Schenk (1949) and later nun]eric, ally by Bravo (1987).
The solution for the general conjugate heat transfer problem was later obtained by Mori,
et.al.(1989). To solve the conjugate heat transfer problem, Mori et.al.(1989), represented the
interfacial temperature distribution by infinite power series. They solved the governing energy
equations for the solid and fluid domains using this temperature distribution as boundary
condition. The Nusselt numbers, obtained by this procedure, were also presented in the form of
infinite series. The major sources of error in their analysis are the truncation error during the
evaluation of this infinite series and the simplification of the energy equation in the fluid flow
domain. They assumed negligible diffusion in the longitudinal direction.
To compare with the results of Mori et.al, a Peclet number of 500 was selected. Four grid
sizes of 10x3x9, 20x3x20, 40x3x40 and 80x3xg0 along the x, y and z directions respectively
were used. Insulated boundary conditions were applied on the solid inlet and outlet boundaries.
The outlet boundary condition for the flow domain was considered fully developed or dT/dx ffi
0.0.
The dimensionless temperature, for this problem, is defined by
0= T-Tw (3)
T:-Tw.
With this definition the dimensionless external surface temperature 0w is equal to 0.0 and the
dimensionless inlet temperature Of equal to 1.0. The local Nusselt number Nu, is defined by
Hql
= (4)
kATfo- T.)
where
q/ffi heat flux at the solid fluid interface
T_ = temperature at the solid-fluid interface
T,, = external constant surface temperature
TI-- uniform temperature of the incoming fluid
In]_
T,, = mixed mean temperature defined by Tm ffi Iuaa
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aTWith q/= -k/_'_, and using the inlet height H as reference length, equation can be reduced to
its dimensionless form
-1
Nu, -- ,., (5)On"Wo
JeusA
where 0/= = TG'_-' Ofo the dimensionless interface temperatm'e and n* the dimensionless
normal.
The program FANS-3D finds the temperature 0 at each nodal point. The Nusselt number
is evaluated from this temperature distribution and equation (5).
Figure 6 compares the Nusselt number obtained by the program FANS-3D with the values
obtained by Mori et. al. (1989) and discussed above. For the conductivity ratio R t = 1.0, there is
an excellent agreement between the results of Mori et. al. and the one provided by the program
FANS-3D, for x values over 0.2. Below x = 0.2 the values given by Mori et. al. are under the
ones given by the program FANS-3D. Theoretically, the Nusselt number at the entrance must
go to infinity, which is correctly reproduced by the program. The lower values given by Mori
et. al. are probably due to the simplified version of the energy equation used by them, which did
not contain the diffusion term along the x direction. The Nusselt numbers for R, equal to 100.0,
1000.0 and infinite are very close, indicating that for Rj over 100.0 the conjugate heat transfer
problem behaves as the original Gratz problem. Theses values of the Nusselt number agree also
quite well with the corresponding ones given by Mori et. al.(1989). They also coincide with the
values computed by Bravo (1989) using the 9 point two-dimensional Finite Analytic method
(these values are not show_ in the figure). The program FANS-3D provides results that are
reasonable and agree quite well with previous computations.
Con lugate Heat Transfer In a Compact Heat Exchanger
Another application example of FANS-3D is the compact beat exchanger shown in figure
7(a). This compact heat exchanger is similar to the class of compact heat exchangers known as
offset-fin heat exchangers (Kays and London, 1984). To solve the complete compact heat
exchanger is beyond the capacity of any computer, and a simplification is required. The flow
between the finned plates is three-dimensional and very complex. The solution of the heat
transfer problem is aggravated because of the conducting fms. The problem is a three-
dimensional conjugate heat transfer problem. To obtain a solution to the problem we use the
. concept of fully developed flow extended to these geometries (Patankar, Liu and Sparrow,
1977). In this case, the velocity, a reduced pressure and a reduced temperature field become
periodic after some entrance length. The reduced temperatere is defined by
O(x,y,z)= r(x,y,z)- Tw
T_=- T, (6)
where T_ is the bulk temperature at any longitudinal position x. This situation is similar to the
flow inside ducts of uniform cross section (Chapman, 1987). In this case, the shapes of the
temperature profiles at successive sureamwise locations separated by the periodic length L are
assumed similar. Using this idea, it is possible to simplify the geometry of this problem and
reduce the computational domain to the one represented in figures 7('0) and 7(c). An enlarged
view ofthis small domain is shown in figure 8. The temperature in the front and back walls are
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assumed constant and equal to Tw. The separation between the parallel plates is considered the
reference length equal to L. The position of the fin and its dimensions are given in the same
figure. The flow enters the domain in right hand side and leaves the domain in the left hand
side, as shown by the arrows. The top and bottom surfaces are planes of symmetry.
Assuming constant properties, the temperature field and velocity fields are decoupled and
their solution can be obtained independently. The governing equations for fluid flow are of the
same type of the standard transport equation (1) and the program FANS-3D can be used without
any modification.
To solve for temperature we define a new variable _ given by
dt(x,y,z) = T(x,y,z)- T,,.
Tbi- Tw (7)
where/'b, is the inlet bulk temperature and T,, the external wall temperature. Using this
definition and equation (6), the profiles of the dimensionless temperature at the ¢_0at the outlet
and _bi at the inlet are of similar shape with the outlet condition being a constant times the inlet
condition, or
_o = _,(_o) (8)
where ¢_bo is the bulk exit temperature. To determine the profiles of temperature at the inlet and
outlet, an iterative procedure is required. We start assigning the temperature at the inlet
_i(x,y) = ¢_,i = 1.0, then the temperature on the outlet ¢_0 is obtained by solving the governing
energy equation. Using the values Of_o on the outlet the constant ¢_tw is calculated by
numerical integration at the outlet boundary. Finally, the temperature at the inlet 1_t is updated.
This process is repeated until convergence is attained. All these steps are automatically
performed by FANS-3D.
Figure 9 shows profiles of velocity component u along the y and z directions at the inlet
and outlet planes, as obtained by the program FANS-3D. In this figure we can recognize the
periodicity in the velocity distribution and the three-dimensional character of the flow. The flow
not only moves up and dov,'n due to ,the presence of the beam, but also moves to the left and to
right.
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the temperature profiles at three locations, at the inlet, on the
beam and at the outlet. In these figures we can observe that the minimum dimensionless
temperature _ is located on the lateral walls. The maximum temperatures are on the plane of
symmetry. The temperature inside the fin, also shown in this figure, is almost constant in each
cross section, but increases towards the center between the plates.
To study the effect of the fin, the pressure drop and the rate &heat transfer in this geometry
can be compared with the ones for a fully developed flow be_,een parallel plates. For example
the pressure drop in the element of the heat exchanger, as computed by the program FANS-3D,
is equal to -0.4565. For the equivalent situation, but without the fin the pressure drop is only
-0.1200. Therefore, the increase in pressure drop due the fin is 280%.
The total inerea_ in energy content, when the fluid moves from inlet to exit is given in
Table !. This table shows the energy increase in the element of heat exchanger for water and air
and compares it with the one in a fully developed flow between parallel plates. The effect of the
fin is an increase in the global rate of heat transfer of 68.7% for water and 54.2% for air. An
additional computation with an infinite conductivity of the solid showed a less than 0.2% change
in the rate of heat transfer. Thus, to improve the design of the compact heat exchanger, it is
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possible to reduce the thickness of the fin without significantly affecting the rate of heat transfer,
but reducing the pressure drop. Furthermore, the analysis in the temperature distribution shows
that an staggered distribution of fins can be more effective than the regular one.
Con lu__ate Heat Transfer in Electronic Modules
In this section, the combined effect of convection, and radiation heat transfer is studied in
an array of electronic chips displayed in figure 11. The chips are cooled by a radiatively
non-participating gas flowing inside the passage. The program FANS-3D and the subroutine
ANDISOR4 (Sanchez, Smith & Krajewski, 1990) were used to study the problem. The
three-dimensional convection part of the problem was solved using the 19-point Finite Analytic
Method and the radiation analysis using the discrete ordinates method (Sanchez, Smith &
Krajewski, 1990). Results showing the effects of convection alone, combined radiation and
convection, and the presence or not of a radiatively participating medium are presented.
To simplify the solution fully developed periodic flow is assumed (see discussion for the
previous problem). Using this concept of periodicity along the x direction and considering some
of the planes of symmetry, the problem can be reduced to the element represented in figures
1l(b) and 1 l(c). The dimensions in centimeters of this element are given in figure 12. The fluid
flow is in the positive x direction. The planes at y--.O.0 and at y=1.5 are considered planes of
symmetry; and the top and bottom walls are adiabatic. The inlet temperature of the fluid is
considered equal to 305 K and the temperature of the blocks constant and equal to 320 K. All
surfaces are assumed black. The fluid is considered radiatively non-participating transparent gas
(air) with constant properties. The flow is considered laminar.
The Navier-Stokes equations are decoupled from the energy equation and the fluid field can
be solved independently. The solution was obtained using the program FANS-3D with the
19-point Finite Analytic method. Once this solution was performed, the energy equation was
solved using the same method explained above for the compact heat exchanger. The coupling
between radiation and convection is done through energy balances on the walls. The existing
radiative transfer code, ANDISORD4 (Sahchez, Smith & Krajewski, 1990), was used to solve
for radiation. An S-8 implementation (80 discrete directions) of the discrete-ordinates model is
applied. Although not required, the grids for the flow and radiation models are identical. When
the medium is non-participating, the divergence of the radiative heat flux vector vanishes, and
the mmsport and radiation model become explicitly decoupled. Implicitly, however, the two
models are interdependent through the temperature field and the wall heat fluxes.
The results for'the flow field computation are shown in figures 13 through 14. The
velocity profiles for the u component are shown in figure 13 at two locations, at the inlet and the
center between the blocks. From these figure, we can appreciate that the velocity between the
blocks and the upper plate is similar to the velocity between two plates, or Poiseuille flow. For
Reynolds number of 100 the velocities between the blocks are quite small. Figure 14 displays
velocity vectors on the back plane of symmetry. In this last figure, at the center of the blocks, the
flow is rotating counterclockwise. Figure ! 5 show velocity vectors on a plane located between
the blocks in the x direction. This figure shows that some fluid is entrained from the top ofthe
blocks and is transported to the lower sides.
Profiles of dimensionless temperature _ on three different planes are shown in figures 16
and 17. The temperature of the blocks is zero and the bulk inlet temperature is equal to one.
Figure 16 shows these profiles when convection heat transfer alone is considered. As we expect
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the profiles are perpendicular to the top and bottom insulated plates. In this figure we can also
appreciate that the fluid moving between the blocks has a temperature very close to the
temperature of the blocks. Specifically, the fluid near the bottom wall has almost the same
temperature of the blocks. The maximum dimensionless temperature (coldest dimensional
temperature) is on the top insulated wall.
Figure 1? shows dimensionless temperature profiles when convection and radiation are
included. The temperature profiles are quite different from the ones discussed in figure ! 6. The
maximum value of the temperature is in the center region between the top plate and the blocks.
The top and bottom plates have an intermediate temperature between the temperature of the
blocks and the temperature in the center region. The higher temperature of the top plate and the
lower temperature on the bottom plate, compared with the convection case alone shown in
figures 16, is because of the radiation effect. The top plate receives a net radiation coming from
the blocks and the bottom plate. Because this plate is insulated, this arriving net radiant energy
is dissipated by convection, which is indicated by a positive slop of the profile at this point. The
profile has a maximum in the center region and decreases as we move closer the bottom plate.
However, close to the bottom plate this profile increases again. This increase indicates that heat
is transfer by convection from the fluid to the bottom wall. Because this wall is insulated, the
same amount of energy is irradiated to the top wall.
An energy balance when convection-radiation heat transfer was considered shows an
increase on the rate of heat transfer of 49.1% compared with the computation considering only
convection heat transfer. In this problem then radiation is a very important and must be
considered.
This final problem of electronic modules is an example of a three-dimensional
conduction-convection-radiation heat transfer problem. Although conduction was not explicitly
discussed, the problem was solved assuming infinite (103°) conductivity in the blocks. In this
situation the blocks assume a constant temperature everywhere resembling an isothermal body.
The convection and convection-radiation results show the potential of the program FANS-3D in
the simulation of complex three-dimensional problems that include all modes of heat transfer.
CONCLUSIONS
This study shows the solution of complex three-dimensional problems that included
conduction convection and radiation modes of heat mmsfers with the application of the program
FANS-3D. The stu0y of these problems also shows different types of boundary conditions from
the simplest boundary when the values of the variable are assigned on the boundary, to
symmetric and periodic boundaries. The solutions were presented in the form of vectors and
profiles given by the graphics part of the program FANS-3D. This glaphic program also
displays contours that include shading. The difficulties in reproducing these colors do not allow
the inclusion of these pictures in this work.
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Table I Comparison Between Energy Increase in the Element of Heat Exchanger
and Energy Increase in Flow Between Pm_lel Pimes
i • i i
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k(W/mOC)
AEwi)_ rm/Cl
0.6775
0.07075
0.04194
68.7
.Jkllr
0.704
31.27x10-3
0.15658
0.10157
54.2
P Z
Figure I Finite Analytic Element Figure 2 19-point FA Method
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Figure 3 FA Cells in a Staggered Arrangement
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!Figure 16 Dimensionless Temperature Profilcs
Conduction-Convection Problem
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the modeling approach used to simulate the transient behavior of a salinity gradient
solar pond. A system of finite difference equations are used to generate the time dependent temperature
and salinity profiles within the pond. The stability of the pond, as determined by the capacity of the
resulting salinity profile to suppress thermal convection within the primary gradient region of the pond,
is continually monitored and when necessary adjustments are made to the thickness of the gradient zone.
Results of the model are then compared to measurements taken during two representative seasonal periods
at the University of Texas at El Paso's (UTEP's) researchsolar pond.
INTRODUCTION
In a non-convecting salinity gradient solar pond, natural convection is artificially suppressed by
establishing an internal region characterized by a strong salinity gradient. The natural buoyancy of the
warmer water in the lower regions of the pond is offset by the water's higher density resulting from the
higher salt concentration at the corresponding depth. As temperature of the water in the solar pond
increases with depth, salt concentration also increases to the extent necessary to ensure that the density
of the fluid is continuously increasing.
The stability of the solar pond is a function of the thermal and solutal diffusion rates which in turn have
a strong dependence on the localized temperature of the fluid. Internal and boundary stability criteria
have been developed that generally determine the necessary localized salinity gradient required to maintain
a stable regime for a given temperature profile. These stability relationships have been used in
conjunction with a numerical model of the transient temperature and salinity profiles to simulate the
eventual erosion of the gradient zone, absent any maintenance intervention. The numerical model
described in this work can be used as a predictive tool for determining the approximate shapes of the
temperature and salinity profiles which can be expected over an operating period when estimated average
daily ambient temperatures and insolation values are provided.
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Solar energy incident upon the surface of a shallow pond will be partially transmitted to the bottom of
the pond where much of it is absorbed. This normally leads to natural convection as absorbed energy
in the lower regions of the pond causes the fluid to thermally expand. Consequently, the thermal energy
will be transported to the surface and released. In a non-convecting salinity gradient solar pond this
convective process is suppressed by establishing an internal region with a salinity gradient of sufficient
strength to ensure that the localized decreases in density due to thermal expansion are counter-balanced
by the localized increases in density due to the higher salt concentrations. Thermal conduction will then
become the dominant heat transfer release mechanism through the region of the pond where convection
is suppressed. Due to the relatively low value of thermal conductivity for water (approximately 0.65
W/re-°C) an "insulating" layer develops which allows temperatures approaching I00 °C in the pond's
thermal storage zone.
The typical solar pond is characterized by three regions (Figure 1); a convective surface region referred
to as the Upper Convecting Zone CUCZ), a non-convective primary gradient region referred to as the
Non-Convecting Zone (NCZ), and a convective thermal storage region referred to as the Lower
Convecting Zone (LCZ). The thickness of each of these zones depends upon the season of the year and
the manner in which the pond is being operated. For purposes of this analysis average values were
derived from the research pond currently in operation at the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP). The
dimensions of this pond are 52.4 m across by 64.0 m long comprising a total surface area of 3,355 m2
(about 5/6 of an acre). The walls of the solar pond slope inward at an approximate angle of 30 ° from
horizontal. The depth of the pond is about 3.5 meters resulting in an approximate floor area of 2,500
m2.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: nltu lit rt0 _dtCI atrtt Zot_ "_:'::::::;;::;_:;:
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: - af',o t_m*',ttur41 pref, _ _;.._._:'.._._::._:_
__:.:<:.,:;.:::_.::i:]:'.<.:::_:i:!:!;_:: • 3tt orl_ Zone
Figure 1. Schematic of a solar pond.
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MODELING APPROACH
Indevelopingasolarpond performancemodel anumber ofsimplifTingassumptionscan be made toallow
for computational ease and modeling efficiency without sacrificing the accuracy of results. "l'nis is
particularly true if the modeling objective is to simulate macroscopic changes such as gradual drifts in
average storage zone temperatures or changes in temperature and salinity profiles over a relatively large
period of time.
Derivation of Boundary_ Conditions
Earlier work was performed by Hull showing that modeling for hourly variations does little to change
the results obtained for the LCZ temperature over an extended period of study [1]. Since diurnal
fluctuations in ambient temperature and solar insolation have a negligible impact on the solar pond's
overall performance, average values of daily insolation and ambient temperature were used for the
transient boundary conditions.
An interpolating function was derived for insolation on a horizontal surface from monthly averages
obtained over a 21 year period for El Paso, Texas [2]. This is given as follows:
2x(n-70) ]I, = 6,300 + 2,300. sin _ J
(W/m 2) Eq. (1)
where: n = day of the year.
The portion of solar radiation incident on a horizontal surface that is reflected at the surface of the air-
water interface of the pond is modeled by assuming that the incident radiation is direct beam radiation
and intersects the surface at a fixed angle of incidence. These assumptions were previously reviewed by
Hull in a comparison of results from a detailed computer model with an analytical model employing the
assumption of direct beam radiation. The results showed that accurate estimates of the LCZ temperature
can be obtained when the fixed angle of incidence (i.e., As) is calculated at solar noon 17 days before the
autumnal equinox [ ] ].
The following equation is used to calculate the fixed angle of incidence used in this analysis [2]:
a, = cos-' (sin_ • sin_ + tosS- cos_ - co_) F.q. (2)
where:
_=
latitude of El Paso, Texas (i.e., 31.50).
declination of sun on the 17th day preceding the autumnal equinox.
hour angle at solar noon (i.e., 0°).
The angle of declination (0) is the angle of the earth's axis relative to the sun-earth line and is calculated
for the 17th day preceding the autumnal equinox as follows:
= 23.44" • sin (360 • (b -81))
365.25
F_. O)
where: 6 = the day of the year for September 6th (i.e., 249)
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This gives a calculated value for a_ of 25.66 ° which is the fixed angle of incidence used in this analysis.
The associated fixed angle of refraction is calculated using Snell's Law by the following relationship:
PF = sin'_ (Sin(a_)) Eq. (4)
n
Using 1.333 for the index of refraction, (n), for the pond's salt water solution [3] Shell's Law yields a
value of 18.99 ° for the fixed angle of refraction, Pt_.
The surface reflectivity is
equations:
then calculated using the following relationship derived from Fresnel's
p,, .= ÷ .s. um'(a'-P*) (s)
sin2(a,÷o,.)
Applying the calculated values for the fixed angle of incidence and refraction to this equation yields an
effective surface reflectivity ( p t) of .021.
The ambient temperature is calculated in a manner similar to that used in developing the average daily
insolation. Average daily ambient temperatures are obtained from a periodic interpolating function fitted
to actual historical temperatures recorded over a thirty year period by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
To(n) = 63.55 +19.15 . sin (2It(n-105)) (°C) Eq. (6)
365.25
where: n -- the day of the year.
Pond. Attenuation of Solar Radiation
As the radiation is transmitted through the pond it is attenuated along it's path by scattering and
absorption. The shorter wavelengths of the solar radiation will be transmitted through the pond with very
little absorption, whereas the longer wavelengths (i.e., the infrared portion of the spectrum) will be
absorbed within the first few centimeters. Wavelengths longer than the infrared wavelength (i.e., greater
than l&_n) are reflected at the pond's surface.
The absorption and scattering of the solar radiation is generally represented by a transmission function
from which the radiation intensity at a given depth can be determined. One such function, developed by
Hull, was derived from an extensive set of experimental absorption data measured for pure water. This
data was reduced into a four part summation of exponential terms.
, ..
j-I
where: - the fraction of solar radiation reaching a depth (x).
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Thisreducedfunctioncorrelateswellwith amoreextensive forty part function, derived from the same
data, never deviating by more than .01 in transmittance over a 2 meter interval. The parametric values
used for this transmission function are provided in Table I.
Table ! Hull Four-Part Transmission Function
i I I i III i i i i i I
Exponential Extinction Coefficients for Water
¢j) 13j (m")
1 0.237 0.032
2 0.193 0.450
3 0.167 3.000
4 0.179 • 35.000
r, , ,,' ',.... r i ! ,,,, T , ,i ,_, nTm .... , ,, I •
When compared with measurements taken at the UTEP research solar pond on April 20, 1989 the Hull
Four-Part function resulted in substantially higher transmittance values, which is to be expected since that
transmission function was derived from absorption measurements in pure water. A transmission function
was derived from the aforementioned measurements taken at UTEP's research pond. The following third
degree polynomial provides an accurate fit to the measured data for distances ranging from 0.0 to 2.6
meters. A plot of this curve fit along with the Hull Four-Part transmission function and a third
transmission function developed by Rabl-Nielson [4] have been presented in Figure 2 for comparison.
• (x) = -.066x' +.385x 2 -.768x +.745 Eq. (8)
Pond Stability_ Criteria Considerations
The NCZ has been subdivided into two sub-regions to recognize the more stringent stability criterion that
exists at the upper and lower interfaces. The internal regions of the NCZ must meet the following
dynamic stability criterion [5], at a minimum, in order to ensure that thermal convection in this region
is suppressed:
< (9)(pr+ 1) u
where: G T
Gs "
B=
Of--"
Pr=
the temperature gradient at various locations in the NCZ (°C/m),
the salinity gradient at corresponding locations (%/m),
the saline expansion coefficient for NaC! (m3/Kg),
the thermal expansion coefficient (1/°C),
Prandd number (i.e., ratio of the kinematic viscosity to the thermal
diffusivity),
ratio of the saline diffusivity to the thermal diffusivity (i.e., Ks/KT).
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Since the values for the parameters in the above equation are dependent on both temperature and salinity
it is necessary to develop a functional relationship between the salinity gradient factor (i.e., SGF, and
defined as SGF=[(Pr+I")/(Pr-,-1)] "(0/_) ) and temperature [6]. Using information published by the
Department of Interior's Office of Saline Water the following relationship was derived [7]:
SGF(T) = (-T'+ 198.752) _ (1.702)T+48.876
7,812.5
Eq. (10)
A plot of Equation 10 with the actual data for the SGF is presented in Figure 3. This relationship was
then inserted into Equation 9 to obtain the necessary temperature and salinity gradient relationship that
was used in establishing the internal threshold salinity gradient.
The dynamic stability criterion that is employed at both the upper and lower NCZ interfaces is based on
an empirical relationship derived from Neilsen and is referred to as the Neilsen boundary condition [8].
This empirical relationship is given as follows:
o, - A .o÷" Eq. 01)
where: A is set at 28.0 (Kglm'). (m/K) "m
Develovment of Temperature Profile Equations
'I'ne nodal equations assume the thermal exchanges that take place between the various zones within the
solar pond can be adequately represented by a transient one-dimensional model. Thermal properties of
the pond are assumed to be uniform within each of the pond's zones. Using these assumptions,
temperature changes, resulting from thermal exchanges within the pond, can then be represented by a
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system of algebraic equations which explicitly solve for the temperature at node 0) and time (j+ 1) in
terms of nodes (i-l, i, i+ 1) at time (j). These equations are derived by representing Fourier's heat
conduction equation by a system of one-dimensional forward-difference equations (where x is positive
in the downward direction from the surface at x -- 0.0 ),
Since the UCZ is essentially uniform in temperature it is represented by a single node. It's average daily
temperature is set equal to the ambient air temperature (T,) which establishes the boundary condition for
the initial node. The LCZ is similarly treated by assuming m3 temperature gradient throughout the zone.
Solar radiation reaching the depth of the NCZ-LCZ interface, and beyond, is assumed to be completely
absorbed within the LCZ. A ground zone (GRZ) is modeled, in the same fashion as the NCZ, by a
representative nodal network that continues tO a depth where it can be reasonably assumed that a constant
ambient temperature exists.
UCZ-Nodal Equation:
r_ - r.(o Eq.02)
UCZ-NCZ Interface Nodal Equation:
Te.j,s - To.;(1-21:o-21:o"BO +2Fo ,(T_.;+Bi .Tucz,/)+ 2Bi ,Fo
h,
•(I,.,,_j-1,.,,_) Eq. 03)
NCZ Interior Nodal Equations:
T,j., = z,:0-2Fo) • ro.(T,.,: T,_,j)+_" .Fo/c_ " (li.,n,i-lJ.mj) Eq. (14)
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NCZ-LCZ Interface Nodal Equation: "
2Bi . Fo
T.:., = T.:. (1-2Fo=2Fo "BO + 2Fo .(T..tj+Bi . Ttczj) ÷ h# • (l..,nj-l..,r2j) Eq. (15)
LCZ Interior Nodal Equation:
H
ru¢_.1= r,_. (1-2H) ÷H. (r._÷ro_)+ • (I_:_ ÷ al)
F.q. (103
LCZ-GRZ Interfacial Nodal Equation:
To:._ = To:" (I -2Fo-2Fo "BO + 2Fo "(T_: + Bi "TLcza) Eq. (17)
GRZ Interior Nodal Equation:
T,j., = T_:. (l-2Fo) + Fo.(T.1: ÷ T,.,:) Eq. (18)
In the above equations Tucz,i and TL_ are the bulk temperatures of the UCZ and LCZ at time (]),
respectively, Fo is the Fourier Modulus, and Bi is the Biot modulus. The heat transfer coefficient is set
at 263 W/m2-°C and is assumed to be the same at both interfaces. This value is derived from
consideration of the empirical relationship developed for two horizontal plates.
Develo__ment of Salinity Profile Eauations
The salinity profile is derived from the solution of a transient one dimensional partial differential equation
wherein the rate of salinity change is presented as a function of the temperature dependent solutal
diffusivity (Ks) and the rate of change of salinity with respect to depth in the gradient zone. After the
salinity profile is calculated for each progression in temperature profile it is checked to ensure that the
stability criteria at both the upper and lower boundaries as well as within the NCZ are satisfied. If the
boundary stability criterion at either the upper or lower interfaces is not met the boundary is repositioned
until the stability criterion is satisfied. If the internal stability criterioe is not met the run is simply
terminated with the creation of a file containing the last temperature and salinity profiles. Changes to
the salinity profile are based upon a numerical solution of the following differential equation describing
the time dependent behavior of the salinity profile in the absence of any fresh water or brine injection into
the UCZ.
= X(z).K,. ÷S r S(I- • Eq. (19)
where: R(z) = the ratio of surface area at depth (z) to the surface area at the top
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of the NCZ. This term only has sii_ificance in small ponds with
sloping side walls.
Ks = the temI_ature dependent solutal diffusivity of NaCI which
represents the rate of molecular diffusion of NaCI in the
presence of a udinity gradient.
S T _= is the $oret coefficient reflecting the secondary mtlt transport
process that occurs in the presence of a temperature gradient.
The above equation has been simplified by considering that the Soret coefficient for NaC! solutions is of
the order of 1x10 3 I/K to 3x10 "s I/K and that for most salinity gradients it's contribution to salt transport
will be relatively small. This was evidenced in analyses performed st Ohio State University, where the
observed salt transport differed from the calculated salt transport, using Equation 19 without the STterm,
by less than 10% [8].
The second simplifying adjustment made to Equation 19 reflects the relative constancy of the solutal
diffitsivity coefficient, Ks, with variations in salinity concentrations. Generally, Ks is dependent upon
both the temperature and salinity of the solution. However, for NaC! solutions the variance of Ks with
salinity, over the salinity range of 0% to 30% by weight is negligible for purposes of this work. The
dependence of Ks on temperature, however, results in an increase on the order of 400% over
temperatures ranging from 5°C to 90°C. Therefore, a functional relationship was derived in the form
of a second degree polynomial from data obtained from the Department of Interior's Office of Saline
Water [7].
Ks(7 ) = (T 2 4.95.56T+ 2920.9) .9.23 >c10"_° (m'/hr) Eq. (2O)
Finally, the term containing information on the physical aspects of the pond walls (i.e., R(z)) is only
impor'mnt for small area ponds. Generally, the presence of sloping walls in a solar pond decreases the
salinity gradient at the upper levels of the NCZ. It has been found [8] that for solar ponds with an area
of 10,000 ms and a geometric factor of approximately .05 (defined as the ratio of NCZ thickness to pond
length multiplied by twice the cotangent of the wall's angle with horizontal) that the maximum difference
between an analysis with and without the effects of the wall slope on the salinity gradient taken into
consideration is 5%. The geometric factor for UTEP's solar pond is approximately .09 (assuming a
characteristic pond length of 64 m, a NCZ thickness of 1.5 m, and an angle of 300 from horizontal)
which gives, from interpolation of plotted data, a maximum difference in salinity gradient of
approximately 10%. The error introduced by excluding this effect is partially offset by the fact that the
Sorer coefficient is not included in this analysis. In light of the above considerations the diffusion rate
equation can be reduced to the following;
aS _I [ kg ] Eq.(21)-7" az"- m'--day
where: Ks is expressed in the solution as a temperature dependent parameter whose
functional relationship is given by Equation 20.
This equation was numerically approximated in a manner similar to that used in developing the solution
for the temperature profile. A nodal network, with internodal distances corresponding to that used in the
determination of the temperature profile, was constructed with nodes placed at the upper and lower
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interfaces of the GRZ. The forward difference equations for the salinit_ profile nodes are given as
follows:
Boundary:
.,.x,.
eq. (22)
Internal:
F.q. (23)
UCZ Node:
where:
_kt Eq. (24)
S,j., = S,,i * (Szj-Ssj ) . 2(Ks,). _y "Luc2
Kol _-
=
Lvcz -
the salinity expressed in terms of concentration (i.e., kglm 3)
the solutal diffusivity expressed in m2/Day at the interface
temperature.
the solutal diffi_sivity at the upper node's temperature (m2/Day).
the solutal diffusivity at the lower node's temperature (m_/Day).
the upperzone thickness.
Discussion of Results
Two validation runs were performed to assess the accuracy of the computed temperature profile over a
span of time. A summer month (i.e., August, 1989) and a winter month (i.e., November, 1989) were
selected and actual measurements, to the extent available, were collected.
Autmst 1989 Validation Run: Actual measurements taken at the UTEP research pond were used for
the daily ambient temperature, heat extraction from the storage zone, daily solar insolation, and weekly
pond profiles for temperature and salinity. The ran period extended from August 2, 1989 through August
31, 1989 for a total of 30 days. A plot of the calculated temperature profile on the last day is plotted
agaimt actual temperature readings taken on that same day. As can be :een from the comparative plot,
Figure 4, a close correlation of computed temperature with actual teraperature exists throughout the NCZ.
Only a slight variance between computed and actual storage zone temperatures exists (about .970C or
1.3% from actual).
November 1989 Validation Run: In this run an initial temperature profile was constructed from pond
measurements taken on November 7, 1989. During the run period, which spanned 22 days (from 11/7/89
through i 1/28/89), the salinity gradient was not sufficiently steep at the upper and lower boundaries and
an adjustment to the thickness of the primary gradient region was necessary.
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A comparative plot of the computed temperature profile on the 28th day along with actual measurements
is provided in Figure 5. As with the previous August run, the results correlate well with measurements
taken at the pond. The temperature variance at the mid point in the storage zone is 5.0°C (i.e.,
approximately 10.0% of actual). This higher variance is primarily due to the fact that the LCZ exhibited
a pronounced temperature stratification (which was not modeled) during this period of time. The
resulting salinity profile, derived from this temperature profile, is presented in Figure 6. As previously
mentioned, a boundary adjustment occurred at both the upper and lower NCZ interfaces in order to
satisfy the boundary stability criterion.
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CONCLUSIONS
The double diffusive transfer processes typical of a salinity gradient solar pond was represented by a
system of coupled finite difference equations to simulate the interdependency of the ponds temperature
and salinity gradients. A number of simplifying assumptions ran be readily made to allow for an easily
generated solar pond numerical model that will provide a reasonable first order prediction of changes in
temperature and salinity profiles, bulk _emperature changes in the ponds storage zone, and changes in the
thickness of the gradient zone. This modeling approach may be used for predicting attainable storage
temperatures, gradient zone maintenance schedules, and salinity concentration requirements. It is
applicable to a variety of conditions for purposes of determining the economic viability of a new solar
pond and could be employed in the operational planning of currently operating solar ponds. The results
also provide valuable insight into the salinity profiles which need to be installed in order to maintain a
stable thermal stratification in an established solar pond (for a given storage zone temperature associated
with a given application). Further, the time variance calculation of the profiles provides useful
predictions of the salinity gradient modifications which need to be accomplished during the time evolution
of the operating pond in order to sustain operation.
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ABSTRACT
SINDANLUINT has been found to be a versatile code for modeling aerospace systems involving
single or two-phase fluid flow and all modes of heat transfer. The code has been used successfully at the
Johnson Space Center (JSC) for modeling various thermal and fluid systems. Features of the code which
have been utilized include transient simulation, boiling and condensation, two-phase flow pressure drop,
slip flow, multiple submodels and depressurization. SINDANLUINT has been used at JSC to support the
Space Shuttle, Space Station Freedom and advanced programs. Several of these applications of
SINDA/FLUINT at JSC are described in this paper.
SINDANLUINT is being used extensively to model the single phase water loops and the two-
phase ammonia loops of the Space Station Freedom active thermal control system (ATCS). These models
range from large integrated system models with multiple submodels to very detailed subsystem models.
An integrated Space Station ATCS model has been created with ten submodels representing five water
loops, three ammonia loops, a Freon loop and a thermal submodel representing the air loop. The model,
which has approximately 800 FLUINT lumps' and 300 thermal nodes, is used to determine the interaction
between the multiple fluid loops which comprise the Space Station ATCS.
JSC has also developed several detailed models of the flow-through radiator subsystem of the
Space Station ATCS. One model, which has approximately 70 FLUINT lumps and 340 thermal nodes,
provides a representation of the ATCS low temperature radiator array with two fluid loops connected only
by conduction through the radiator face sheet. The detailed models are used to determine parameters such
as radiator fluid return temperature, fin efficiency, flow distribution and total heat rejection for the baseline
, design as well as proposed alternate designs.
SINDA/FLUINT has also been used at JSC as a design tool for several systems using pressurized
gasses. One model examined the pressurization and depressurization of the Space Station airloek under a
variety of operating conditions including convection with the side walls and internal cooling. Another
model predicted the performance of a new generation of manned maneuvering units. This model included
high pressure gas depressurization, internal heat transfer and supersonic thruster equations. The results of
both models were used to size components, such as the heaters and gas bottles and also to point to areas
where hardware testing was needed.
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INTRODUCTION
Use of the Systems Integrated Numerical Differencing Analyzer (SINDA) analysis tool has
expanded steadily over the years since its origin in the 1960's. The Fluid Integrator (FLUINT) code
added significant fluid system an_ysis capabilities under a NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) contract in
1985 (ref. 1). Since then, analysis applications for the code have increased in scope as well as in number.
At the Johnson Space Center, SINDA/FLUINT has been used to solve both steady state and transient
themml/hydraulic problems involving single and two-phase fluid flow with heat u'ansfer. Conduction,
convection and radiation have been modeled in simple and complex systems alike. Models have ranged
from a few nodes to a few thousand nodes. SINDA/H.,UINT has been used at JSC to support the Space
Shuttle, Space Station Freedom (SSF) and other advanced technology programs. The code has been used
in the conceptual design, detailed design, test and performance verification phases of these programs.
The Space Station Thermal Control System (TCS) consists of both passive thermal conlrol features
and active fluid loops to transport heat. The power system uses a single=phase ammonia cooling system
and the habitable modules use single-phase water loops to gather heat from racks filled with equipment.
The internal thermal control system 0TCS) water loops u'ansfer their heat to one of three external thermal
control system (ETCS) two-phase ammonia loops which dump the heat to space. Figure 1 shows a
schematic representation of the Permanently Manned Capability (PMC) Space Station Freedom and
indicates the location of some of the TCS features. Thousands of SINDA/FLUINT CPU hours have been
logged analyzing the various Space Station Freedom Thermal Control Systems during the design phase,
and this use will continue into the operational phase since SINDA/FLUINT is the official code used for
Space Station Integrated Thermal Analysis. SINDA/FLUINT submodels developed by various system
designers are integrated and run at JSC in order to analyze integrated system performance under various
nominal and off-nominal conditions.
Other more detailed SINDA/FLUINT models have been built of particular components of the SSF
Active Thermal Control System (ATCS), particularly the ETCS radiators. These radiators have undergone
several redesigns in order to improve performance and reduce weight, cost and assembly time.
SINDA/FLUINT has been used in these design trade studies in order to evaluate potential alternate
designs. One such study, which will be described here, looked at ways to prevent the radiators from
freezing when subjected to an environment temperature substantially below the freezing point of the
ammonia working fluid.
ITC$ WATER
STARBOARD ETC$ LOOPS IN FORT ETCS
FLOW-THROUGH RADIATOR MODULES _'1AJW-TIIROUGH RADIATOR
PANELS PANELS
ORUI ORU20RU3
AIRLOCR
Figure I: PMC Configuration of Space Station Freedom
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Idealgassystemsareanotherareain which SINDA/FLUINT has been used successfully. Using
the "volume flowrate set" (VFRSET) feature in SINDA/FLUINT to model a vacuum pump, the Space
Station airlock has been modeled during depressurization and hyperbaric operations. Other features of the
code have been used to model the storage tank and thrusters of a new manned maneuvering unit.
SPACE STATION FREEDOM INTEGRATED THERMAL ANALYSIS
SINDA/FLUINT has been utilized in suplxm of Space Station Freedom Integrated Active Thermal
Analysis. This task is responsible for integrating SINDA/FLUINT math models of all space station active
thermal control systems and analyzing the resultant math model under a variety of conditions. Analyzed
conditions include nominal and off-nominal operations.
Analysis of nominal operations generally consists of utilizing a time variant applied heat load and
environmental conditions and determining ff the system response is acceptable. Off-nominal analysis
would consist of such conditions as pump failures, control system failures, imbalances between applied
and rejectable heat loads, and system startups/shutdowns. The SINDA/FLUINT models have been used
to analyze all of the above transients. The SINDA/FLUINT models will be briefly described and examples
of problems solved will be given.
SINDA/FLUINT Model Descriptions
The SINDA/FLUINT models utilized consist of two basic types - the models of the internal
habitable modules (internal thermal control system - ITCS) and the models of the external two-phase
ammonia heat transport system (external thermal control system - ETCS). The models of the internal
systems consist of the United States resource nodes, the United States habitation and laboratory modules,
the Japanese experiment module, and the European Space Agency Columbus module. For all modules,
both a detailed and a simplified version of the models have been developed.
The modeling philosophy utilized for the detailed ITCSs is to provide sufficient resolution so that
the exit temperature of each experiment rack or equipment rack can be determined and the majority of
tlrneconceivable configurations and transients can be accurately modeled. The transient response " is also
considered in order to accurately predict the energy transport to the ETCS. The models do not consider the
temperatures of the individual coldplates within a rack, of which there can be from 4 to 8 in each rack.
The nodalization for detailed models typically'consists of 150 to 200 FLUINT nodes. These models are
used to evaluate system cooling, controls stability, pump sizing, and off-nominal performance.
For the simplified ITCS models, the response desired is the overall module response to total
module heat load changes. The simplified models are typically used to provide more realistic boundary
conditions for the ETCS. Therefore, the nodalization can typically consist of fewer than 20 FLUINT
nodes.
United States Habitation and Laboratory_ System and Model Description
The U.S. habitation (U.S. Hab) module is the primary living quarters for the Space Station
occupants, while the laboratory (U.S. Lab) module is the primary U.S. location for research. Both
modules utilize an 1TCS architecture that nominally acts as a two-loop system but is capable of being
reconfigured as a one-loop system (Figure 2). When in two-loop mode, the section connected to the low
temperature interface heat exchanger (IHX) is termed the LT branch and the section connect to the
moderate temperature IHX is termed the MT branch. The two-loop to one-loop architecture is prevalent
onboard the Space Station, being utilized by all U.S. modules and currently being considered by the
International Partners.
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The U.S. Hab/Lab system uses a System How Control Assembly tq maintain a constant pressure
drop between the rack supply and the rack return lines. The maintenance of the constant "delta-p" helps
ensure adequate flow to each rack. The flow to a particular rack is controlled by the Rack Flow Control
Assemblies which monitor either temperature or flowrate, depending on the particular type of control
desired. Variation of a rack's flowrate is necessary to conserve power since not all racks will require
cooling at all times. The U.S. Hab/Lab system also includes a regenerative heat exchanger that is usecl, to
ensure that the water entering the MT branch is above 60°F (15.5°(2). The 60°F setpoint was chosen since
the Space Station maximum allowable dewpoint is 60°F, thus precluding condensation on the MT branch
of plumbing and saving the expense of insulating the entire system. Each Interface Heat Exchanger (IHX)
has a bypass line that is used to maintain a desired overall IHX outlet temperature.
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Habitation/Laboratory Functional Schematic
The FLUINT models ofthe habitationand laboratorymodules are similar, theprimary difference
being thenumber ofpayload and system racks.The levelof detailissuch thatallracksare modeled as
well as important control systems. Figure 3 provides a schematic showing the number and location of the
FLUINT components for the U.S. Laboratory module.
For the U.S. Lab model, most fluid line lengths and sizes have been defined and have been
incorporated. The locationsof elbows and sorncconnectionshave not yet been defmed. The controlvalve
characteristics,such as k-lossand flow areas,have been definedfortheRack/System Flow Control
valves.The characteristicsfortheremainder of thevalvesarenot yetdefined.The Rack/System Flow
Controlvalve isa sculptedballvalve with a variablek-loss.This actionismodeled withinFLUINT by
alteringboth thevalve angleand the k-lossvalue,The thermalmass of theequipment ineach rackis
accounted forby includinga SINDA thermal node equivalentto30 Ibm (13.62kg) of stainlesstecl,
though theactualmass ofequipment ineach rackiscurrentlyunknown.
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The fluid pump head curve has been defined and is/ncorpomted intd the FLUINT model. The
FLUINT pump model is strictly valid only in the Fast quadrant of operation, i.e. windmilling, reverse
flow, etc., can not be predicted. The model can predict changes in pump operation due to changes in
speed.
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Figure 3.
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The model of theU.S. Hab maintainsthesame levelof detail,though the number of FLUINT
components isreduced sincethe U.S. Hab has fewer racks.
Resource Node System and Model Description
The resource node contains the primary command and control avionics for the Space Station. The
resourcenode ITCS coolstheresourcenode 2,resourcenode I,airlockand PressurizedLogisticsModule
0aLM). The PLM can be locatedateitherresourcenode I orresourcenode 2. Since theairlock,resource
node I and PLM are attachedatdifferentstagesof theSpace Stationconsa'uction,_d pos.siblya.t.d_,trent
locationsforthePLM, severaldistinctconfigurationsoftheresourcenode rrcs exast.This rahab ty
forcesspecialmodeling considerationsfortheresourcenode and willdiscussedbelow. The architecture
of the resource node is the most developed at this time since the resource node will be the first habitable
module launched. Therefore, the FLUINT model of the resource node is the most complex and also the
most useful for predicting rrcs performance.
The rrcs forthe resourcenode isasimplifiedvariantof theITCS fortheU.S. laboratorymodule
discussedabove. Unlike theU.S. Hab/Lab systems,theequipment intheresourcenode isnormally
always on. Therefore,theneed toprovidea variableflowratcisnot present.The rrcs developershave
chosen touse an orificetocontroltheflow toeach rack withthecoolantpumps settoa constantspeed.
There are some activecomponents associatedwith theresourcenode,thep.ri.n_'yones lacingrack flow
controlvalvesassociatedwith thePLM. These valveswillmodulate tomaintaina constantexit
temperatureforeach PLM rack. Also associatedwith thePLM isa modulating delta-pressurevalve which
actstomaintaina constantpressurefortheinletheadertothePLM racks.
The detailed FLUINT model of the resource node uses the same component descriptions and
modeling as the U.S. Hab/Lab due to common hardware. Such items as IHX bypass valves, RHX
modeling, and pump modeling are identical. The modeling of the rack is also the same. Modeling specific
to the resource node involves the level of detail of the plumbing and the variability in the configuration.
The geometry of theresourcenode isestablishedsufficientlysuch thatthree-dimensionalisometric
drawings,withdimensions,have bccn generated.These drawings allow fora more accuratedefinitionof
ITCS linelength.Also,the pressuredrop effectofelbows and bends can be estimatedusing theeffective
lengthapproach. Though the FLUINT model does not yetconsidertheeffectof fluidconnectors,such as
teesand quick disconnects,the actualconnectivityof theITCS can now bc includedintothe model, with
the pressuredrop dataincludedwhen available.
The variability of the resource node configuration results in four unique configurations, not
counting the position of the PLM. The multiple configurations of the ITCS are accounted for by utilizing
the capability of FLUINT to include sections of input from predefined external files. Each module is
contained in a separate input file and included as necessary to create the ITC.S connectivity of the particular
configuration. The use of external files allows for easy maintenance of the various portions of the
resource node ITCS model. Should a particular module change, only the model of that module need be
altered to make the change effective for all configurations. The alternative would be to make changes to as
many as eight separate models, which could lead to errors in implementation.
International Partners System and Model Descriotion
The International Partners, the European- Space Agency (ESA) and the National Space
Development Agency of Japan 0NASDA), are currently in the process of re-designing their respective
1TCSs. The baseline design for both is a one-loop system with temperature controlling bypasses. The re-
design efforts are due to problems in meeting Space Station thermal load management goals. The final
configuration will not be known for several months, however some of the basic components will probably
still exist.
The ESA ITCS is similar in concept to the resource node ITCS. The coolant flow to each primary
payload rack is controlled via an orifice. In parallel with the racks is an avionics heat exchanger. The
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outlettemperatureof the avionics heat exchanger is controUed to a setpoint by a modulating valve. The
operation of the valve will cause pressure variations at the inlet of the heat exchanger and also the payload
racks. The coolant pump's speed is controlled to maintain a constant pressure at the inlet of the racks.
The NASDA ITCS contains several dedicated cooling loops which interface with the main cooling
loop via heat exchangers. Of particular interest is a Freon cooling loop which services an external
platform. The ability to model multiple fluids, while not unique to FLUINT, enhances the range of
problems that FLUINT can be applied to. The NASDA ITCS has a combination of orificed and actively
controlled payload rack locations. Pump speed is controlled based both on pressure and temperature
inputs.
Models of several proposed International Parmers 1TCSs have been created and utilized to perform
analysis. The analysis has concentrated on verifying the general acceptability of proposed design changes
and will be discussed in more detail below. SINDA/FLUINT has shown to be a very versatile and well-
behaved analysis tool during the course of these numerous modifications.
External Thermal Control System and Model Description
The External Thermal Control System ('ETCS) is the primary method for transporting the waste
heat generated within the habitable modules for ultimate rejection to space. The ETCS is a two-phase
ammonia system with several unique components such as the Rotary Fluid Management Device (RFMD),
Back Pressure Regulating Valve (BPRV), and cavitating venturies. Additional components include two-
phase ammonia to single-phase water heat exchangers, condensing radiators, a bellows accumulator, two-
phase coldplates, and associated plumbing. The ETCS has three separate cooling loops, two Low
Temperature (LT) loops operating from 33 to 39°F (1 to 4°C) and one Moderate Temperature (MT) loop
operating from 55 to 62°F (13 to 17°C). Figure 4 provides an ETCS functional schematic for the Man
Tended Configuration of SSF.
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Figure 4. ETCS Functional Schematic for the Man Tended Configuration
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The system operation consists of the RFMD suppling slightly subcooled ammonia liquid to a
disuibuted system of heat exchangers. The flow to each heat exchanger, and therefore the ultimate heat
acquisition capability of each heat exchanger, is controlled by a cavitating venturi placed at the inlet of each
heat exchanger. The downstream pressure is controlled so that the ammonia will be very close to the
saturation point after exiting the cavita6ng venturi. With the addition of heat from the internal modules, the
ammonia begins to boil, enhancing the heat transfer process. The heat transferred to the ammonia is
controlled so that the maximum ammonia vapor quality is no greater than 90%. The resulting two-phase
mixture returns to the RFMD.
The RFMD consists of a stationary outer housing with a rotating inner housing that acts to separate
the two-phase mixture into vapor and liquid components (Figure 5). The ammonia vapor is plumbed to
the condensing radiators where the acquired heat is rejected to space. The condensate then returns to the
RFMD where its temperature is increased and then pumped back out to the module's heat exchangers. The
pumping action of the RFMD is via immersed pi.tot probes which convert the rotational energy into a static
pressure rise, thus providing the necessary pumping power. The RFMD maintains an internal liquid level
by means of a level pitot which acts to pump excess fluid to the bellows accumulator.
Evaporator Supply
Pitot
Resaturalion Pitot
_Thermal Barrier
Thermal Barrier Passages
Two-Phase Return
from Evaporators _ [][]
Vapor Supply
to Radiators []
Two-phase
Warm Liquid
Cold Uquid
Vapor
To Evaporators __,_W _S _
Accumulator d Side
To Accumulator Pitot
Figure 5. Rotar3_ Fluid Management Device Schematic
Since the ETCS is a two-phase system, the operating pressure controls the operating temperature.
The Back Pressure Regulating Valve is designed to passively control the pressure in the RFMD. The
BPRV does this through a combination of spring and servo action (Figure 6). The system is also capable
of changing operating temperatures by altering the relative spring forces inside the BPRV, thus temporarily
affecting the heat rejection rate and raising or lowering the system pressure.
The modeling of the ETCS can be broken down into two distinct portions; the first being the
modeling of the pump module assembly (RFMD, BPRV, and bellows accumulator) and radiator and the
second being the remainder of the system (main plumbing, cavitating venturies, and module heat
exchangers). The model of the pump module assembly consists of a detailed description of the RFMD,
BPRV, and bellows accumulator. The model considers the physics of the RTMD by determining
parameters such as the induced gravity head due to the rotauon, pumping power from the pitot probes, and
internal liquid levels. The model of the BPRV uses the internal geometry, including spring forces and
internal bellows areas, to calculate the forces on the primary pressure conmol valve. The condensing
radiator mode] is of moderate detail and accounts for thermal interactions between the parallel flow
passages.
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The model of the remainder of the system includes gcome_cally correct representations of the
ETCS plumbing lengths, internal diameters, and plumbing routing. The correct geometry is critical to
allow for accurate predictions of system pressure drops. The model takes advantage of the recently
included option in FLUINT to determine pressure drops based on the flow regime.
Models of the cavitadng venturies and module heat exchangers are also included. Due to the
geomemcally difficult phenomenon of the cavitafing ventudes, they are modeled utilizing a vendor
supplied equadon applicable for norruna] conditions. Detemdnadon of cavitating venturi response during
off-nominal conditions is still being investigated. The module heat exchangers are modeled as a single
heat acquisition point since no details regarding the heat exchanger geomeu'y are currently available.
Figure 7 provides the FLUINT nod_zation of the Moderate Temperature Loop for the Permanent Manned
Capabifity configuration. The Low Temperature Loop's n(xLdizadon is similar.
Summary of Analyses Performed with the SSF Integrated ATCS Models
The models described above are used to analyze the Space Station active thermal control systems in
both stand-alone and integrated modes. In stand-alone mode, the models arc usually used to investigate
control system dependencies, system pressure drops, and internal effects due to specific external
conditions. These models have assisted in the detection and quantification of several system performance
issues for both the United States and the International Partners.
For the United States modules, the models identified a mal-distribution of module waste heat onto
the ETCS which could have caused an overload of the ETCS. Following a re-design of the U.S.
modules, the FLUINT models assisted in control system development for the Resource Node. Also, the
models were used to identify a potential water vapor condensation problem on a portion of the plumbing
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that was un-insulated. The models were used to evaluate various options artd to quantify the heat load
value at which condensation became a potential problem.
ESA NASDA
I _t,_l RESOURCENODE | I
O FLUINT JUNCTION COLDPLATE
COLDPLATES
• SUBCOOLED AMMONIA
[] TWO-PHASE AMMONIA
[] HEAT ACQUISTION POINT
Figure 7. FLUINT Nodalization of the Moderate Temperature Loop for PMC
For the International Partners, the models identified a similar mal-distribution of module waste heat
that violated Space Station operating specification. Several IP proposed options were modeled and
evaluated as to the option's ability to meet station requirements. Additionally, the models have been used
to evaluate control system stability.
In the integrated mode, the models have identified several key system issues and been used to
analyze system operation at off-nominal conditions. One system issue identified was the inadequate heat
load placed on one of the loops of the ETCS during early operations. The ETCS nominally consists of
three loops - two Low Temperature and one Moderate Temperature. The Low Temperature loops are the
first activated during the early stages of space station construction, when the total heat loads are the lowest.
The pump module assembly requires a minimum amount of heat load (about 1.5 kW') to ensure adequate
operation of the BPRV. Integrated analysis showed that only about I kW of thermal load was present on
one of theLow Temperature loopsduringcertainportionsof stationconstruction.The integratedmodels
were used todevisemethods toshiftheatloadfi'omone Low Temperature looptotheotherby alteringthe
operatingtemperatures.Also identifiedby analysisintheintegratedmode was thepossibilityof ammonia
freezinginthecondensing radiatorsdue tolow heatloadsand coldexternalenvironments. The radiator
manufacturer has confirmed this possibility and the design is being modified to account for freezing.
Off-nominal analysis has involved investigating the impacts to the system when operated at
elevated temperatures. Operation at elevated temperatures enhances the heat rejection e_lmbility but can
adversely impact the atmospheric temperatures inside the habitable modules. Since this change impacted
the habitable modules, a coordinated analysis effort with the module providers was necessary. The ease
with which the SINDA/FLUINT models can be changed allowed for rapid evaluation of proposed
operating points.
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The integrated models are currently being used to investigate the initial activation of the resource
node, which is the first habitable module attached to the Space Station, and the impact of ETCS flow
variations on both the ETCS and the internal n'x)dules. Other system responses being investigated arc the
transient response to operating temperature changes and the impact of large heat load changes, such as
would occur during the re-activation of a module that was temporarily shut down.
DETAILED RADIATOR MODELS
Radiator Panel Description
Heat rejection in the Space Station ETCS occurs by condensation of ammonia in small diameter
tubes of thermal radiators that radiate the heat to deep space. The radiators are designed to reject a total of
82.5 kW of waste heat. Of this, 49.0 kW is allocated to the moderate temperature (Mr) loop and tic
remaining 33.5 kW is allocated to the two low temperature (IT) loops. The radiators are sized to satisfy
heat rejection requirements of the LT radiators at a worst case design environmenL This leads to a total
heat rejection area of 4557 ft2 (423.3 m 2) for the LT loop radiators. The permanently manned capability
(PMC) configuration of SSF has a total of 48 radiator panels grouped in 3 orbital replacement units
(ORUs) of 8 panels, on each side of the Space Station, as shown in Figure 1. Each radiator panel consists
of 22 thin-wall flow tubes manufactured of stainless-steel for ammonia compatibility. Each tube is 120.9"
(3.070 m) long and has an inner diameter of 0.067" ( 1.7 mm). The flow tubes are inserted in a tube
extrusion made of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy for high conductivity and low weight. Each tube extrusion is
0.67" (17.0 ram) tall with flat interfaces 0.232" (5.9 ram) wide on top and bottom. A very thin layer of
thermal adhesive (0.003", 0.076 ram) is used between the stainless-steel flow tube and the aluminum
extrusion to assure a good thermal contact between the two surfaces. The tube extrusions are bonded
between two 6061-'1"6 aluminum face sheets 120.9" x 104.0" (307 cm x 264 cm) and 0.01" (0.254 ram)
thick. The exposed surfaces of the face sheets are coated with a 0.005" (0.127 ram) thick film of Z93
paint for better radiative properties. Details of the flow tube and the extrusion are shown in Figure 8.
Tube Exu'usion F_e sheet 6061-T6 AL
6061-T6 AL Z93 q
Adhesive
O.Ol"
Silver filled
epoxy
Figure 8 : Detail of the Tube Extrusion
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Two separate sets of manifold tubes (manifolds A and B) carry vapor to and._turn condensate from each
panel. Alternate tubes in each panel axe connected to one set of manifold tubes. A diagram of the flow
distribution to each panel in each ORU is shown in Figure 9. The manifold tubes at each end of the
radiator panels are enclosed by manifold cover plates made of 6061-T6 aluminum and are 5.28" (13.4 cm)
wide. The overall length of the panels including the manifold covers is 131.46" (333.9 cm). In order to
provide support for the face sheets and increase the strength of the panels, the space between face sheets is
filled with a layer of hexcel honeycomb material with a density of 3.1 lb/ft 3 (49.6 kg/m3). The
honeycomb is made of 5052 aluminum foil 0.0007" (0.018 ram) thick.
A moderate temperature (MT) ammonia loop (62 ° F, 16.6 ° C) flows through all l_.rt side .r_.tor
robes. Two low temperature (I.T) ammonia loops (35 ° F, 1.66 ° C) flow throul_h altemaung tuees m me
starboard side radiators. No mass transfer occurs between the two LT ammoma loops, but they may
communicate thermally by conduction through the face sheet.
The size of the plumbing of SSF has been optimized to minimize the weight while maintaining the
pressure drop in lines at an acceptable level. Therefore, different size tubes are used in the LT and MT
loops. Table 1 shows a summary of the plumbing sizes used in this study. The 30RU's at each side are
pre-integrated on a section of the SSF truss in a folded position for easy transportation and can be
deployed on orbit. This requires that the radiator panels in each ORU be connected by flexible tubing that
can tolerate folding and unfolding. The manifold tubes of each panel in each ORU are connected to the
Vapor flow
to Manifold A
Vapor flow /to manifold B
Condemate
--''- Vapor
,!iiiiiiiii!ii!ii_!!iii!i!i_i_i
ORU 1 ORU 2 ORU 3
Figure 9 : Schematic of Manifolds and Radiator Panel Layout for one Wing
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Table 1: Plumbing Size Summary '
0.466 66.0 0.586 72.0
0.952 66.0 1.20 72.0
0.466 72.0 0.585 116.0
0.706 72.0 0.952 116.0
0.346 20.0 O.346 20.0
0.586 20.0 0.586 20.0
0.466 50.0 0.466 50.0
0.952 50.0 0.952 50.0
0.939 8.0 0.939 8.0
0.805 2.0 i0.805 2.0
0.067 10,07 10.067
manifold tubes of the next panel in line by flex hose assemblies as shown in Figure 10. The flex hose
assembly consists of two pieces of flex hoses and a 180 ° bend tube section. The loss factor of the flex
hoses is estimated as 1A/ft.
Description of the Detailed Radiator Models
The models described here were developed for detail analysis of the heat rejection system of the
ETCS. A simplified representation of the other ETCS subsystems was made in order to maintain size of
the models and save computer processing time. The models were developed on version 2.4 of
SINDA/FLUINT (ref. 1). Several models with various levels of detail were developed for each
configuration of SSF, for MT and LT radiators. However, this study is focused on the analyses
performed on the LT radiator models.
Several assumptions were made in developing the models used in the analysis of LT loop
radiators. The assumptions were made based on available information at the ring me analyses were
conducted and the attempt was made to justify validity of these assumptions by co n_, aring the _sultsof.
the analysis with available data. The water/ammonia interface heat excnange_, tu_),and colOplates (t_)
were modeled as point heat sources. The flow rate to each evaporator was cxtcmatea oy me moaet SUCh
that at the maximum heat load the evaporator vapor quality was 0.8 for the heat exchangers and 0.9 for the
eoldplates. The estimated pressure drop associated with each IHX or CP was modeled by a LOSS element
in line with that IHX or CP.
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Figure 10 : Arrangement of the Manifold Tubes and Flex Hoses
The rotary fluid management device (RFMD) was modeled by two plena - one representing the
warm end set at saturation pressure corresponding to the desired set point temperature, and the other
representing the cold end set at subcooled condition. A pressure difference equal to the RFMD end-to-end
pressure difference (as reported by the manufacturer) was imposed on two plena. A saturated liquid flow
rate equal to the evaporator flow rate plus the RFMD bearing flow and the back pressure regulating valve
(BPRV) servo flow was extracted from the warm end plenum. The vapor flow rate out of the RFMD was
calculated dynamically by performing an energy and flow balance on the RFMD. The vapor flow rate is a
function of the instantaneous heat load, set point of the RFMD, evaporator and condenser return flow
conditions, and bearing and servo flow rates. The vapor flow mixes with the BPRV servo flow before
entering the radiator panels. The servo flow rate was assumed to vary linearly with total heat load on the
system from 0.022 GPM at maximum heat load to 0.015 GPM at minimum heat load (3.35 kW). The
BPRV is designed to maintain the RFMD warm end pressure at the set point saturation pressure by
regulating the vapor flow rate. The BPRV opening (which determines BPRV pressure drop) is then
adjusted to allow sufficient vapor flow out of the RFMD. The model of the BPRV performs the same
functions for the normal operations of the system. The BPRV pressure drop in the model varies with
vapor flow rate in order to balance the RFMD end-to-end pressure drop. The model will signal if the
BPRV reaches its maximum opening and can no longer control the set point.
Several versions of the radiator model with different levels of detail were developed for different
analyses. The alternating flow tubes in each radiator panel connect either to LT loop A or B. The flow
tubes and other lines and components corresponding to each loop were represented in a separate submodel
since no flow mixing occurs between the two loops. Each panel was then represented by models of one
flow tube from loop A and one from loop B which were thermally connected through conduction in the
face sheet nodes. Each flow tube was modeled by a HX macro with 10 segments in the direction of the
flow. The ammonia in each section was represented by a JUNC and the flow tube section was represented
by a TUBE with each lump downstream of each tube section.
23.1
Condensation Heat Transfer Correlation
The condensation heat transfer coefficient in FLUINT is based on Rohsenow's correlation (ref. 2).
This correlation was developed for condensation in annular flows and uses the MartineIli parameter in
calculating the two-phase Reynold's number. Transition to single-phase liquid occurs at qualities less than
0.10 and accommodates the breakdown of annular flow into slug flow, using scaling parameters similar to
Shah's correlation (ref. 3).
Pressure Dron Correlation
Genei'ally speaking, no single pressure drop correlation can produce accurate predictions of
pressure drop for all fluids and flow conditions. The prediction of pressure drop for micro gravity
conditions is even more difficult due to uncertainty about the exact flow regime. FLUINT offers a
homogeneous (default) and several two-phase pressure drop con'elations by setting the IPDC (pressure
drop correlation selector) from 0 to 6. Based on the available information at the time of this study, the
I.oekhan-Martinelli correlation (IPDC=2) was found to best approximate the available data and was used
in the models.
Manifold tubes and flex hoses
The schematic of the manifold tubes and flex hoses model for one panel is shown in Figure 11.
The loss coefficient and length of the flex hoses that connect the manifold tubes of the adjacent radiator
panels were given in Figure 10. A loss coefficient of 4.5 was used for for the flex hose assembly which
was modeled by a LOSS connector. Additional LOSS connectors were used to model the pressure drop at
the vapor manifold-to-flow tube tee and flow tube-to-condensate manifold tee.
Flex hose Flex hose
assembly assembly
Representation of pressure loss due to flex hose assembly
and T's in flow-through panel model
Figure 11: Manifold and Flex Hose Model
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Thermal Network .:
The radiator panel face sheets and extrusion tubes were divided into 10 strips along the panel
length. The face sheet area corresponding to each tube segment was 4.73" (12.0 cm) wide, 12.09" (30.7
cm) long, and centered above the tube. The distance of 4.73" (12.0 cm) on the face sheet between the two
adjacent tubes modeled was divided into 9 nodes. This nodal break down allowed for determination of the
temperature profile of the face sheet between two tubes and eliminated the need for a pre-determined fin
efficiency for the radiator face sheet. The nodal breakdown of the radiator face sheet is shown in Figure
12. The mass of each tube segment was represented in the capacitance of the tube wall nodes which was
thermally tied to the fluid lump in that tube segmem via a heat transfer tie. The flow tube inner wall node
was connected to the exu'usion inner surface via conductance through the stainless-steel and tube adhesive.
The overall conductance of the extrusion tube, from its inner surface to its interface surface, was calculated
from a separatedetailSINDA model of theexu'usionmbc. The extrusioninterfacenode was connected to
the facesheetnode via conductionthroughtheadhesive.The extrusiontubenodes were alsoconnected
axiallytoallow foraxialconductioninthesubcoolcdpartofthetube.The facesheetnodes were
connected bothlaterallyand axially.Thc thermalnetwork ofone segment oftwo adjacenttubesisshown
inFigure 13.
Manifoldcovernodes
STRIP 10
STRIP 9
STRIP 8
STRIP 7
STRIP 6
STRIP $
STRIP 4
STRIP 3
STRIP 2
STRIP 1
Figure
tube spacing 4.73"
12: Nodal Breakdown
LI
of Radiator Facesheet
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The model of the radiator panels was built by using the above desc_bed techniques and using a
series of DUFs. The DUP option in FLUINT allows the user to simulate the presence of several identical
paths without actually modeling them. Each flow tube was DUPed 11 times to represent the 11 robes per
loop in each panel. Each panel was then DUPed 8 times to represent one radiator ORU, and the ORU was
in turn DUPed 3 times for representation of the entire radiator array. Another model of the radiator system
was developed in which all 22 tubes in one panel were actually modeled. This model was used to study
flow variations among the tubes in each panel. A model was also developed in which each panel was
represented by two adjacent tubes DUPed 11 times, but all 24 panels were actually modeled. This model
was used for study of flow variations among radiator panels due to frictional pressure drop, effects of
different environments on each radiator, and effects of isolating some panels or ORU's.
Environmental
absorbed beat
Figure
Conduction through adhesive
Extrusion top surface node
Extrasion overall UA
Extrusion Inner wall node
conduction through ss
tube and epoxy
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Fluid in Fluid in
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13: Nodal Breakdown of Radiator Flow Tubes
Counter-flow Radiator Model
The baseline design of the ETCS radiators (described above) consists of two separate loops that
flow in alternating tubes of the radiators in the same direction. As a means of increasing the freeze
tolerance of the radiators, an alternative arrangement called counter-flow was considered in which the flow
in every other tube was in the opposite direction. The arrangement of the manifolds for the parallel
(baseline) and the counter-flow option are shown in Figure 14. In the counter-flow option, conduction
between loops through the face sheet is very important since the cold end (outlet) of each flow tube is
heated by the warm two-phase end of the adjacent tube(s). Results from this study will be presented in
addition to the results for the baseline design.
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14: Schematic of the Radiator Panel Manifolds for Parallel and Counterflow
Detailed Radiator Model Analysis Results
The models were analyzed at steady-state and transient conditions for a variety of cases as
described below. The Space Station configuration analyzed was the Man Tended Capability (MTC) stage
with only one of the radiator ORUs deployed.
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MTC Configuration. Warm Case
The MTC configuration model was analyzed at 15 kW heat load and an equivalent effective sink
temperature of -50°F (-45.5°C). The heat load was equally split between loops A and B. The results for
the two loops were identical and are shown in Table 2, The results indicated that 2-phase ammonia with a
vapor quality of 0.967 at 29.3°F (-1.5°C) enters the radiators and exits as subcooled liquid at -32.7°F
(-35.9°C). 72.6% of the length of each flow tube was condensing and the rest was subcooling the flow.
The panel overall fin efficiency under these conditions was 0.762. The panel overall fm efficiency is the
ratio of panel actual heat rejection to ideal heat rejection ffthe _mperatu_ of all the face sheet nodes were
equal to the temperature of the hottest face sheet node.
Table 2 : Results of the MTC LT loop analysis
at -50 ° F sink temperature
,'lowk.te H_.atl.md
Lblhr [KW]
Loop A 0.498 7.5
Loop B 0.498 7.5
29.37 0.967
29.37 10.967
o.ua _ma_
rempll_ Fraction
-32.7 0.7_
-32.9 0.7_
MTC Configuration. Cold Case
An effective sink temperatures of -95°F (-70.5°C) was used to represent a typical radiator cold
environment (no freezing). The results of the MTC configuration analysis for a 15 kW total heat load are
shown in Table 3. The results indicated that the ammonia outlet temperature was subeooled at -83.9°F
(-64.4°C).
The model was run for the same cold case conditions as above with a radiator counter-flow
configuration to examine the effectiveness of the counterflow design in raising the radiator outlet
temperature. The results shown in Table 3 indicated that the radiator outlet temperature was 84.5°F (47°(2)
warmer for the counter-flow case. The ammonia temperature profiles in each flow tube for the parallel and
counter-flow cases are shown in Figure 15. The results indicated that although condensation was
completed faster in the counter-flow case, the subcooling of the condensate flow at the outlet was much
less due to heat leak from the 2-phase ammonia in the adjacent tube. The coldest ammonia temperature in
the counter-flow case was -60°F (-51.1°C) and occurred in the middle of the panel. The panel overall fin
efficiencies for the parallel and counter-flow cases were 0.54 and 0.55, respectively.
Parallel
flow
_amnter-
flow
Table 3 :
Flow Rate
Lldhr
Results of the MTC LT loop analysis
at -95 ° F sink temperature
II II
7.5
7.5
Temp _ quality
I
29.1 0.97
29.1 0.97
Outlet Conde-dng
Temp IF] Fraction
_3.9 0.48
0.6 0.29
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Figure 15: Ammonia Temperature Profile in Flow Tube A for Parallel and Counterflow
Radiator Freeze Prevention Studies
Under low heat loads and very cold environments when the effective sink temperature falls below
the freezing temperature of ammonia (-108°F, -78°C), the fluid in the radiators may freeze. This leads to
very high local pressures inside the flow tubes when frozen ammonia begin to thaw. During the SSF
ETCS design process, the problem of radiator freezing (and subsequent thawing) was addressed One
approach was to try to increase the radiator condensate return temperature in cold cases without limiting its
heat rejection capability in hot cases. Other approaches allowed the ammonia to freeze and thaw under
controlled conditions. Several of the options which were investigated using the detailed SINDA/FLUINT
radiator models are presented here.
Freeze Prevention by Radiator Poinfin_
The MTC configuration of SSI_ was analyzed with two heat loads at transient conditions using a
cold case environment (orbit angle Beta--0 °, beginning of life surface properties) and different radiator
orientations. The results are shown in Table 4. The coldest environment was the "edge-to-sun on the sun
side"/"edge-to-earth on the dark side" (ETS/ETE) orientation, which resulted in radiator freezing for some
Table 4 : Summary of the results of MTC configuration transient analysis under
cold environment at [3=0, for different radiator panels orientation
PANEL " _ _" Condensate return temp. •
ORIENTATION NO. of
Panels [° F]
sunside/darkside.._i _.......................:_ ::._..... 4.0 kw.......... |L2. kw. . _.
i
ETS/ETE
ETS/FTE
FTE/FTE
45°-to-e_rl.h
8
8
8
8
freezing
-106
-29 to-51
-62 to-75
fr_zing
-95 to .100
-33 to-81
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parts of the orbit for both heat loads. The "face-to-earth on the sun side"['f_e-to-earth on the dark side"
(FTE/FTE) orientation was the warmest environment, but resulted in a reduced heat rejection capacity of
the radiators on the sun side of the orbit. The results indicated that the situation was improved and
freezing was prevented as panel orientation was changed to face the earth on the dark side of each orbiL
However, the large pitch angle in the SSF torque equifibrium attitude (TEA) significantly fimited the
possibility of radiator pointing to modifying the radiator environment, and resulted in environments that
were much colder. Therefore, this option alone was not sufficient to prevent radiator freezing.
Freeze Prevention by Itlclcasing BPRV Liouid Flow or Heatine Radiators
Using the SINDA/FLUINT models_ a study was conducted to examine the feasibility of other
options such as incre_ing the BPRV liquid servo flow or electrically healing radiator flow tubes in order
to prevent radiator freezing (ref. 4). The 4-orbit cold case design sink temperature prof'de for Beta=0 ° and
TEA=O °, shown in Figure 16, was used in the study. The results of the study showed that increasing
BPRV servo flow had no significant effects on radiator outlet temperature. The change in radiator outlet
temperature was negligible even when BPRV servo flow rate was increased by 20 times its normal value.
Next, the model was analyzed at 3.35 kW heat load with simulated electrical heaters bonded to the
extrusion tubes. The heaters were turned on only during the dark side of each orbit. The results indicated
that 5.28 kW of electrical power was required in order to maintain radiator outlet temperatures above -90°F
(-67.8°C). Use of that much power would have an unacceptable impact on SSF.
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Cold Case Sink Temperature Profile for Coldest Panel
Freeze Prevention with Counter-flow Radiators
The counter-flow radiator design (described above) was another option that was considered since it
does not increase the weight of the radiators and does not require any additional components. This option
eventually gave way to a SSF design solution in which some of the condensate tubes were allowed to
freeze and thaw without bursting. For the SSF case, the freeze/thaw design solution was used since it
works even when one of the low temperature loops is not flowing; however, in other applications the
counter-flow option may be the best design solution to deal with radiator freezing.
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A casewasrunusingthe MTC model at low loads (3.35 kW per loop), using the.coldest panel
environment for Beta--0 and TEA=-45 ° as shown in Figure 17. The results of the analysis using the
parallel-flow (baseline) option are shown in Figure 18. The results showed that freezing of ammonia
occurred at subfreezing sink temperature parts of the orbiL The results of the analysis with the counter-
flow model are shown in Figure 19. Unlike the parallel flow case, the coldest fluid temperature in the
countec-flow design occurs at the middle of the radiator panels since the condensate return flow at the
oudet of each robe is warmed up by the 2-phase flow at the inlet of the adjacent tubes. Figure 19 shows
the radiator condensate return temperature as well as the radiator coldest fluid temperature and indicates
that the freezing problem was eliminated by the counter-flow option.
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Detailed Radiator Models Summary
SINDA/FLUINT is a powerful tool for detailed analysis of complicated thermal and fluid systems.
The detailed models developed at JSC for the analysis of the Space Station ETCS radiators have been
essential in predicting performance of the radiators for many nominal and off-nominal conditions of
practical interest. The models have been used to study such design problems as response to orbital
environment transients and radiator freezing.
IDEAL GAS SYSTEMS
The Space Shuttle's ATCS, the SSF Internal Thermal Control System, and the flow of propellant
are all aerospace systems involving single-pt/ase liquid flow. In addition to these applications, the tilling
and evacuation of rigid containers by a gas is another situation where single-phase flows are encountered.
From thermodynamics, when a gas is compressed or expanded isentropically and adiabatically, its
temperature will increase or decrease, as described by the integrated, isentropic forms of the Gibb's
equation (decompression) or the fn'st law of thermodynamics (compression) modified by the ideal gas law
[eqn. I]. However, if this gas is contained in a non-adiabatic tank, heat transfer with the side walls will
affect the thermal responseof the gas and the simple equations relating pressure and temperature will be
complicated. In general, the introduction of heat transfer terms into these governing equations prevents a
closed-form solution and a numerical model must be developed. The SINDA/Fi.,UiNT program can be
used to solve these problems.
The Basic SINDA/FLUINT Model
Figure 20 presents the schematic of a basic SINDA/FLUINT model that can be used the predict
pressurization and depressurization of gaseous system. The gas storage container is represented by the
TANK option which allows calculation of transient pressure and temperature changes as mass is removed
from or added to the system. To account for possible environmental heat losses, the TANK is tied
thermally to a SINDA model (or an individual node) of the storage container by the use of a convection
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heattransfer (HTU) tie. The value of this tie must be determined for each sp_,cific application. System
flow rates are controlled by the MFRSET (Mass Flow Rate SET). The plenum (PLEN) is used to
represent an infinite source of supply gas or a reservoir to dump the exhaust gas. The TANK is connected
to the PLEN by an STUBE (Short TUBE) which can, if User Logic is employed, represent a pressure
drop device (such as a regulator or an orifice). The working fluid is modeled as an ideal gas by using
8000 series fluid data blocks.
To ensure that this model was properly developed, the predicted final tempermmc.s were compared
against the theoretical results for adiabatic filling and isentropie, emptyinl_ processes for dry air. For a
tank emptying process with constant thermophysical properties, the equauon for the final temperature is
(ref. 5),
Yi [11
Tf = k-1
where Tf is the final temperature, Ti is the initial temperature, Pf is the final pressure, Pi is the initial
pressure and k is the ratio of the specific heats.
For a filling process, the following equation may be used (ref. 6),
kPtTinTi
Tf= (pf_ Pi)Ti + kPiTin [21
where Tin is the temperature of the inlet gas.
For the range of parameters to be considered here, the predicted results from the SINDA/FLUINT
model were within 0.5 °F (0.3 K)of the theoretical results of both equations. The slight discrepancy is due
to use of constant properties (k) in the theoretical equations, while the numerical model employs variable
properties. From this comparison study, it was felt that the model was properly developed for filling and
evacuation processes.
Simulates Pressure Regulator by
Pressure Gradient Input
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Figure 20: Schematic of the Gaseous System SINDA/FLUINT Model
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Space Station Freedom Airiock
Duringthelife of the Space Station Freedom (SSF), the crews will be required to perform a variety
of Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVAs), in order to maintain the station. Before entering the vacuum of
space, the EVA teams will perform a variety of breathing exercises to condition themselves for the EVA.
Once these breathing exercises are completed, the crew enters the alrlock, evacuates the chamber by using
a vacuum pump and journeys outside.
If during the EVA (or some other time) a crew member is exposed to a low pressure environment,
it is possible that he will experience decompression sickness (the bends). To avoid returning to Earth and
to provide quick medical treaunent, the SSF airlock will be used as a hyperbaric treatn_nt facility. To
perform this medical treatment process, the zirlock is pressurized to 2.8 atmospheres and the affected crew
member(s) undergo a variety of breathing exercises. To reduce the high temperatures associated with
compression, a heat exchanger is included as pan of the airiock hardware.
As evident from equations [1] and [2], the gases within the airlock will exhibit substantial changes
in temperature. In addition to fluid temperature variations due to pressure changes, heat transfer to the side
walls and heat removal by the heat exchanger will also affect system response. To understand how these
phenomena interact and affect the airiock gas temperature and pressure, a detailed model including all the
aforementioned effects was developed.
Develooment of the Numerical Model
-Figure 21 shows a schematic of the airlock which is depicted as a right circular cylinder, 6.22 ft
(2.00 meters) in diameter and 8.22 ft (2.50 meters) in length. Located on one wall of the airiock is a fan
and cross-flow heat exchanger assembly which is used to cool the chamber during hyperbaric operations.
Also included in this package is a centrifugal vacuum pump which is used to depressurize the chamber for
EVAs.
Before a numerical model of this system could be developed, certain simplifying assumptions for
both the air and specific mechanical aspects of the airlock were made. These assumptions are listed below.
1) The gases within the airlock may be considered ideal. For the conditions examined here, the
compressibility factor (Z in most thermodynamics textbooks (ref. 6)) is nearly unity, indicating ideal gas
conditions. As a result, the thermophysical properties of gas considered varies only with temperature.
2) At any given time, the gas within the chamber is at a uniform temperature. That is, there are no
temperature gradients across the airlock gas.
3) Since the flow inside the airlock during the withdrawal process is low velocity and laminar, convection
effects will be ignored. On the other hand, during hyperbaric operations the fan is on and produces
substantial flow velocities. To account for this convection, the heat transfer coefficient will be the same as
that of the Space Shuttle.
4) Due to the lack of gravity, there are no natural convection effects.
5) The gas is dry so heat transfer effects due to condensation ate ignored.
6) The gas within the airlock is not a participating media.
7) The afirlock is constructed out of 6061 aluminum and at a uniform temperature.
8) The heat exchanger is modeled using the NTU method (ref. 7).
9) There are no heat losses to the environment.
Figure 22 shows a schematic of the SINDA/FLUINT airlock model, which is the same as the
model shown in Figure 20 with several minor modifications. The gas is represented with the TANK
option and is tied to a single thermal diffusion (time-dependent) node which represents the airiock's metal
mass so that convective heat transfer effects can be included. The PLEN represents either the hyperbaric
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chargingtanks or the vacuum of space. The MFRSET has been replaced by.a VFRSET (Volume Flow
Rate SET) to provide a more accurate representation of the vacuum pump.
The hyperbaric heat exchanger is modeled with its own loop, and more specifically with a pair of
junctions. To determine its heat removal rate, the following approach was taken. First, the NTU method
(ref. 7,8) was applied using the characteristics of a preliminary heat exchanger design (ref. 9) and its outlet
air temperature was determined. With the outlet thermodynamic state determined, the CHGLMP (C'HanGe
LuMP) opdon was used to alter the current state to the new and more accurate condition and the HTRLMP
(HeaTeR LUMP) option was used to hold the current state. The H'IRLMP option maintains the desired
thermodynamic state by supplying an appropriate heat load at the downsueam junction.
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Figure 21: Schematic of SSF Airlock.
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Figure 22: Schematic of the SINDA/FLUINT Airlock Model.
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Deoressurization Results
The model was fast used to predict the thermal response of the airlock gas as it is depressurized
from 10.2 psia (70.3 kPa) to 0.5 psia (3.4 kPa). For this situation, three depressurization times were
considered: 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 minutes. Since the hyperbaric heat exchanger does not operate during this
phase of airlock operations, the HTRLMP option was taken out of the model. In addition, since
convectionisminiscule,thevalue of theheattransfertiewas settozero.
Figure 23 shows the predicted thermal response of the airlock gas for the three cases with an inlet
charge air temperature of 70 °F (294.3 K). Since there is no heat transfer for any of these cases, they all
reach the same minimum temperature of-235 °F (125 K). While these low temperatures may be
encountered, it should be noted that the crew members will be suited and should remain unaffected.
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Figure 23: Predicted Airlock Depressurization Gas Temperature Response
H _voerbaric Results
The model was next used to determine the thermal response of the airlock gas during hyperbaric
pressurization to 2.8 atmospheres for three different cases with a pressurization rate of 13.2 psi/min (91.0
kPa/min), 70 °F (294.3 K) charge air and an equipment heat load of 1440 Watts. The fu'st case
considered an adiabatic situation. The second case included convection with the side walls. Finally, the
last case considered the combined effect of the heat exchanger and convective heat transfer.
Figure 24 shows the predicted temperature response of the airlock gas for the three test cases
examined. These results show that heat nansfer effects can substantially reduce gas temperatures.
Specifically, when convection is include the maximum temperature is reduced by approximately 50 OF
(28 K) while the operation of the heat exchanger reduces the maximum temperature another 50 °F (28 K)
to a comfortable range.
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Figure 24: Predicted Temperature Response for Three Different Heat Transfer Cases
During normal operations,the chargeair tanks will be heatedand cooled by radiative heat u'ansfcr
with the environment. It is estimated that due to this heat transfer, the temperature of the charge ah- may
vary from 70 °F (294.3 K) to 0 °F (255.4 K). As indicated by equation [2], for a filling process, the final
temperature is influenced by the incoming gas temperature, so it follows that charge air temperature will be
important during hyperbaric operations. To examine the effect of chargeair temperatureon system
response, four inlet air temperature were used: 10 °F (261 K), 30 °F (272.1 K), 50 °F (283 K), and 70 °F
(294.3 K). The charge air was used to pressurize the chamber to 2.8 arm at 13.2 psiJmin while the heat
exchanger was operating.
Figure 25 presents the thermal response of the alrlock gas during pressurization for the four charge
air temperatures. From these results it is clear that the temperature of the incoming air plays an important
role in chamber temperature response.
Airlock Model Summry and Conclusions
From this study, it was found that convective heat u'ansfer is impo.,".antin determining airlock gas
temperature. By using the heat exchanger, the severity of the high temperatures associated with the
compression processes will be lessened. Finally, depress temperatures are low but should be no problem
for suited asu'onauts.
The Simplified Aid for EVA Rescue Device
During the construction phase of the Space Station, astronauts will be required to perform many
long--duration EVAs. While conducting these EVAs, it is possible that an astronaut may become separated
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from theSSFtethers and float free. Since the Space Shuttle cannot maneuvL-r safely in this construction
environment and retrieve the wayward astronaut, an alternative rescue approach must be employed.
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Figure 25: Predicted Response for Four Different Inlet Gas Temperatures
One possible rescue method employs the Simplified Aid For EVA Rescue (SAFER) system. Here,
before the EVA begins, a small thruster back pack is attached to the rear of the astronaut's space suit, and
then worn throughout the duration of the spa_ walk. This back pack consists of four main propulsion
thrusters and 12 smaller course correction nozzles, all of which arc fed high pressure, non-reacting gas
from a storage tank. Currently, the supply gas is xenon, since it requires the smallest containment vessel
compared to other candidate gases. Due to its high molecular weight, gas leakage is minimal (ref. 10). If,
during the EVA, an emergency arises, the SAFER system is activated, the asu'onaut fires the thrusters and
guides himself to a place of safety.
As can be shown by the governing equations for supersonic nozzle flow (rcf. 11), the performance
of the SAFER thrusters depends almost exclusively on the thermodynamic state and properties of the
working fluid at the inlet of the propulsion nozzles which is supplied from the storage tank. Since mass is
removed from the storage tank during SAFER operation, expansion effects will cause the state within the
storage tank to change, ultimately affecting the inlet conditions to the nozzles. In addition, the gas storage
boule radiates to deep space and cools (it may lose heat for six to ten hours before the the thrusters are
fired), creating lower tank pressures and temperatures which affect nozzle performance when the flu'asters
are required. As a result (and as will be shown), the choice of fluid and thermal response of the storage
tank have a significant impact on the performance, size and weight of the SAFER system.
Develooment of the Numerical Models
The SAFER system presents several unique heat transfer and thermodynamic situations which do
not lend themselves to simple closed-form solutions. First, the transient cooling of the storage tank by
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radiative heat transfer to deep space is described by a non-linear differcntial,c0uation, and except for a few
idealized cases cannot be solved. The SAFER system cannot be treated as an _dcalized thermal radiator,
since it also exhibits conduction and re-radiation, complicating the problem and making an analytical
solution impossible. Second, the propulsion thrusters are supersonic nozzles and their lYcrformance is
determined by nozzle inlet and storage tank conditions, but the storage tank pressure and temperature arc
dependent upon the mass flow rate out of the thrusters. It is clear then from the above examples, that both
situations are quite complex and numerical models must be developed.
Stora_,e Tank Model
- The first situation to be examined was the radiative cooling of the storage tank gas before the
thrusters are fired, since these results are important in the development and analysis of the thruster model.
This model considers the heat loss of the gas and gas containment system to deep space during the EVA,
before any propellant is used.
Figure 26 presents a simple schematic of the propellant tank. Here, the xenon gas is contained in a
rigid metal pressure vessel, which is protected from meteoroid impacts by a thin metal shield. The entire
apparatus is then placed in a holding mount within the plastic (maybe fiberglass) SAFER shell and
surrounded with Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI). The gaps between the spheres may be evacuated or filled
with MLI. The dimensions listed on this figure are only preliminary (ref. 11) since many factors (choice
of nozzle, amount of line heating, amount of gas), which have yet to be accurately determined, influence
the tank size.
SAFER
SHELL (D = 7.5 IN)
METEOROID
SHIELD
(D : 7.25 IN)
XENON PRESSURE
GAS VESSEL (D = 7.0 IN)
Figure 26: Schematic of the Storage Tank
Before the numerical model was developed, cecatin simplifying as,;umptions were made.
Assumptions were made for both the gas and its holding vessel and these are listed below.
1) The pressure vessel and meteoroid shield are consmacted out of stainless steel.
2) Xenon is the only gas considered. The model will be developed so that other gases can be considered.
3) Preliminary weight estimates are; 16.0 Ibm (7.25 kg) for xenon, 10.6 Ibm (4.80 kg) for the pressure
vessel, and 0.5 Ibm (0.23 kg) for the meteoroid shield (ref. 11).
4) The pressure vessel, meteoroid shield and SAFER shell are treated as concentric spheres. The
conduction and radiation conductors for this situation are found by the method outlined in reference 9.
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5) Only the worst case cooling situation will be considered. That is, there i_'no incident radiation from the
Sun, SSF, Space Shuttle or Earth on any portion of the SAFER system.
6) MLI is used as the insulating material.
7) When appropriate, there is no conduction between spheres.
8) No fluid is withdrawn from the tank, since this model examines the quiescent fluid before thruster
firing.
9) Radiating surfaces have an effective emissivity of 0.05.
The development of a SINDANLUINT model for the stomp tank is a relatively simple task.
First, each piece of the storage tank assembly is considered a model node and its thermal capacitance is
determined (mass multiplied by specific heat). Next, the heat transfer conductors between the each node
are determined by using the methods outlined in References I and 7. With this accomplished, a boundary
condition (node) is set for deep space at - 460 °F (-273.2 K) and the FWDBCK method (ref. I) is used to
determine the transient cooling process.
Storage Tank Model Rcsuhs
In order to understand what factors influence the radiative cooling of the storage tank and to
suggest appropriate control methods, several test cases must be examined. For the present study, five
cases were examined. Four of the five cases considered radiation as the sole means of heat transport to the
deep space environment. That is, the heat transfer between the containment spheres occurs only by
thermal radiation. Using Figure 26 as a guide, the four radiation cases considered are: xenon only (Case
l), xenon and the pressure vessel (Case 2), xenon, the pressure vessel and the meteoroid shield (Case 3),
xenon, the pressure vessel, the meteoroid shield and Se SAFER shell (Case 4). Case 5 considers the
same conditions as Case 4 except the evacuated spaces between the spheres is filled with MLI (12 layers)
which has an effective emissivity, _*, of 0.05. For all cases, heat is eventually rejected to the cold
environment of space by radiation, over a maximum period of 16 hours.
Figure 27 presents the transient thermal response of the storage tank gas for the five insulating
cases as they radiate heat to space over a period of 16 hours. These results are also summarized in Table
5. As can be seen, Case 1 (xenon only) exhibits substantial and unacceptable cooling; however, with the
inclusion of the pressure vessel (the minimum design requirement), the temperature drop is severely
reduced, since there is additional mass which must cooled. The use of the meteoroid shield substantially
reduces the heat loss, since it acts as a thermal radiation shield (heat u'ansfer barrier). Similarly, the
inclusion of the SAFER holding shell further'reduces the heat losses. When the entire system is
considered, with the MLI included, the heat leak is _nimal (4 °F (2.2K) after 16 hours), indicating that a
passive scheme can provide acceptable results and eliminate the need for a heater on the pressure vessel.
The Stora_,e Tank/I'hnaster Model
Figure 28 presents a simple schematic of the thruster system. Here, gas from the storage umk
flows into a pressure regulator to ensure that a constant pressure is maintained at the nozzle inlet over the
entire time of thruster operation. The working fluid then flows from the regulator outlet to the thruster
nozzles where it is expanded isentropicaliy in a supersonic nozzle to provide thrust for the back pack.
Since a thruster design (manufacturer) has yet to be chosen, the exact working pressures, temperatures,
nozzle areas and flow rates of this system are not known.
Before the thruster model was developed, the following simplifying assumptions were made:
1) All the candidate gases (argon, xenon, nitrogen) are considered ideal, even at the storage tank condition
of 8000 psia. At the nozzle inlet (after the regulator) the pressures are low enough (approximately 500 -
1000 psia) that the gases behave ideally and the relationships for ideal supersonic flow may be used. The
appropriate governing equations will be presented shortly.
2) The regulator performs as an ideal throttling device (enthalpy is constant), thus for ideal gases there is
no temperature drop.
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Figure 27: Predicted Cooling of Storage Tank by Radiation for Five Insulating Cases
Table 5: Predicted Gas Storage Temperatures at Various Times for Different Insulating
Conditions with the Initial Temperature Set at 70 °F and the Deep Space Environment
Set at -460 °F.
Insulating Temperature Temperature
Condition After 6 Hours After 10 Hours
(°F) (°F)
Case 1 0 -25
Case 2 50 40
Case 3 65 60
Case4 66 64
Case 5 68 67
3) The convection in the storage tank due to mass removal may be modeled as described in reference 12.
4) The thermalmodel developed to predictenvironmentalheat leakmay b¢ incorporatedintothis model.
5)The thrustersand regulatorperformance willbe based on themost recentlyavailabledata(ref1I).The
model willbe builtinsuch a way as toaccomnxxlate changes influ'usterdesign.
6) The storagetank volumes of thethreegasesincubic feet(meters)are;0.223 (0.0063I),0.122
(0.00345),0.307 (0.00869) forargon,xenon and nitrogen,respectively.
Figure 20 was used to model the SAFER system. The storage tank is represented by the TANK
option which allows calculation of transient pressure and temperature changes as mass is removed from
the tank. To account for the environmental heat loss, the TANK is tied thermally to the previously
developed SINDA model of the storage container by the use of a convection heat u'ansfer (HTU) tie. The
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value of this tie is determined by the method outlined in reference 12 for determining convection in
exhausting spherical pressure vessels. The regulator is represented using the STUBE option and a junction
(JUNC). Since the storage tank pressure changes, user logic is employed in the main program to alter the
pressure across the STUBE (the HC term) so that the required pressure is maintained at the junction. This
junction also represents the inlet to the nozzle and it is here that inlet heating is applied. The nozzle is
modeled using an MFRSET where the mass flow of this device is governed by the following equation,
_f [k+l'_m = At*Po* _ * [31
where,At isthenozzlethroatarea,Po isthenozzleinletpressure,k istheratioof specificheats,Gc isthe
conversionfactor,R isthespecificgas constant,and To isthenozzleinletemperature.
SinceTo variesasthestoragetankisdepressurizedthemass flow rateisupdated ateach iteration.
Because At and Po arespecifictoa giventhruster,fllesequantifiesareinputtoequation[3].
STORAGE
TANK
PRESSURE THRUSTER
REGULATOR NOZZLE
Figure 28: Schematic of the SAFER System.
Results for the Storage Tank/Thruster Model
For the thruster study, two flow situations were examined. First, the model was run with and
without heating of the incoming gas to examine system response. Finally, three candidate gases (argon,
xenon, nitrogen) were examined for identical operating conditions to determine their individual effects on
the thermal response of the storage tank and system performance. For all cases considered, the initial
condition of the storage tank was g000 psia (55.2 MPa)and 70 °F (294.3 K).
The model was next run to examine the effect of heating the inlet gas on system performance.
Figure 29 shows the predicted thruster mass flow rate, with xenon as the working fluid, with and without
heating during a one minute operation period. For the heated condition, the nozzle inlet temperature is
maintained at the initial conditions of 70 °F (294.3 K), while for the unheated situation, the inlet nozzle
temperature is identical to the storage tank temperature. From these results, it is clear that inlet heating is
beneficial, since at the end of the run an approximately 30% greater mass flow rate is required to maintain
the same performance. In other words, without inlet heating, propellant will be consumed at a faster rate.
Of course, this problem could be alleviated by using a larger storage tank; however, the SAFER system
would be larger and bulkier.
To further examine what factors influence system performance, the model was next run f_ three
different working fluids for identical operating conditions, including heating of the inlet gas to 70 °F
(294.3 K). Figure 30 presents the thermal response of the storage tank for one minute of thruster
operation. Here, niu'ogen shows a substantially higher tank temperature than the other two gases. Since
the thermal response of the gas within the tank is governed by the equation [1], it follows that gases with
higher k values will produce lower tank temperatures during depressurization. Since argon and xenon
have higher values of k than nitrogen, it follows that their storage tank temperatures must drop more
quickly than nitrogen.
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Figure 29: Predicted Mass Flowrates for Heated and Unheated Inlet Gas
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Figure 30: Predicted Thermal Response of the Storage Tank for Three Candidate Gases
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While the results of Figure 30 suggest that nitrogen would need the l_east amount of inlet heating
(smallest temperature difference between the initial, 70 °F (294.3 K), and the tank temperature), attention
is directed to Figure 31 which shows that over the period of operation, xenon requires the least amount of
heating. For this situation, the heating of the gas can be detennined from the first law of _muxiynamics
(Q = mCp(70-TTank)) and of the three candidate gases, xenon has the lowest specific heat. As a result,
from a heating point of view, it recommended that xenon be used as the working fluid, since it requires the
least amount of heating.
PREDICTED NOZZLE INLE'f HE_TING
Figure 31: Predicted Heat Addition to Maintain the Inlet at 70°F for Three Gases
SAFER Summary and Conclusions
Two SINDA/FLUINT models have been developed to predict the wansient thermal and
hydrodynamic response of various components of the SAFER system and serve as a design tool. Since
the exact thruster design has yet to be chosen, the models have been built so that they can be easily
modified to handle any changes in working fluid, thruster design, insulating materials and pressure
regulators.
One model predicts the thermal response of the storage tank as it radiates to spa,_. Tht_ model
predicts that with a simple MLI insulating scheme and a meteoroid shield, there will be minimal heat leak
to the environment during the EVA time (sixteen hours or less).
The other model predicts the thermodynamic performance of the thrusters and the thermal response
of the storage tank during thruster operation. The results indicate that heating of the inlet gas is beneficial,
by reducing thruster mass flow rates, in turn reducing the size of the tank. In addition, preliminary results
indicate that xenon should be chosen as the propellant, since it requires the lowest heat input to maintain
the required conditions.
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CONCLUSION "'
Because of its versatility, SINDA/FLUINT has been applied to a wide variety of aerospace
problems at JSC and elsewhere. For different problems, different features of the code have been used.
Some aspects of the code which have been utilized at JSC include u'ansient simulation, boiling and
condensation, two-phase flow pressure &op, slip flow, multiple submodels and depressurization.
Several of these applications have been described in this paper. Use of SINDA/H.,UINT by the aerospace
community and others continues to increase as the capabilities of the code expand (ref. 13).
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SUMMARY
The capillary pumped loop (CPL) system is one of the most desirable devices to
dissipate heat energy in the radiation environment of the Space Station providing a
relatively easy control of the temperature. A condenser, a component of the CPL
system, is linked with a buffer evaporator in the form of an annulus section of a double
tube heat exchanger arrangement: the concentric core of the double tube is the
condenser; the annulus section is used as a buffer between the conditioned space and
the radiation surrounding but works as an evaporator. A CPL system with this type of
condenser is modeled to simulate its function numerically. Preliminary results for
temperature variations of the system are shown and more investigations are suggested
for further improvement.
INTRODUCTION
A capillary pumped loop (CPL) system consists of an evaporator pump, a
condenser, a subcooler, a vapor transport line, a liquid transport line and a storage tank
with a possible starter pump (Ku and others, 1986; Neiswanger and others,1987; Kim,
1990). The condenser structured as a concentric core of a double tube heat exchanger
dissipates heat energy to an evaporator, which is the annulus section of the double tube
exchanger, so that the fluid in the core condenses while the fluid in the annulus section
evaporates. A CPL system equipped with a condenser having a two-phase/two-phase
double tube heat dissipation structure is to be simulated numerically. A schematic block
diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and illustrates the control devices of its flow.
The system has two different types of evaporator pumps, each of which has twelve
units of evaporator pumps, double two-phase heat exchanger (call DBTPHX) system,
which has six DBTPHX units as shown in Fig.2, a subcooler next to the DBTPHX system
with a non-condensible gas collector, long liquid and vapor lines, a sub-system of control
devices consisting of valves and fluid meters and a reservoir with a starter pump. In
order to have a manageable simulation system, certain assumptions are made: (1) A
cold plate evaporator pump replaces a hybrid evaporator so that two identical cold plate
evaporator pumps are a set of evaporator pumps; (2) fan-shape inlet and exit sections
of the DBTPHX (Fig.2) are assumed to be an assembly of six straight tubes in the same
level of elevation; (3) the non-condensible gas(NCG) collector in the subcooler does not
affect the performance of the system; (4) the flow control devices for the system is not
included in the model in question; and (5) the storage tank behaves as an infinite source
with constant properties. Such assumptions result in the block diagram as shown in
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Fig.3.
Starting from the end of the subcooler, a few key points are identified as J1001,
J1002 .....J1005 along with the Line 101, Plen 999, evaporator, Line 401, TEMP2C
condenser, TEMP3C evaporator, TEMP2C subcooler and Rl14 chiller. A code known
as SINDA'85/FLUINT (Cullimore and others, 1989) is employed for the simulation scheme
and similar notations to those of SINDA'85/FLUINT are used in Fig.3. Details of these
components consisting of an entire simulation model are illustrated in the following
sections.
EVAPORATOR PUMP SYSTEM
Cross-sections of the evaporator pump in two directions are shown in Figs.4a and
4b. Fig.4c illustrates how the liquid flow evaporates. The cold plate evaporator
pump(EVP) with twelve(12) EVP's, twelve isolators are shown in Fig.4d, and a simplified
model is indicated within the cross-hatched area in Fig.4d with one unit of the heat-pump
and an isolator attached to it. Fig.4e explains the cross-section of the circular heat-pump
and attached plates. Based on this figure of the combined cross-section, an approximate
method for the extended surface theory is used. Namely, at the mid point of the plate,
the temperature is the maximum and the temperature at the tube is a fixed temperature.
Therefore, an approximate fin efficiency is used for an average temperature(or
conductance) as far as the plate is concerned. The radial cross-section of the EVP has
40 internal grooves in the outer shell. From a header, liquid enters the isolator,
permeates the porous layer, reaching the core of the EVP. Once the liquid reaches the
groove surface through permeation, heat transfer from the outside causes vaporization
of the liquid. Evaporated fluid is pushed to the grooves(Fig.4c) and to the vapor header
and enters the vapor transport line. Cullimore (1989) successfully demonstrated a
numerical model by using a MACRO command, CAPPMP. Therefore, his method is
employed for the EVP system. The capacity of the EVP system is assumed to be 400
watts.
DOUBLE TWO-PHASE HEAT-EXCHANGER SYSTEM
In the DBTPHX, the condenser is a inner circular tube coupled with an evaporator
which is the annulus section of the DBTPHX. The inner tube has axial grooves internally
and externally and porous material layers occupy the space next to the grooves in the
annular section and the core section, respectively, so that liquid, from capillary action can
permeate the grooves and the porous layers.
Six DBTPHXs connected in parallel function as the condenser and are designated
as TEMP2C. The layer of porous material, Porex, enhances condensation in the internal
grooves. Six DBTPHX evaporators connected in parallel are designated as TEMP3C.
The layer of Porex directs the liquid flow in one desired direction. Porex has a
permeability of 2.3x10E-13.
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From the inlet of TEMP2C a vapor enters internal groo_/es of the internal tube,
condenses on the surface of the porous layer and permeates the porous layer, reaches
the core cavity and leaves the TEMP2C from the core section of the DBTPHX. From the
inlet of TEMP3C (the exit side of TEMP2C), liquid flows into the annulus section where
the porous layer is placed. The porous layer has grooves in the metal outer shell side.
As the liquid permeates the porous layer, it reaches the external grooves of the internal
tube, starts evaporating because of heat transferred from the condenser, then is pushed
into the grooves, leaving TEMP3C from the annulus section. From this exit, it is possible
for a mixture of saturated liquid and vapor to leave TEMP3C.
Figs. 5a and 5b show an axial cross-section and a radial cross-section,
respectively. Six of the fan-shaped inlet and exit sections are represented by a single
straight tube of the same size at the same elevation then duplicates six times.The core
section from which the liquid leaves TEMP2C has an isolator then a liquid header follows.
Due to heat transfer from TEMP2C to TEMP3C across the metal tube, it is plausible to
consider that the quality of condenser fluid changes from unity to zero, while the quality
of evaporator fluid changes from zero to unity. For simplicity, the variations of fluid
quality in TEMP2C and TEMP3C are assumed to be linear as shown in Fig.6. To the
mid point of TEMP2C, and TEMP3C, the qualities remain unchanged then change linearly
to the locations from the mid point of the DBTPHX. In the present study, the length of
the DBTPHX is divided into ten segments. Accordingly, the quality will be assigned for
TEMP2C and TEMP3C.
SUBCOOLER AND Rl14 CHILLER
The subcooler of the CPL has a complicated structure for a vapor trap to cope with
non-condensible gas in the subcooler. Considering that the amount of noncondensible
gas is relatively small in comparison with the flow rate, the vapor trap is not modeled in
the present study. In the location of the trap, a flat plate is placed. Similarly to the
evaporator pump plate, the half of the plate with the attached subcooler and the R114
chiller is considered to be like a fin having the minimum temperature at the mid point of
the contacting area between the subcooler and the chiller (see Fig.7). The fin efficiency
is assumed to be 80 per cent. The temperature variation along the transverse direction
is assumed to be rather small in comparison to that in the direction of the tube axis. For
each leg of the subcooler and the chiller a uniform temperature is assumed to exist and
the 180 degree bends connecting four legs are considered to be adiabatic. This is to be
handled with a MACRO command of SINDA'85/FLUINT.
The subcooled liquid passes through the liquid transportation line which is
considered adiabatic. A pressure drop through this passage is added to the system
pressure loss. The liquid then enters the evaporator pump.
The liquid reservoir is added to the system model as a plenum, holding all the
properties as constant. A mixing process in the reservoir may not result in constant
properties, nonetheless, it is assumed a steady state process.
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INPUT FILE FOR THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
An input file for SINDA'85/FLUINT was constructed based on the following
Headers:
1. Header
2. Header
3. Header
4. Header
5. Header
6. Header
7. Header
8. Header
9. Header
10. Header
11. Header
12. Header
13. Header
14. Header
15.
16.
17.
18.
Options Data
Node Data,Plate
Conductor Data,Plate
Control Data
Source Data,Plate
Flow Data,TEMP2C
Flow Data,TEMP3C
Flow Data,STLTS
Flogic 0,TEMP2C
Flogic 0,TEMP3C
Flogic 1 ,TEMP2C
Flogic 2,TEMP2C
Variables 1 ,Plate
Output Calls, TEMP2C
Header Operation Data
Build DBTPHX,Plate
Build DBTPHX,TEMP2C,TEMP3C,STLTS
Call Fastic
Call Fwdbck
Conditional Call for Restar
Header Subroutine Data if any
End of data
Details of these headers are explained in the manual(Cullimoreand others,1989).
Diffusion submodels consist of the evaporator tube, its plate with the web,the internal
tube, the external tube of the DBTPHX and its subcooler and chiller bodies with the
plates. All of these submodels are represented by a diffusion model, PLATE. Node and
Conductor Data sections have the initial temperature,capacitance and conductance of
these submodels. The fluid submodels are TEMP2C, TEMP3C,and STLTL. TEMP2C
represents the evaporator pump, condenser, its subcooler and the transportation lines.
TEMP3C represents the buffer evaporator and STLTL represents the refrigerant chiller.
Transportation lines for liquid and vapor are adiabatic. The numbers for nodes,conductors,
lumps and connections of the EVP's are in 200's and the remaining numbers used for the
thermal and fluid submodels are listed in Table 1.
Using the standard notation for SINDA'85/FLUINT, one unit of EVP is illustrated
in Fig. 8 by using the notations of the code, whereby the macro command CAPPMP is
applicable.
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A symbolic diagram is drawn for the condenser/TEMP2C, (l_e evaporator/TEMP3C,
the subcooler/TEMP2C, and the R114 chiller in Fig. 9 with an aid of the standard
notations of SINDA'85/FLUINT for DBTPHX. The fluid transportation lines are modeled
by a MACRO command LINE. The subcooler/Ri14 chiller is modeled by a MACRO
command HX.
Table 1 Diffusion and Fluid Model Identifications
by a Range of Numbers
Liquid Transportation Line
Evaporator
Vapor Transportation Line
CondenserFr'EMP2C
Subcooler/'l'EMP2C
Evaporator/TEMP3C
R114 Chiller
Storage Tank
100 to 199
200 to 299
400 to 499
500 to 599
600 to 699
700 to 799
800 to 899
900 to 999
RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
A start-up performance is run as the first trial with a prepared file shown above.
With a surrounding temperature of 6.6 C,every component of the CPL system is at the
same temperature except the storage tank which is at 29 C. A heat load of 400 w is
applied to the cold plate EVP, and for a certain time period, performance of the system
is simulated. Computation is divided into two time zones: the first 2 minutes and the
following 28 minutes. In the 2 minute duration, the first step of the calculation was
Fastic's procedure to obtain a stable initial condition for the entire system. Thus, reaching
a stable condition, the Fwdbck procedure takes over the computation. The Fastic scheme
provides computations in an instantaneous equilibrium. The Fwdbck process involves an
implicit temperature expression in the way of the Crank-Nicolson(1947) computation
process(Cullimore and others,1989). This way,temperature-histories at the EVP plate,
the DBTPHX plate and the chiller are plotted for the first 2 minutes in Fig.10. Fig.11
exhibits temperature histories at those locations for the following 23 minutes with the
FWDBCK scheme. Some of the results by Neiswanger and others(1987) seem to show
that the trend of temperature rise is similar.
At about 25 minutes, a steady state is reached: the highest temperature at the
evaporator plate is 39.7 C and the fluid temperature of the evaporator pump is 38.4 C.
This tendency should be compared with that of an experimental result if any.
Results of shorter segments of DBTPHX were not included and the accuracy of
the current result has not been established with respect to the segment size.Other
parameters like the pressure,quality, heat transfer also have not been included. Other
operating conditions such as starting from a usual standard condition and a combination
of Fwdbck initially and STDSTL operations have not yet been tested with this input file.
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These analyses are ongoing at present and will continue until"satisfactory results are
obtained within a reasonable error limit.
In the process of computation, it was necessary to use the Fastic scheme initially
with the linear relationship for the quality along the half length from the mid point in both
TEMP2C and TEMP3C sides of DBTPHX. As a result, a stable result was obtained
within a few number of iterations in the Fastic calculation. Thereby, the Fwdbck
procedure was carried out further,eventually to lead to a steady state condition.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A CPL system with a DBTPHX condenser was analyzed to simulate performance
of the system with simplifying assumptions. The maximum temperature at the
evaporator plate reached 39.7 C. Further parameter studies should be done for better
results of temperature, pressure and quality distributions.No experimental results have
been compared to the present results. That comparison will be critical for refining the
input file.
In general, improvements can be made by increasing the number of the segments
for the DBTPHX for more accurate solution, because the process of Fwdbck gives stable
solutions but does not provide accurate solutions. Similarly, the evaporator pump and the
chiller legs should be divided into several segments and search for better solutions for
performance simulation is desirable. Other modeling methods for the DBTPHX may be
tested and their results should be compared with the result presented here.
The effect of the neighboring isolators on the liquid flow, and precise heat
convection coefficients at the evaporating and condensing surfaces in the grooves and
porous layers are not available. Those values that come from the subroutine are the
convection coefficients for the usual boiling and condensing conditions over a flat plate
or cylinder(ASHRE,1989; Chen, 1"963). The heat transfer coefficients used in this paper
may yield first order approximate performances, however,the average heat transfer
coefficient obtained from the NASA experiment (Neiswanger and Mclntosh, 1987;
Cullimore, 1989) will be used for further testing. Finally, deleting the simplifying
assumptions in making a working model will yield a satisfactory simulation.
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A SINDA '85 Nod_ Heat Transfer Rate C_culation User Subroutine
Derrick J. Cheston
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
SYMBOLS
C_ thermal capaci tance of node i
Gij linear conductance between nodes i and j
nonlinear conductance between nodes i and j
Qi impressed heat on node i
Q_,.._ linear energy transfer rate into node i
Di..u.._ nonlinear energy transfer rate into node i
Di.. total of a11 energy into node i
Ti temperature of node i
t time
SUMMARY
This paper describes a subroutine, CETQ, which was developed to compute the
heat transfer rates through all conductors attached to a node within a SINDA
'B5 thermal submodel. The subroutine was written for version 2.3 of SINDA
'BS. Upon calling GETQ, the user supplies the submodel name and node number
which the heat transfer rate computation is desired. The returned heat
transfer rate values are broken down into linear, nonlinear, source and com-
bined heat loads.
INTRODUCTION
SINDA '85 has many powerful subroutines and utilities which easily allow the
user to access temperature, capacitance, conductance, and heat source values
associated with thermal models. The ability to access these variables to
affect the solution is an invaluable attribute of SINDA 'BS.
Often, however, a user needs the value of the heat transfer rate to a node
through all conductors attached. The SINDA 'B5 Subroutine Library includes
subroutines which perform "energy maps" for selected nodes. The usefulness is
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limited by the fact the computed heat transfer rate information is output to a
file, and thus is not accessible during execution. If a user wants to access
the heat transfer rate values they must be calculated by logic input by the
user. The user must calculate the temperature difference between nodes and
multiply that value by the conductance between those nodes. An increasing
number of conductors attached required a disproportionate increase in logic
required.
The user subroutine CETQ, described herein, automated the procedure described
above. CETQ computes and returns the value of the sum of energy transfer
rates into a node.
GETQ FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The subroutine CETQ was written to compute and return the value of the sum of
the energy transfer rates to a given node. The finite difference form of the
energy equation used by SINDA '85 is shown below:
dTi N
The right hand side of Equation 1 consists of three terms which are described
as source, linear, and nonlinear terms. The source term, Qt represents the
impressed heat load onto the node. The linear term, Qi linear represents the
sum of the linear heat transfer rate into the node through all linear conduc-
tors. The term Qi n_ltnear represents the nonlinear heat transfer rate into the
node through all radiation conductors. The expressions for the linear and
nonlinear terms are shown below in equations (2) and (3) respectively:
N
The CETQ subroutine returns the values of Qi, Ql_linnr, Qi_nonlin,ar and the sum
of these three values, Qi,_-
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GETQ USAGE INSTRUCTIONS .."
The version of GETQ presented herein is written to be used as a user subrou-
tine. It could, with proper modification, be included as a local library
subroutine at the user's installation site. The person responsible for
installing or maintaining SINDA'85 at the user's site should be contacted to
perform this service.
Location of Subroutine
As a user subroutine, the GETQ subroutine should be included in the user's
SINDA'85 model in the SUBROUTINE logic block. The user must enter the text of
the subroutine. The CETQ Subroutine has been included as Appendix A. An
example of a SINDA'85 model which utilizes CETQ has been included as Appendix
B.
If this subroutine will be used often, the user may wish to use the SINDA'85
INCLUDE macroinstruction to simplify reuse.
Location of Call Statement
The CETQ subroutine can be called from any of the SINDA'85 logic blocks
(OPERATIONS, VARIABLES O, VARIABLES i, VARIABLES 2, OUTPUT CALLS, SUBROUTINE
DATA). However, since the temperature values and conductor values are
potentially time and temperature dependent, it follows that the heat transfer
rate values will represent more realistic values at the end of each solution
timestep. Therefore, the most appropriate location for the call to CETQ is in
VARIABLES 2 or OUTPUT logic blocks for either transient or steady state
analysis.
How to Call CETQ
The call statement to GETQ requires six arguments. The first two arEuments
are inputs, the remaining four are returned computed heat transfer rate
values.
In order, the arguments to CETQ are 1) a character string representing the
submodel name for the node of interest; 2) an integer value representing the
actual (user assigned) node number; 3) a real variable for storing Qt1,-e_; 4)
a variable for storing Qi n_l_; 5) a variable for storing Qt; 6) a variable
for storing QLIN+QRAD+QSR-C.
The user may use any properly defined variable names as arguments in the call
statement.
DEMONSTRATION OF USE
The CETQ subroutine is very helpful in isolating heat loss from a system into
the environment. An illustration of that capability is shown in the following
problem description.
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SampleProblem Description ':
A 1 kilogram mass aluminum is heated at a rate of 100 Watts. The exterior
surface of the mass has an area of .01 ms, an emissivity of .5 and a convec-
tion coefficient of 10 W/mZ-K. Assuming a specific heat of 900 5/kg-K, find
the heat loss to the environment via radiation and convection separately
during the first 30 minutes of heating. Assume the temperature is uniform
throughout the mass and that the initial temperature is 100 C. See Figure 1.
Figure 1. Schematic of Sample Problem
Sample Problem Input File
A SINDA '85 model of the above problem has been included as Appendix B.
The model has a call statement to CETQ in the OUTPUT logic block.
Since the desired output is the heat loss to the environment via convection
and radiation, the boundary node was chosen as the arEument to pass to the
CETQ subroutine. For this example, either of the two nodes would be suitable
candidates. If, however, the mass were composed of N nodes attached to the
boundary node, the boundary node would be the obvious choice of arguments to
CETQ. The other option would be to make N calls to CETQ to get the same
information.
Once the values of Ql__tn.ar, Qt ,_liu._, Qi, and Qi_.- are returned, the user can
use them as desired. In this case, the values are printed to a user file.
The user file has been included as Appendix C.
To further illustrate the benefits of this subroutine over the SINDA'85
Library Subroutines, NODMAP was also called from the OUTPUT loEic block.
NODMAP is one of the many Library Subroutines supplied with SINDA'85. The
output from the NODMAP subroutine has been included as Appendix D.
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USAGECAUTIONS
One Way Conductors
One-way conductors in SINDA'85 models are often causes of "ENERCY STABLE BUT
UNBAIANCED" caution messages generated by the processor. These messages
indicate an inability of SINDA 'B5 to account for the enerEy flowins out of a
node that has a one-way conductor attached. The CETQ Subroutine has the same
limitation. Therefore, the Qllinear term only accounts for the energy
through the one-way conductors which have node i as the downstream node.
Using GET(] with DRPMOD
If a user desires to drop a submodel from the current model build, m Library
Subroutine, DRPMOD, may be called. The user must be aware that although
DRPMOD causes the submodel to be dropped, any conductors which were attached
between the remaining built submodels and the dropped submodels will remain
active. The temperatures of the dropped submodel will be held constant at the
values prior to the DRPMOD call. For such cases, the energy flow calculations
performed by CETQ will reflect the temperature and conductance values of the
dormant model.
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Appendix A - GETQ User Subroutine
C...........s. ............ .....°.oo ...... ........ .......... ...........°..o ..... C
C SUBROUTINE GETO(SUB_ L, NODEA, QL I N, QRAD, OSRC, SUNO) C
C C
C AUTHQIt: DERRICK CHESTOH C
C VIERSiON : 1.0 C
C CREATED: OCTOBER 3, 1991 C
C UPDATED: AUGUST 15, 1992 C
C C
C FUNCTION: THE SUROUTINE CONFUTES THE NEAT TRANSFERRED TO A SPECIFIED NODE C
C FRON ALL ATTACHED NODES IN THE CURRENTLY BUILT NODEL, THIOUGH C
C ALL CURRENTLY BUILT CONDUCTORS. IT IS TYPICALLY USED TO CcNIqJTE C
C THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT FLOU INTO BOUNDARY NODES. C
C C
C ARGUNENTS: SUII_L " THE NANE OF THE SUSNODEL (CHARACTER) C
C NOOEA " THE ACTUAL NODE IAJNgER FOIl UHICN HEAT FLOU IS TO HE C
C COIgqJTED (INTEGER) C
C OLIN o RETURNED VALUE OF LIHENt HEAT TRANSFER INTO NODE (REAL)C
C _ - RETURNED VALUE OF NONLINEAJt NEAT TRANSFER INTO NODE C
C (REAL) C
C OSRC - RETURHED VALUE OF IMPRESSED HEAT LOAD INTO NODE (REAL) C
C mJ40 - SUN OF ABOVE THREE VALUES (REAL) C
C C
C CALLING: THIS ROUTINE SHOULD BE CALLED FROM VARIABLES 2 OR OUTPUT CALLS C
F SUIROUT I HE GETQ(SUBNDL, NODEA, QL1H,QRAD, QSRC, SUNQ)
CALL C(]1440N
F CHARACTER SUBHDL*(*)
F REAL*8 ORAD, QL ]N,OSRC, SUI¢Q
F INTEGER NODEA, GOFFST
******************************************************
C FIND RELATIVE NODE NUNBER, NREL FOR NCI)EA C
****************************************************
F CALL NCOTRN(SlAI_L, NODEA, NRE L)
__***--********************************************
C FIND LOCATION OF FIRST LINEAR CONDUCTOR C
C ATTACHED TO NODEA C
******************************************************
F GOFFST"O
F DO 10 I"I, NREL-1
F GOFFSTmGOFFST+NL ! H ( I )÷HRAD( I )
F 10 C_ITIBUE
_lrttwm_Iotttotottoto_ttttttottotoo_tttttt_tttt_tt C
C INITIALIZE RETURN VARIABLES TO ZERO C
F OLIN_O.O
F MADsO.O
F IIJI4Om0.O
cVlrdrVltk dVt_VrlH_Vl_k_k_lr t t_ dr • • • t tvl_kee t t t t freest • ttt _r t t _ e_egr_k_lk t t C
C FOR EACH LINEAR CONDUCTOR ATTACHED TO NODEA C
C FIND THE COIIDUCTANCE VALt_, GAB C
C FlED THE TENPERATURE AT THE END, TB C
C CONPUTE THE HEAT FLOU THROUGH CONDUCTOR, DQ C
C INCREASE THE OLIN BY DO C
C NEXT CONDUCTOR C
F DO 20 I-I,NLIN(HREL)
F GAN'_G(PG(GOFFST+| ))
F TIIsT(PT(GOFFST*/))
F DC_GAR*(TB'T(NREL))
F OLIN_QLIN_Q
F 20 CONT line
C FIND LOCATION OF FIRST IIONLINEAR CONDUCTOR C
C ATTACHED TO IIODEA C
F GOFFSTsGOFFST+HL ! N(HREL)
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Ct tk_QIlelkQ_dellktlkVl lklklkQ_k Ikft frQIk_ _Qt t Q _t _QQQ_Q _Q Q Q _Q_t C
C FOR EACH NONLINEAR CONDUCTORATTACHEDTO MOOEAC
C FIND THE CONDUCTANCEVALUE, GAB C
C FIND THE TEI4PERATUItEAT THE END, TB C
C CONPUTETHE HEAT FLOW THROUGHCONDUCTOR,DO C
C INCREASETHE OAADBY DO C
C NEXT CONDUCTOR C
**--***--**********************************
F DO 30 |nloNEAD(MREL)
F GNI=G(PGCGOFFST_i ))
F TII'T(PT(GOFFST+| ) )
F 9O_JUI*S[GNA*((TB-AIISZItO)v'I4.0- (T(IIIIEL) -MSZIIO)**4.0)
F elL4DIOUi)_G
F $0 CONTINUE
C CCNPUTE OSUN: OLIN + OSRC + ORN) C
F SlJI_._L I N+OIUILD.eQSRC
END
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Appendix B - SIN'DA '85 Model for Sample Problem
HEADEIt OPTIONS DATA
TITLE IUUqPLE PtIUSLEH DEJqONSTUTIHG GETO
CUTPUT,,ODOT.OUT
OIMPuCDOT .NAP
HEADER NODE DATA, BLOCK
I, 100., I._J00.
-99, 100., 1.0
NUD[R SOURCE DATA, ILOCK
1, 100.
HEADER OOlBUCTOR DATA, BLOCK
"1, 1, 99, .01".5 S RADIATIOB CONDUCTOR AREA*ENIS
:P, 1, 99, .01"10. $ CORYECTION CONOUCTOR AJtEA*CONVECTION COEFFICIENT
HEADER USER DATA, GLOBAL
GN_.Y81.0 S VNtlADLE FOR STORING IIIDRESSED NEAT RATE
liCOIfVsl.O S VAItlAJILE FOR ST01tlI_ CONVECTION NEAT TIUUliSFEN RATE
IULIN-I.O S VNIINILE FOR STORING UDIATIOR HEAT TItNiSFER RATE
OTOTL-I.0 S VAItlAOLE FOR STONING TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER RATE
NF.ODER CONTROL DATA, GLOBAL
SIGDAsS.6TT8E-8
NISTJ_-273.15
TINEND_60.*30. S STOP SOLUTION AT 30 MINUTES
OUTPUTe30. S OUTPUT INTERVAL 30 SECONDS
HEADER OPERATIONS DATA
BUILD ASSOLT,|LOCK
CALL FIDDCK
HF-ODER OUTPUT CALLS, BLOCK
CALL HETO(aNLOCK',99,QCONV,ONLIN,GAPPLY, OTOTL)
UltlTE(TI,IO0) TIHEN/60., QODNV, ORLIN
100 FORIMT(eTINE (fllHUTES) • w FIO.t,SX,
+ ICONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)•I,E12.S,SX,
+ #UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS) •e, E12.5)
CALL ICD_P(_BLOCK' ,99,1)
CALL TPRINT('ALL' )
HEADER IUIROUTINE DATA
C SUDROUT! HE G[TO(SUMDL, HODEA,QL ! N,ONAD, OSRC, SUNQ) C
C C
C AUTilOR: DERRICK CNESTON C
C VI[IISION: 1.0 C
C ORUTED: OCTOBER 3, 1991 C
C UPOATED: AUGUST 15, 1992 C
C C
C FUNCTION: THE BUgRCUTIHE _ES THE HEAT TRANSFERRED TO A SPECIFIED NODE C
C FROM ALL ATTACHEO NODES IN THE CURRENTLY BUILT IIODEL, THROUGH C
C ALL CURRENTLY BUILT CONDUCTORS. rr |s TYPICALLY USED TO COMPUTE C
C THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT FLOU INTO IKUIDARY IIODES. C
C C
C ARGUMENTS: SUBMDL - THE NMiE OF THE SUDNODEL (CHARACTER) C
C lioDEA - THE ACTUAL NODE NUMBER FOR lallCN NEAT FLOW IS TO BE C
C COMPUTED (INTEGER) C
C OLIN - RETURNED VALUE OF LINEN NEAT TRANSFER INTO NODE (BEAL)C
C GRAD - RETURNED VALUE OF NONLINEAR NEAT TUNSFER INTO NODE C
C (REAL) C
C CISRC - RETURNED VALUE OF 114PRES_ NEAT LOAD INTO NODE (REAL) C
C SU_ - SUM OF _ THREE VALUES (RU_) C
C C
C CALLING: THIS ROUTINE SHOULD BE CALLED FROM VARINILES 2 OR CUTPUT CALLS C
F WNROUTI HE GETO(HUN/4)L, NCOEA, OLI N, QRAD, OSRC, SUNQ)
CALL COIg4ON
F CNARACTER SUB'L*(*)
F REALqq5 ORAD,OLIN,OSRC,SUNG
F INTEGER IIODEA,GOFFST
C FlED RELATIVE NODE NLI4BER, NHEL FOR lioDEA C
Clt_ vltl-I_/k/itltko m t • t t I_/nttk lltr drIrlktlrll/_lklk/rlk/kQ drIHkd_lk_ _ _ C
F CALL NODTRN(SUD/QL, NODEA, HEEL)
Ctktlr/kIHk/lllf/I.i_t t ttlk t t t/kik frlllk/k Ik/klrll_IQ _QQ_O0 Q_t_ _QQ Qt _Qt C
C FIilO LOCATION OF FIRST LINEAR CONDUCTOR C
C ATTACHED TO NODEA C
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CiktQLrlIQllkQQOt_Q_r_IIQ_QQtQ_QQtQ_QQtQt_QLriiQttQQik_Q_OQ_C
F GOFFSTuO
F DO lO II1, NREL'I
F GOFFSTsGOFFST÷NLIN(|)÷NRN)(I)
l 10 CORTIIgJE
C iNITIALIZE RETURN VARIABLES TO ZERO C
F OLIN_O.O
F OEAD,,O.O
F EJI4G,,O.O
C FONt EACH LINEAR C0ie_TON ATTAOIEO TO liCDEA C
C FIND THE COI_TARCE VALUE. GAB C
C FIND THE TEI_UTU_ AT THE END. TII C
C C¢I4PUTE THE SEAT FLOU THROUGH COROUCTON,Oq C
C INCREASE THE OLIN BY OG C
C NEXT CONDUCTOR C
f DO 20 I_.I,NLIN(MItEL)
F 6ABuG(PG(GOFFST*I ) )
F TI_T(PT(GOFFST*I))
F DQsGAJ*(TB-T(NREL))
F OLINnQL|N_Q
F 20 CONT[NUE
C FINO LOCATION OF FIRST NONLIHEAII CONDUCTOR C
C ATTACHED TO NCDEA C
F DOFFST_OFFST÷NLIN(NREL)
******************************--**--******
C FOR EACH NONLINEAR CQNOUCTOR ATTACHED TO NCOEA C
C FiND THE CONDUCTARC[ VALUE. GAB C
C FIND THE TEI4PERATURE AT TH[ ELK), l'B C
C CCI4PUTE THE NEAT FLOU THROUGH CONDUCTOR, DO C
C INCREASE THE _ BY D_ C
C I_XT COUXJCTOR C
F DO 30 i,.1.NUD(NREL)
F GAB'_G(PG(GOFFST'_E ) )
F T|_T ( PT ( OOFFST'* I ) )
F DQ,,GAB*SIGi4A*((TB-ARSZRO)**4.O- (T(NREL) -ARS?.RO)**&.O)
F ORN),,CWJ_O
F 30 CONTINUE
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Appendix C - GETQ Output from Sample Problem
TIME (M|IAJTES) • 0.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= O.O0000E*00
TIME (MIIIUTES) • 0.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.332_d[+00
TIME (NIlIUTES) • 1.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.66311E+00
TIME (MINUTES) • 1.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.9920ME_00
TIME (MINUTES) • 2.0000 CONVECTIONMEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.13191E+01
Tile (NIMUTES) • 2.$000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.16&_.01
TIME (NliiUTES) • 3.0000 CONVECTIONMEAT LOSS (klATT|),, 0.196791[.01
TIME (NIMUTES) • 3.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.228961[,01
TIME (NIIAJTES) • 4.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.2/_+01
TIME (N|IIUTES) • 4.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.292741[+01
TIME (MINUTES) • 5.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.32&36E+01
TIME (NlllUTE$) • 5.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= O._JSSME+01
TIME (NINUTES) • 6.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.3870_1
TIME (NIMUTES) • 6.5000 COMVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0./.1811E+01
TIME (MINUTES) • 7.0000 CONVECTIONNEAT LOSS (WATTS)= 0./A88_+01
TIME (NINUTES) • 7.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= O.&7967E+01
TIME (MINUTES) • 8.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.510171[+01
TIME (MINUTES) • 0.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0._)4JE+01
TIME (NIIIUTES) • 9.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.57060E+01
TIME (NIIIUTES) = 9.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.600521[+01
TIME (NlllUTES) • 10.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.63026E.01
TIME (NIIiUI"ES) = 10.$000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.65981E+01
TIME (NllAITES) • 11.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)- 0.68916E.01
TIME (N|I4JTES) • 11.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.71832E+01
TIME (NIMUTES) • 12.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.TA729E*01
TIME (NIllUTES) • 12.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.7760_+0i
TIME (NIMJTES) • 13.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.80_+01
TIME (NEIAJTES) • 13.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.833021[.0i
TIME (flliiUTES) • 14.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= O.IM120E+01
TIME (MIINTES) • 16.5000 COMVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.88919E.01
TIME (NINUTES) • 15.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.91698E.01
TIME (MINUTES) • 15.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.9_88E*01
TIME (MINUTES) • 16.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.9719_+01
TIME (NINUTES) • 16.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.999171[.01
TIME (NIIIUTES) • 17.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (bL4TTS)= 0.102621[+02
TIME (NIiiUTES) = 17.5000 ¢OMV_CTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.10530E_?.
TIME (MINUTES) • 18.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.10796[*02
TINE (NIMUTES) • 18.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.11060E.02
TIME (NIMUTES) • 19.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.11322E.02
TIME (NIiiUTES) • 19.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (VATTS)= 0.115821[+02
TIME (NIiFJTES) • 20.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.118&0£.02
TIME (NIMUTES) • 20.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.12096E+02
TIME (NINUTES) • 21.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.12350E.02
TIME (NlliUTES) • 21.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (WATTS)= 0.12601E.02
TIME (NliiUTES) • ?.2.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.12851E+02
TIME (NIIIUTES) • 22.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (IMTTS)= 0.13099E+02
TIME (NII4JTES) • 23.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.13_5E_02
TIME (NllAITES) = 23.5000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.13589E.02
TIME (NIMUTES) • 2&.O000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.13831E+02
TIME (NIMJTES) • 24.S000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1AO71E*02
TIME (NIMJTES) • 23.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1A30ME+02
TIME (NIiNTES) • 23.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1/.54/*E+02
TINE (MIMUTES) • 26.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1/.778E.02
TIME (NINUTES) • 26.5000 COi_I[CTION HEAT LOSS (IMTT$)= 0.18010E+02
TIN• (MINUTES) • 27.0000 CONVECTION HEAT LOSS (UATT8)= 0.15239E+02
TIME (NIliUTES) • 27.5000 COMCTION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1_,671[+02
TIME (NIINTES) • 28.0000 CONVIECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.15693E+02
TIME (NlllUTES) = 28.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATT|)• 0.15916E.02
TIME (fllMUTES) = 29.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1613ME.02
TIME (NiiiUTES) • 29.5000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1615M.02
TIME (NliiUTES) = 30.0000 CONVECTIONHEAT LOSS (kMTTS)= 0.16575E.02
UDIATION iIF.AT LOSS (V_TTi)• O.O000M+O0
RADIATION MEAT LOSS (blATTI)= 0.19678(-'4)0
iMDIAT|ON MEAT LOSS (HATTS)• O.&01_
RADIATION MEAT LOSS (UATT$)• 0.608OSE+00
IMD|AT|ON MEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.82_+00
UD|AT|OM liF.AT LOSS (UATT|)• 0.10363E.01
RAD|AT|ON MEAT LOIS (IIATT|)• 0.12_'_ME.01
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (IMTT$)• 0.1/d10_+01
RADIATION MEAT LOSS ¢UATTS)• 0.17M671E+01
UDIATION MEAT LO_S (MATTI)" 0.19&lIE+01
RADIATION MEAT LOSS (IMTT|)• O.Z1781E*01
EADIATION MEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.2&190E+01
EADIATION MEAT LOSS (IMTTI)= O._M&IE+01
UDIATION NEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.291331[+0t
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.31466E.01
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS),, O._I_?A1E*01
IL4DIATION HEAT LOSS (UkTTS)= O._kr_858E*01
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.39510E+01
8ADIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• O.&220SE+01
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• O./_9_JgE*01
UD[ATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• O./*Tr13E*01
IUU)IATION HEAT LOSS (W, TTS)• 0.80826E*01
IL4DIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.533T_.01
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (VATTS)• 0.56266E.01
IL4DIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.$9193E.01
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATI'S)= 0.62186E.01
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.651571[+01
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• O.M193E+01
IMDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.71265E.01
IU_IATION HEAT LOSS (VATTS)= 0.7_37"_+01
iMDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• O.T/511d_01
ItN)IATION HEAT LOSS (IMTT$)• 0.8069ME.01
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (VRTTS)• 0.6589gE+01
IMDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.671&ME*01
RADIATION MEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.90&l/dE+01
IL4DIATION MEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.93719E+01
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.97058E+01
RADIATION EAT LOSS (UATTS)• OolOO&_?.
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.t038_D2
IL4DIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.107244[*0?.
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATT|)• 0.11069E.02
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.11/,171[+02
RADIATION NEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.11768£+0?.
IMDIATION HEAT LOSS (VATTS)• 0.12121E.02
UDIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.1267M+02
RADIATION I_T LOSS (UATTI)• 0.128344[+02
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTI)= 0.13198E+02
NADIATION MEAT LOSS (UATTI)= 0.185ME+02
IL4DIATION HEAT LOSS (UATTS)= 0.1_P22E+02
EADIATION HEAT LOSS (WATTS)= 0.t/N'_89E*02
PJ;,DIATIONMEAT LOSS (UATT8)= 0.14_+02
RADIATION HEAT LOSS (tMTT$)= O.IS02gE+02
itMIATION HEAT LOSS (UATT$)• 0.1_+02
IUW;_TION MEAT LOSS (UATTS)• 0.1§77M*02
IL4DIATION MEAT LOSS (IMTT$)= 0.16152[_02
UDIATION MEAT LOSS (MATT•)• 0.16530[*02
RADIATION MEAT LOSS (IMTTS)= 0.16909£+02
UDIATION MEAT LOSS (IMTTS),, 0.17290[+02
RADIATION MEAT LOSS (UATTS),, 0.176721=+02
IL4DIATION HEAT LOSS (IMTTS)• 0.18055E_?.
ItND|AT|ON HEAT LOSS (IMTTS)= 0.18/*&OE+02
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AppendixD - NODMAPOutputfromSampleProblem
A Ol4APOF INPUT _ NCOEBLOCK 99 (INTERNAL 2)
THE PAAAMETERSOF NCOE |L00C 99 ARE: IelPERATtJtE • t00.000 (NG.)
CAPACITANCE • t.00000 (EIIERGY/DEG)
NET SOURCE/SINK • 0.000000[.4)0 (ENERGY/TIE, INCLUDES TIES)
CAP./U OF COW.• &.TJ]77 (Tim, IIIO.UDES TIES)
TNE ADJOINING NODES TO iiCOE BLOCK 99 APE:
NODE CONOUCTOR COM)UCTOII X OF S OF NEAT TRANSFERRATE _TURE OF
INPUT (INTERNAL) INPUT (iNTERNAL) TYPE VALUE TYPE TOTAL (IglERGT/I"[NE) ADJO[NIliG UODE
SLOr.JC 1( t) 2 ( 1) LINEAR 0.100000 100.0 &?.$ 16.5753 _S.753
ILOCIC I( 1) 1 ( 2) RADIAT 5,000000[*03 100.0 S2.7 18.&397 _6S.753
TIlE TOTALS ON NODEELOCK 99 ARE:
LINEAIt NF.ATTRANSFER(CQIIDUCTIOff/COilVECTIOU)... 16.S753
RADIATION NEATTUNSFk'R, ......... .......... • ... 16.4397
HEAT SOURCE/SINKS APPLIED ................ .... .. O.O00000E*O0
35.0150 (EN[IIGY/T IIIE)
EFFECTIVE ERN TENPERATUflE................... 265.?55
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